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"What do you consider to be the largest map that would be really useful?"
"About six inches to the mile."
"Only six inches!" exclaimed Mein Herr. "We very soon got to six 
yards to
the mile. Then we tried a hundred yards to the mile. And then came the
grandest idea of all We actually made a map of the country on the scale of a
mile to the mile!"
"Have you used it much?" I enquired.
"It has never been spread out, yet," said Mein Herr: "the farmers objected;
they said it would cover the whole country and shut out the sunlight! So we
now use the country itself, as its own map, and I assure you it does nearly as
well."
(Lewis Carroll, 1893)
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Abstract
Spatial representations are external, physical entities, which are used to symbolise
real world environments. These kinds of symbols provide information about the
world, and shape the way that we think about it. Previous research into children's
understanding and use of spatial representations has led to differing conclusions
about how and when such abilities develop. This may be due to the diversity of
different tasks and methods which have been adopted in the past. The aim of this
thesis was to provide a systematic investigation of some of these tasks and
methods, in order to establish whether they assess the same underlying abilities,
and whether children perform similarly on all such tasks, using all such methods.
A series of studies compared performance on two tasks - positioning and retrieval
- and on two methods - inferring from a representation to a referent space, and
from a referent space to a representation. Error data and time data were recorded
in addition to success and failure. Results show that when target locations are
completely concealed, levels of absolute success are similar on the two tasks.
However, children take more time on the retrieval task, which may indicate a
difference in the way they approach tasks presented in a familiar game format.
Results also show that the two methods may not be equivalent. Performance
under these two methods differs in younger children particularly. Familiarity with
the referent space leads to improved performance when inferring from referent to
representation, and to more sophisticated response strategies overalL. The
presence of irrelevant material in either space does not affect performance.
Results support the notion that some representational understanding can be
achieved early in development, so representations of space can begin to be used
x
from three years of age. However, despite this early achievement of
representational understanding, deficits in spatial cognition mean that the ability
to fully understand and use spatial representations is stil developing at 6 years of
age.
Xl
Thesis Outline
This thesis explores the understanding and use of external representations
of space by children, focusing particularly upon changes in children's
performance due to the use of different tasks, methods of assessment, and
experimental designs. The aim of this section is to provide a general overview of
the purpose of each chapter.
Chapter One is a general introduction, providing a definition of spatial
representations and an insight into their importance. It also serves to outline some
of the theories of development in children, which allow for an understanding of
how the understanding and use of spatial representations might develop.
Chapter Two provides a detailed review of some of the tasks and methods
which have previously been used in this domain, to assess children's
understanding and use of spatial representations. Traditionally, research in this
area tends to use a real world environment as a referent space, and some
representation of that space, and requires children to manipulate either the space
or the representation in some way, in order to demonstrate their understanding of
the relationship between the two. From this review it is clear that there are many
possible representational media which have been used in different studies as well
as a variety of different specific experimental tasks which children have been
required to carry out. In addition, many aspects of these tasks have differed
between studies - for example, whether the referent space used is familiar or
unfamiliar, or whether it is a natural space or a contrived experimental space.
This chapter suggests that because of the diversity of methods used in previous
research, making judgements about children's abilities in this domain is diffcult.
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Performance is therefore the result of a trade-off between children's actual
competence and the cognitive load of the particular experimental design
employed. The chapter explains the overall aim of the project reported here, in
explicitly addressing the issue of just how performance is affected by the use of
different methods, tasks and by other experimental variables such as familiarity
with the referent space.
Chapter Three outlines the general methodological approach adopted in all
of the studies within the project. The method has been adapted from that used by
Judy DeLoache since her original (1987) study in this area. Using this method,
children view a room as the referent space, and they view a small-scale model of
that room as the representation. They then view a target object hidden or placed
at some location in one of the two spaces, and are required to themselves retrieve
or position an analogous object from the analogous location in the other space. In
this way, they demonstrate their understanding of the representational relationship
between the model and the room, as well as their ability to identify correct spatial
locations.
Chapter Four repoiis the first study carried out as part of this project,
Experiment One, in which children complete the standard task with their own
classroom as the referent space. This initial study aims to compare children's
performance on two specific tasks - retrieval and positioning - and using two
methods - inferring from Model-To-Room, or from Room-To-Model.
Chapter Five explores whether the children's familiarity with the referent
space might have affected the pattern of performance in Chapter Four, and thus
Experiment Two reported here replicates the previous experiment using a
completely novel referent space.
X11
Chapter Six presents Experiments 3A and 3B. Having explored a highly
familiar referent space (Experiment One) and a completely novel referent space
(Experiment Two), the studies in this chapter examine how performance changes
when the level of familiarity with the referent environment, varies from slightly
familiar to highly familiar.
Chapter Seven explores the effect of the quality of the representation itself.
Experiments One, 3A and 3B use a fairly basic model, containing only structural
elements of the referent room. However, Experiment Two uses a more detailed
model containing soft furnishings as well as structural elements, and the colours
of objects in the representation were truer to the colours in the referent space, to a
much greater extent than was the case in Experiments One, 3A or 3B. Experiment
Four therefore aims to compare performance using a basic model with that using a
detailed modeL.
Chapter Eight examines the possibility that selective attentional capacities
might be responsible for differences between Experiments One and Two, rather
than the complete novelty of the referent space in Experiment Two. In
Experiment One, the referent space is the children's own classroom, and therefore
contains a great deal of irrelevant information in the form of additional material
like toys and books. In Experiment Two, however, there is no additional material
of this sort in the referent room. Therefore, it is suggested that children might be
distracted by this additional material when inferring from model to room. Thus,
this distraction might account for differences between Experiments One and Two,
rather than the differences in the level of familiarity with the referent space.
Experiments Five and Six reported here, explore children's performance when
irrelevant material is present in the room, when it is not present at all, when it is
xiv
present in the model, and when it is present in both model and room.
Chapter Nine provides a general discussion of the studies in the project. It
summarises the main findings, and draws some conclusions regarding
developmental issues. Based on the research presented within this thesis, this
chapter suggests how children's performance on tasks designed to assess
understanding and use of spatial representations is affected by the variations in
task, method and other variables which were explored in this project. In addition,
some suggestions for further research are made.
xv
Chapter 1 General introduction
CHAPTER ONE
General Introduction
Definitons
The term "spatial representation" has several meanings. Firstly, it is
applied to internal, mental spatial information about any real-world environment.
Historically speaking, internal models of large-scale environments have been
referred to differently, and also in different research domains. They have been
called "imaginary maps" (Trowbridge, 1913), "mental maps" (Shemyakin, 1962),
"environmental images" (Appleyard, 1969), "spatial images" (Boulding, 1956)
and "spatial schema" (Lee, 1968). However, probably the most familiar term to
psychologists is "cognitive maps". This type of terminology suggests pictures or
maps, but in fact these internal models of space may not be maps, and may not
even be map-like. As Siegel & White (1975) point out, they are often fragmented
and distorted. It is also often the case that they are actually separate but connected
models of smaller chunks of the whole environment.
However, the term "spatial representation" can also be used to refer to any
external, physical, tangible entity, which is used to symbolise some real world
environment. It is important to emphasise this distinction between internal and
external spatial representations. Very often, it is assumed that an individual's
internal spatial representation can be assessed through some task using an external
representation of that environment (see Spencer, Blades and Morsley, 1989,
Chapter One, for a review of such methodologies). Thus the two are undoubtedly
1
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related. However, the nature of internal representations, or "cognitive maps" is an
issue of human spatial cognition, whilst an external representation is a physical
entity. It is the aim of this thesis to examine the understanding and use of external
spatial representations, and to investigate how manipulations of such external
entities and their referents may affect this understanding. Such understanding
may well rest upon cognitive abilities and this wil be explored within the thesis,
but it is the external representations which remain the prime focus throughout.
Henceforth, the term "spatial representation" will be used to refer to external,
physical representations of space. Where internal representations are the focus of
discussion, this will be made explicit.
The importance of spatial representations
The emergence of the ability to use symbols in general is an important
stage in many theories of cognitive development (e.g. Werner & Kaplan, 1969;
Piaget & Inhelder, 1969). The ability to use language marks an important stage in
any child's development. But symbolic functioning is also evident when a child,
for example, turns a cup upside down and uses it as a hat. This represents a
significant stage in development because the child understands that the object is a
thing-in-itself, but that it can also be used to represent something else. DeLoache
(1993) calls this "One of the foremost achievements of early human
development." She goes on to explain,
"Children come to realise that a variety of culturally defined symbol
systems represent or stand for other objects, events, or ideas. They learn
2
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that pictures, numbers, and maps have referents, that they stand for
something other than themselves. " (P91)
DeLoache and Burns (1994) expand upon this, and explain just why this type of
understanding is so important, although in the first sentence of this quote they
may have overstated their point.
ll Our capacity for the creative and jlexible use of symbols is what sets us
apart from other species. In modern, industrial societies, there are many
symbol systems that must be mastered for full participation in society. We
must speakjluently and use gestures comprehensible to others. We must be
able to count and do math, to read and to write. " (P513)
Maps and models are also types of symbols, but instead of representing
objects, they represent space. These types of symbols are of particular importance
because they provide us with information about the world, but also because they
influence the way that we think about the world, and are culturally defined in the
same way that other symbol systems are (see Gauvain, i 993, for a full discussion
of the socio-cultural aspects of spatial thought).
Siegel & White (1975) explain that any type of spatial knowledge is
essentially encoded in symbols, and these symbols are affected by the conventions
of the individual's particular society or culture. In several studies of 
Inuktitut
(Eskimo) spatial deictics, Peter Denny (1978; i 982) explores the fact that
different cultures have very different words to describe spatial concepts, and that
this leads to very different ways of thinking about space. For example, he
3
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suggests that in Westernised cultures non-deictic locatives such as "down-the-
road" or "round-the-corner" can be used to adequately relate space to human
actions. However, natural environments such as the Arctic tundra, have not been
shaped to facilitate human action, and therefore one way to relate the space to
human activity is to use deictic spatial concepts which centre space on the
speaker. In English, the two words "here" and "there" make up the spatial deictic
system, contrasting the speaker's location with all other possible locations. In
Eskimo, however, the spatial deictic system comprises 88 words which, Denny
argues, enable Eskimos to think about spatial locations in very different ways to
English speakers.
Siegel and White (1975) describe a race of people for whom the sea is
particularly important, and which therefore forms a central part of their system of
spatial referencing. This is evident from one anecdote in which a member of this
society was heard telling another that "..you have mud on your seaward cheek.."
(p i 6) As Siegel & White point out,
"Being a social animal and developing within a social context, man
construes reality in the terminology of his culture. Part of this reality is
symbolised space. " (P16)
Spatial representations also provide us with information about the world
which we would otherwise not have access to. We are able to learn about places
we have never visited, and to have a conception of where certain landmarks, cities
and countries are in relation to others. One example, of satellte images of Earth,
4
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demonstrates clearly how representations provide us with information that we
otherwise could not possibly hope to have (Lib en, 1997).
In addition, spatial representations are important because they influence
the way we think about the world, and the way in which we visualise it. It is
therefore important that we investigate how young children understand spatial
representations in order to gain an insight into how they can think about the
world. Blades and Cooke (1994) explain the impOliance of this type of
understanding.
"Understanding an external representation is an important developmental
achievement, one that has implications not only for theories of spatial
abilties per se, but also for several other aspects of development. For
example, children's recogniton that a representation provides a particular
view of the "world is one facet of perspective taking...; their abilty to select
information from a map or a model and apply that information to the
represented environment can be considered in the context of early
analogical reasoning...; and children's use of external representations is an
example of learning from culturally mediated symbolic tools.. " (P202)
Similarly, Blades and Spencer (1994) comment that,
"Spatial representations are an important and common aspect of most
cultures- they both provide information about the world and influence the
way that people think about and visualise the world.... and with the rapid
development of computer based Geographical Information Systems it is
5
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likely that spatial representations wil become even more important, for
both professional and non-specialist users.. " (P4)
Recent research, then, has investigated young children's developing
understanding and use of spatial representations as abilities in their own right, as
well as for what they can add to our understanding of the development of spatial
cognition in general.
Theories of spatial development
Various theories of spatial development have been suggested over the
years. This section wil explore some of these theories and how each of them
aims to explain children's developing understanding of spatial representations.
Piagetian theory
In terms of explaining Piaget s theory of the development of the concept
of space in the child, it is first necessary to explain the important distinction which
he makes between perceptual space and cognitive space (Piaget & Inhelder, 1956:
p3). Perceptual space is, in Piagets view, concerned with the more figurative
aspects of knowledge, whilst cognitive space is concerned with the operative
aspects of knowledge. According to Piaget, knowledge of any sort must include
these two aspects, since to know any object is to construct or reconstruct it. The
essentially operative aspect is related to the actions or the operations by which the
subject submits the object to the transformations necessary for its reconstruction.
Thus, it is dependent upon intellgence. The figurative aspect relates to the
perception (direct or pictorial) of the successive states or momentary
6
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configurations between which the transformational activities must intervene.
Thus, it is dependent upon perception or the mental image.
Piaget stresses that intellgence does not arise out of perception, but rather
that a reciprocal influence or functional interaction must operate between the two.
The information which comes from perception or the mental image is the raw
material for the intellectual action. Yet reciprocally these intellectual activities
have an influence upon perception (either directly or indirectly), thus enriching
and increasing the flexibility of its functioning with development. In this way,
intellgence remains distinct from perception, yet the two remain related aspects
of knowledge and reality. Their development can be complementary, but often in
very different directions. In Piaget s works he indicates that the perception of
space, as opposed to the conception of space, is always essentially relativistic in
character. It is never really free from systematic distortions, because of the
irreversible nature of the perceptual structures.
The development of sensori-motor space, according to Piaget, occurs
during the first two years of childhood, and is one of the major achievements of
sensori-motor intelligence. The actions of the child and their displacements,
which involve both their perceptual functions and their motor functions, lead to a
progressive structuring of space through increasingly complex co-ordinations. In
this way sensori-motor space clearly involves more than just mere perception, and
depends greatly upon the intellgent or operative aspects of knowledge. Piaget
describes this sensori-motor space as a space which is practical, experienced,
organised and balanced, at the level of action or behaviour. Nevertheless, at this
early stage in development, the absence of the symbolic function means that the
child is unable to imagine this space, or to mentally reconstruct it. However,
7
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these perceptual sensori -motor structures form the foundation of the construction
of representational space (pS).
With the advent of the symbolic function in the child, at about the age of
two years, representational space begins to develop. This is more than just an
internalisation or image reproduction of sensori-motor space (p3). Spatial
representation is added to and derives from sensori-motor space, and enables the
child to act upon objects which are symbolised or mentally represented, as well as
those which are physically present. It develops progressively, and involves a long
period of internalisation, from action to operation.
From geometry, Piaget identifies three main types of geometrical relations,
and he traces their development in children. The most basic relation in
developmental terms, is topological space. This depends purely upon the
qualitative relations which are inherent in a particular figure, such as nearness or
proximity, separation, order or spatial succession, and enclosure or sun-ounding.
Thus topological space is restricted to the internal properties of particular objects,
and allows only for analyses which operate from the standpoint of each figural
object in isolation (plS3). This is followed by projective space and Euclidean
space.
"With projective and Euclidean space we encounter a new and diferent
problem, that of locating objects and their configurations relative to one
another, in accordance with general perspective or projective systems, or
according to co-ordinate axes. Projective or Euclidean structures are
therefore more complex in organisation and are only evolved at a later
stage in the child's development." (P153)
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In projective space the concept of the straight line serves as the basis for
spatial relationships. Thus projective space is concerned with the relation of one
object to others, but from a particular perspective or point of view (p154). The
final stage in development comes with the advent of Euclidean space, which is
based mainly upon the concept of distance. The child is able to locate an object in
terms of a system of axes or co-ordinates. Euclidean and projective space both
derive from topological space, but are then constructed parallel to one another.
Though distinct from one another, they nevertheless remain closely related.
In terms of the development of understanding of external representations
of space, Piaget actually had very little to say, since he believed that any
understanding of external representations of space was derived from an already
established internal representation of space. However, Piaget & Inhelder (1956)
did some very early research using two identical models, one of which was to
serve as a representation of the other. A doll was positioned on one of the models,
and the child had to position another doll at the equivalent position on the second
modeL.
Stage I children (ages 3.0-4.0 years) appeared only to be able to focus
upon one aspect of the doll's position in the first modeL. Piagets explanation for
this behaviour was to say that these children relied upon simple topological
concepts, i.e. that the child just thought of the doll as being "in" a particular area,
or "near" a particular object. So, if the doll was in a field on the first model then
the child might place the second doll in a field on the second model, but would
not attend to which particular field by noting, for example, which other objects it
was near to.
9
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In Stage II, children began to position the doll in relation to two or three
features, and then after the ages of seven or eight, the children were always
successfuL. Thus, in Piagets view, children's failure to understand spatial
representations can be seen as a result of their reliance upon simple topological
concepts.
In another task children viewed a model village and were then presented
with a set of identical objects which they were to use to construct a replica of the
original modeL. These objects were either of the same scale as the original model,
or of a smaller scale. Children were presented with either the same number of
objects as were in the original or more, in which case the child would have to
choose between the available objects and select the con'ect ones to use (Holloway,
1967).
In Stage I children were able to achieve neither spatial conespondence
between the sets of objects, nor one to one correspondence. Sometimes certain
proximities may have been observed, but usually objects were either bunched
together, or put in a line in a different order to that which they assume in the
originaL. By seven or eight years children were able to copy the model perfectly,
apart from precise measurements and reductions to scale. Performance therefore
improves as they progress through reliance upon projective and finally Euclidean
concepts, and the ability to understand and to use a representation of space would
be a late developing skil, emerging at around seven years of age.
In addition, Piaget and Inhelder's (1956) well-documented "three
mountains" task suggests that until nine or ten years of age, children have
difficulties appreciating perspectives other than their own. Children were shown a
model of three mountains and were asked how it would look to an observer
10
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situated at a different location. The children responded by building a model, or by
selecting a picture which showed the mountains from various perspectives. Until
nine or ten years, children tended to respond by selecting the view which showed
the mountains from their own perspective.
External representations of space tend to show the referent environment
from a different perspective to that which a child is likely to encounter. Thus,
Piaget s views about perspective, coupled with his account of the development of
the concept of space, seem to suggest that we should expect the ability to
understand and to use spatial representations to be a late developing one.
Perhaps because of this Piagetian framework, young children's abilities in
understanding and using representations of space, were overlooked by researchers
until more recently. Liben (1982) explores some alternatives to the traditional
Piagetian tasks used in assessing spatial cognition generally, which other
researchers have employed. She advocates caution in drawing conclusions from
Piagetian methods, since children's actual spatial competencies may not be
adequately reflected by their performance on such tasks. In addition, the findings
of more recent studies indicate that the ability to understand and use spatial
representations specifically, may not be as late to develop as Piagets theory
suggests. Mark Blades in the UK and Judy DeLoache in the US have separately
been at the forefront of research within this domain, carrying out many different
studies aimed at exploring young children's understanding and use of spatial
representations, and their research suggests this to be a much earlier developing
skill than had previously been thought.
11
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DeLoache's theory
DeLoache (1995a; 1995b) proposes a model of young children's symbol
understanding and use, which is based on her extensive research into children's
understanding and use of small-scale models. However, she explains that she
intends the model to apply to a broad range of different symbol types, apart from
just models, and not restricted to representations of space. This model is a
revision and extension of the model posited previously in DeLoache (1990), and
is shown in Figure 1.
DeLoache's model can be seen to be similar to Gentner's (1983;1989)
theory of analogical reasoning, which outlines the development of the ability to
recognise that a set of related items have some relationship to another set of
related items, though Gentner did not focus upon relationships between
representations of space and their referents specifically.
In DeLoache's model, the behaviour which represents the output is the
appropriate use of a symboL. DeLoache bases her model on research using her
typical experimental paradigm. Children view a room as the referent space, and a
small-scale model of that room as the representation. A target toy is hidden at
some location in the model, and children are asked to retrieve a previously hidden
analogous toy from the equivalent location in the room itself (or vice-versa). In
the research upon which DeLoache bases her model, the behaviour which
represents the output would constitute retrieval of the previously hidden object,
from either the small-scale model, or from the referent room.
Immediately underpinning the ability to make appropriate use of a symbol
in this model, is the ability to map the elements of the referent to those of the
symbol, or vice-versa. This Mapping ability is therefore bi-directional.
12
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Underpinning the ability to map in this way, is the central component of the
model- a higher-order appreciation of the relationship between the symbol and its
referent, which DeLoache terms "representational insight".
Figure 1. DeLoache 's model of symbol understanding and use. (Taken from
DeLoache, 1995).
In the model, representational insight is facilitated by a combination of
multiple factors. The first of these is "Instruction". In the majority of
DeLoache's studies, she employs an extensive orientation phase prior to
commencing testing. However, when this instruction phase is modified to provide
less instruction to children, they perform more poorly. DeLoache emphasises that
this fits with Gentner's (1983) theory of analogical reasoning, since in her terms
instruction ought to foster "structural alignment" between the symbol and the
referent, by encouraging children to compare their mental representations of the
13
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room and the modeL. Instruction represents a developmental component of the
model, since older children require fewer and less detailed instructions to
successfully use a symbol, than younger children do.
Similarity is a second factor which contributes to attaining representational
insight. DeLoache notes several different types of similarity which may exist
between referent and representation. Similarity in scale, when the referent and
representation are close to one another in terms of size, appears to aid children's
ability to appreciate the relation between the two. Similarity between elements of
the referent and the representation also assists with the achievement of
representational insight. In DeLoache's scale-model studies, when objects within
the two rooms look alike (similar fabric, colour etc.) children appear better able to
appreciate the overall relation between the two spaces. In addition, background
similarity also contributes - so when walls of the model and the room are painted
in similar colours, the relation between the two is more easily appreciated. In
Gentner's terms, increased similarity between elements of a model and the room it
represents entails a recognition of 'object correspondences' based on similar
object attributes.
Relational similarity is a further type of similarity which DeLoache notes
may contribute to children's understanding overalL. This refers to similarity not
between corresponding individual objects in the two spaces, but between the
spatial arrangement, or the relations between those objects. Gentner also makes a
distinction between object correspondences, as mentioned previously, and this
type of 'relational correspondence', which rests upon a recognition of the relations
between objects within a set. This is also a developmental aspect of DeLoache's
model, since older children are able to understand and to use a symbol which is
14
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less similar to its referent, whereas younger children often require high levels of
similarity to succeed.
A further factor which contributes to the achievement of representational
insight according to DeLoache's model, is Dual Representation. Dttal et al.
(1998) report that on DeLoache's standard model retrieval task, 21; year old
children are notoriously unsuccessfuL. However, they acknowledge that these
same children nevertheless grasp several important components of the task.
"First, they understand that they are to find the large toy in the room, as
evidenced by their enthusiasm during the symbol-based retrievaL. Second,
they are very good at remembering where the original toy was hidden in the
modeL. Their memory-based retrieval performance is always near ceilng,
on par with that of 3 year olds. Thus, their inabilty to find the toy in the
room is not because they fail to remember where the miniature toy is hidden
in the modeL. Finally, 2Y: year olds can match the corresponding objects
(e.g. large and small chairs) in the two spaces." (P65)
So the reason for failure, then, must lie elsewhere, with the children's
understanding of the relationship between the model and the room as a whole. It
appears that the children simply do not understand that the model and the room
are related, and they therefore do not understand that they have any way of
knowing where in the real room the larger toy is hidden.
This is DeLoache's own view. She proposes the "dual orientation
hypothesis" which states that younger children have diffculties in recognising the
symbolic relationship between the model and the referent space, because a model
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is a "thing-in-itself' as well as being a representation of something else. Models
are salient as objects. They are three-dimensional and can be touched and
manipulated by children. Photographs, on the other hand, have no function in
themselves, thus their only purpose is to represent. Children therefore find
photographs easier to appreciate as representations than models. DeLoache's
research suggests that children can use a photograph to identify the location of a
target 0 bj ect in a referent room at just 2 Yi years, whereas they appear unable to do
so with a small-scale model until 3 years.
This is a factor which she has explored in many of her studies, and relates
to the ability to appreciate a symbol in two ways simultaneously: firstly to
appreciate it as an object in itself with features of its own, and secondly to
appreciate its more abstract features as a symbol for something else. DeLoache's
dual representation hypothesis asserts that the more salient an object is as an
object in its own right, the more diffcult it is to appreciate it as a symboL. She
argues that it is the representational element of the link between referent and
symbol which is problematic for young children. DeLoache, Miler, Rosengren
and Bryant (1993) and DeLoache, Miller and Rosengren (1997) allowed children
to view a large-scale room followed by a small-scale model of the room, but
convinced the children that a "shrinking machine" had simply reduced the size of
the room from large to smalL. Children observed a large toy hidden in the large
room, and were then asked to retrieve the "shrunken" toy from the "shrunken"
room. Under these circumstances DeLoache et al (1997) observed much higher
levels of success in children than would normally be expected. They suggest that
this is because the children now perceive a causal link between the two spaces
which does not have any representational component - the two rooms are simply
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considered to be the same room viewed before and after the transformation of
size.
As further support for this hypothesis, Troseth and DeLoache (1998)
carried out several studies in which children viewed a hiding event in a room live,
on a video monitor, and were then required to enter the room and successfully
retrieve the object which the had previously observed being hidden. However,
children who watched the hiding event through a window performed dramatically
better than children watching on a video monitor. Thus, watching precisely the
same events elicits very different results depending upon whether children
observe the events directly, or via a live video link. The authors interpret these
results as showing that it is the representational nature of the video medium which
impairs children's performance. If children do not fully appreciate the
representational relationship between the video and real life, then they wil be
unable to recognise that the video can provide them with information about the
real world. To test this, Troseth and DeLoache carried out another experiment,
this time comparing children's performance using the standard video monitor,
with performance using a video window. Under this latter condition, children
were told that they would be watching a hiding event through a window, whereas
in fact they were watching a video. Thus, children in both conditions viewed
exactly the same things. The only difference was that the standard video group
knew that they were watching a video whilst the video window group thought that
they were looking through a window. The results supported the authors'
hypothesis, in that children in the video window condition performed significantly
better than those in the standard video condition. Thus, it seems that appreciating
the symbolic nature of a representation is a diffcult task for young children to
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achieve, but if the necessity for appreciating this representational aspect is
removed, the task becomes a more straightforward one.
In contrast, though, an earlier study by Menzel, Premack and Woodruff
(1978) showed chimpanzees a black-and-white closed-circuit television picture of
a caretaker walking in an outdoor field and then hiding. When subsequently
released into the field the chimps were more successful at finding the caretaker
than if they had not viewed the television image, which suggests that even chimps
are able to recognise the relationship between what they see on a screen and the
real world, and that they were able to utilise the information from that
representational medium to complete a task in the referent space. However,
Menzel et al. report that the chimps' performance under these conditions was
similar to that when viewing the same scene normally, rather than on video. It
could be argued that perhaps the video and the real life views were
indistinguishable to the chimps, and that there was therefore no need for them to
appreciate the representational nature of the video images. In contrast to Troseth
and DeLoache, though, it seems that the performance of non-human primates is
unaffected by the representational nature of the medium through which this
information was conveyed.
Dow and Pick (1992) make additional suggestions as to the abilities of
children to understand and to use a small-scale model, also based upon
DeLoache's original research. They suggest that the diffculty which children
appear to have in holding a dual representation of the model, may not be due only
to its more salient three-dimensional nature. They point out that DeLoache told
children that the model was "Little Snoopy's room", whereas the photograph was
not introduced to children as being the possession of any agent. They suggest that
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if an object is presented as being the possession of some agent, then this
contributes to its being viewed as a thing-in-itself. Their study therefore used a
model which was presented as "Little Teddy's room" and a photograph which was
also presented as "Little Teddy's room". In addition, they used a model which
was not introduced as being the possession of any agent, and photographs which
were not introduced as the possessions of any agent. Under these conditions,
children performed better using photographs that were not possessions and thus
served only a representational function, than they did with models, and
photographs that were introduced as possessions. These latter items were
therefore all presented as "things-in-themselves" as well as representations. For
this reason, Dow and Pick suggest that the difficulties that young children in
DeLoache's study appeared to experience because of their inability to hold a dual
representation of the model, may have been exacerbated by the model also being
referred to as "Little Snoopy's room".
Bremner & Andreasen (1998) investigated models and maps, and
compared 4.5 and 5 year old children's abilities to use these two types of
representations as aids to route following through a maze. On DeLoache's dual
orientation hypothesis, one would expect that children would find a map easier to
understand as a representation of space, than a model, since a map generally
serves no other purpose than to represent a space, whilst a model may be more
easily viewed as a "thing-in-itself' as well as a representation. However, the
results of this study showed that children were actually more successful at using
the model than the map, thus contrasting with DeLoache's hypothesis. It would
appear that there is something of a contradiction in the research in this area.
DeLoache's dual orientation hypothesis was based on the results of her early
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research. However in later work, Marzolf & DeLoache (1994) hypothesise that
using a map might be more diffcult for young children than a model due to the
more abstract nature of maps. They explain that even if items on maps share
attributes like colour with their referents, they will stil be more abstract than
items in a modeL. Whilst a blue chair might be represented on a map by a blue
square, this is not as iconic as a small-scale model of that chair.
This hypothesis seems somewhat surprising given the dual orientation
hypothesis, which states that representations are easier to understand if they do
not also have a function as "things-in-themselves". A model is a three-
dimensional object which can be manipulated and played with etc. Therefore it
should be more difficult to view as a representation of something else. A map,
however, has no purpose other than to represent. It should therefore be easier to
understand as a representation.
Domain knowledge in DeLoache's model might comprise knowledge of
the symbol itself, or of the symbol-type. Alternatively, it might comprise
knowledge of the referent. Domain knowledge is also a significant contributor to
analogical reasoning. This model suggests that knowledge wil assist with
mapping, by facilitating children's appreciation of the similarity between the
referent and the symboL. However, DeLoache points out the distinct lack of
empirical evidence which exists to support the supposition that knowledge wil
actually improve children's understanding and use of symbols. DeLoache
(l995a) reports on one study in which children were brought to the referent room
a total of nine times in the space of three weeks, and on each occasion they took
part in a variety of activities within the room. When these children then
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participated in the scale-model retrieval task, there was no difference in their
performance over children who had no prior experience in the referent space.
And in fact, DeLoache (2000) reports that children who were allowed 5- 10
minutes to play with a small-scale model prior to commencing testing actually
performed more poorly than children who had no prior experience with the modeL.
Therefore, it is not entirely transparent just what the role of domain knowledge is
within the "model" - whether it facilitates or impedes performance - but
DeLoache argues that it is nevertheless likely that this affects children's
understanding and use of symbols in some way, and should therefore remain a
component of the modeL.
DeLoache posits symbolisation experience as the main developmental
aspect of the model, since it is concerned with the amount of experience which a
child has had with different symbols and symbolic media. This component of the
model interacts with Symbolic Sensitivity and therefore Representational Insight,
in that the more experience a child has had with symbols in general, the more
likely it is that the child wil subsequently be able to appreciate a novel object as a
symbol as well as an object in its own right.
Blades' theory
Blades (1991) discusses the influence of the Piagetian framework upon
subsequent research in this domain, and emphasises the distinction made earlier
between perceptual and conceptual thought, in Piaget s theories. Piaget s ideas
about the development of spatial abilities centred upon conceptual abilities rather
than perceptual ones, although he himself emphasises that perceptual abilities
develop prior to conceptual ones in children. Blades notes that tasks involving
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representations of space are not all alike, but emphasises that many of them can be
solved through perceptual spatial thought alone, without reliance upon conceptual
thought. Thus, he makes the suggestion that children may well be able to
understand and to use representations of space earlier than Piaget indicated, if the
tasks employed rely upon perceptual spatial abilities.
Blades (1991) and Blades & Spencer (1987a) suggest that performance on
tasks designed to assess children's understanding of spatial representations
depends upon a developing understanding of progressively more complex
relationships. The first stage in this progression is when a child understands that
the spatial representation actually is a representation. The child must recognise
that there is a relationship between the representation (map or model etc.) and the
environment it represents. Blades too relates this to Gentner's (1983) theory of
analogical reasoning, and refers to this as the recognition of correspondence. As
in DeLoache's model, this correspondence may be recognised at the level of
individual objects, for example, through an appreciation that a small chair in a
model looks like a large chair in a referent room. Or, correspondence may be
recognised at the level of relations, by noticing that the chair in a model is located
between the door and the bookcase, and then noticing that these objects are in the
same configuration within the referent room. Blades (1991) does not believe that
an understanding of object correspondence only represents a full appreciation of a
spatial representation, but that both object and relational cOlTespondence must be
present for a true understanding to exist. Blades carried out a study using
DeLoache's standard model-room paradigm, but included identical locations as
well as unique ones. So, for example, there were two green boxes in the model
and the room rather than just one. This meant that for children to succeed they
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had to be able to differentiate between the two identical green boxes by means of
distinguishing their spatial location. In DeLoache' s task since all the locations
were unique, a child could succeed merely by matching the green box in one
space to the green box in the other space, without any need for appreciating the
spatial relations between the two. Blades found that children could distinguish
between unique locations at just three years, as had DeLoache. However, when
the locations to be identified were not unique, four year old children stil had
diffculties with the task.
These finding are supported by those of Breuer and Marzolf (1999).
Using the standard model-room paradigm, they implemented two different
conditions. In one condition, both spaces contained five identical boxes, which
meant that in order to succeed, children had to rely upon spatial correspondences
only. In the second condition, the target locations were unique, but were arranged
differently within each space. To succeed, children had to utilise the spatial
information regarding location of the target, and ignore the object
correspondences. Their results show that even four year old children can use
spatial correspondences to solve the task when there is no other information
available. However, when unique locations were used, the same children ignore
the spatial information and rely upon object correspondence instead.
In contrast to this, Meyers (1999) presented three year old children with a
model and a room containing five boxes, which were uniquely identified by a
picture of a different cartoon character on each box. A toy was hidden in one of
the boxes in the model, and children were asked to retrieve an analogous toy from
the analogous box in the room. The analogous toy was either hidden in a box
with the corresponding character in the same spatial location as the model (object
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and spatial condition), or in a box with the corresponding character, but a different
spatial location (object only condition), or in a box with a different character but
the correct spatial location (spatial location only condition). In this way, Meyers
was able to test whether children would perform better when able to succeed
using object correspondences only. Her results showed that in fact children only
performed above chance in the "object and spatial" condition. Thus, this study
suggests that young children's understanding of spatial representations is not
limited to an appreciation of object correspondences, as Blades suggests.
It is here that the apparent disparity between DeLoache's and Blades'
work arises. DeLoache has asserted that children as young as three years of age
are capable of understanding and successfully using a small-scale model as a
representation of a large-scale space. Blades, however, has argued that children in
DeLoache's tasks can succeed merely through a reliance upon simple object
correspondences, and that if the task requires appreciation of relational
correspondence, these children cannot succeed. Since, for Blades, a true
understanding of spatial representations requires both object and relational
correspondence, DeLoache' s conclusions seem exaggerated.
This complaint seems justified, since DeLoache's conclusions refer to
understanding of spatial symbols in particular. However, it is important to bear in
mind that she originally claimed that her concern was with assessing symbolic
functioning at a general leveL. If DeLoache's work is viewed as an attempt to
explore understanding of a model as a straightforward symbol of a room (or of
elements within a room), and not an attempt to additionally assess spatial
capacities, both researchers' work might be more easily married. Indeed,
Tomasello, Striano and Rochat (1999) point out that DeLoache's model of
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representational understanding and use should really be considered in relation to
less complex symbol-referent relations than small-scale models and rooms,
because of the additional cognitive processes involved.
The second stage in Blades' progression requires the child to be able to
select appropriate information from the representation and encode it in such a way
that it can be used to complete a task. This second stage, then, may take a variety
of forms, which he refers to as "strategies".
Blades agrees with Piaget's account of development, in that the strategies
employed by children progress from a reliance upon simple topological relations,
to a more complex appreciation of projective relations which does not emerge
until after five years of age. Some tasks, however, require more complex
strategies to be employed. For example, if a map is rotated by 180 degrees then
the child will have to employ a strategy which compensates for its lack of
alignment. One possibility might be to physically rotate the map until it is
aligned. If this is not possible, then a conceptual spatial strategy must be
employed. A child might be able to mentally rotate an image of the
representation, for example. These conceptual abilities are the ones which are late
developing in Piagets view. However, often children may succeed through
reliance on more perceptual spatial abilities. For example, they might identify the
target location in terms of its spatial relationship to other features (e.g. next to the
chair; between the table and the door), which are not affected by the lack of
alignment between the representation and the environment.
Blades suggests that the final stage in the progression rests upon the
child's ability to locate himself within a representation of the environment,
although he accepts that self-location is not necessary for all tasks using spatial
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representations. However, for any task requiring way-finding, self-location is an
essential prerequisite for success.
It is clear from this overview, that there are several theories about the
development of understanding of spatial representations, and whilst there are
similarities between them, nevertheless there are some differences. One point
which has been raised recently, however, is that as well as there being different
theories of development in this area, there are also a large variety of tasks and
methods which have been adopted to assess these abilities, with little in the way
of any systematic comparisons of them, in order to establish whether they are all
assessing the same underlying abilities, and whether children would therefore
perform similarly on all such tasks, using all such methods. The following
chapter provides an overview of some of these different tasks, methods and
experimental variations, in order to illustrate the diversity which exists in the
literature, and to alert the reader to the potential differences which may emerge in
researchers' conclusions about children's abilities, due to the use of alternative
procedures, rather than due to differences in children's underlying competencies.
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CHAPTER TWO
Assessing Children's Understanding of Spatial Representations:
A Review
Whilst it may be generally accepted that children have the ability to
understand spatial representations, stil the issue remains of which particular tasks
should be used in order to best assess that understanding. Many tasks are
complicated and novel to young children and as a result may be loaded with
cognitively very difficult requirements, making it hard to separate out the
children's actual competence in this domain from their difficulties with a
particular task.
Types of representations
Perhaps the most common and widely used physical representations of
space in everyday life are maps. However, there are other specific forms of
representation, such as pictures, photographs, models, diagrams and television or
computer-generated images. Yet it has been argued that in fact these are all just
different types of maps, since what defines a map is, in fact, its function rather
than its form.
For example, Downs (1985) explains that previous attempts to define maps
have focused too strongly upon their form and their structure. He suggests that in
defining a map it is more useful to be more concerned with its function, since this
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is what underpins its form and structure. According to Downs, the function of a
map is "to render the experience of space comprehensible".
"The map is neither mirror nor miniature: it is a model of the world. The
map is a representation, and thus a carefully controlled symbolic
abstraction. " (p 325)
In this sense, then, a map should not be a precise replication of the real world, but
a persuasive representation of it. Therefore, a map can take a variety of forms and
structures, so long as it serves as a comprehensible symbol of some environment
(see MacEachren, 1995, for a discussion of map definitions).
Vasiliev, Freundschuh, Mark, Theisen and McAvoy (1990) explore various
previous definitions of maps, and by reviewing dictionaries, textbooks and journal
articles for definitions, were able to amalgamate the most frequently used terms to
give one synthesised general definition as " a representation of the earth's
geographic surface". However, their subsequent research into how people
generally classify maps, suggests that whilst a representation's similarity to a
prototypical map, like a Mercator world map or a folding road map, adds to a
representation's "map-ness", it is not necessary nor suffcient in itself. They
therefore conclude that the definition of a map ought to be expanded "to include
related objects, products and representations".
Blaut and Stea (1971) point out that traditional maps contain text and
depend upon other symbolic conventions which require to be learned. Therefore,
with younger children who do not have the necessary reading skills, or who have
not yet had enough experience with maps to understand their conventions, other
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representations which perform the same functions as a map can be more usefully
used.
Whilst different forms of representations might all serve the same
function, nevertheless research does seem to indicate that different types of
representations elicit different responses from young children. For example,
DeLoache (1987) compared children's performance on analogous tasks using both
a model and photographs as representations of a room. She found that whilst two
and a half year old children were able to succeed on the task using photographs, it
was not until three years that children could succeed using the modeL. Thus, the
particular representational medium employed may affect the outcome of a study,
in terms of children's performance.
Maps
Maps have been used by many researchers in this field. Bluestein and
Acredolo (1979) conducted one of the earliest studies using a map to represent an
environment through which children could actually move, in order to test the
children's ability to understand that map as a representation of the environment,
and to use it to guide them through it. A collapsible room was used as the referent
space, with four boxes positioned in the centre of each walL. A map of the room
was positioned either on a table in the centre of the room or on a table just outside
the room, and the map was either aligned with the room or rotated at i 80° to the
room. Three groups of children (of three, four and five years) were tested on a
task in which a toy elephant was hidden somewhere in the room and its location
indicated on the map. Children were asked to retrieve the toy from the room on
the basis of information from the map. The results suggested that children of
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three years of age had problems even when the map was aligned and within the
room itself. Children were not fully successful under these conditions until five
years. When rotated, children of four years still had great diffculty in completing
the taskl. Maps are two-dimensional representations which contain only limited
information relating to the most prominent features of a particular environment.
This may make them easier or more diffcult to understand.
DeLoache's (1987) dual orientation hypothesis would have us believe that
the more obviously representational a representation is, the easier it should be for
younger children to appreciate and understand. However, some later work by
DeLoache suggests that maps may in fact be a more difficult type of
representation to understand after alL.
Marzolf & DeLoache (1994) hypothesise that using a map might actually
be more diffcult for young children than a model due to the more abstract nature
of maps.
"Maps, on the other hand, are more abstract representations; even if items
on a map share some physical attributes (e.g. color) with their referents,
they are unlikely to be as perceptually faithful as the realistic pictures and
models we have used in the past. For example, a blue square on a map is
not iconic in relation to the chair it represents to the same degree that a
picture of the chair is. Nor does the blue square share dimensionality and
category membership with its referent, as does a miniature chair" (P9)
1 It should be noted that precise details oflevels of performance are not always made available by
authors, and therefore cannot be consistently included throughout this chapter. Where available,
though, such details have been included.
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These suggestions seem somewhat surprising given the dual orientation
hypothesis, which states that representations should be easier to understand if they
do not also have a function as "things-in-themselves". Since a model is a three-
dimensional object which can be manipulated and played with, it should be more
diffcult to view as a representation of something else. A map, however, has no
purpose other than to represent. It should therefore be easier to understand as a
representation.
If maps are, in fact, a more diffcult type of representation to understand
than other, more iconic representational media, perhaps it is because the more
perceptually similar the representation is to its referent, the less of a representation
it actually is. Downs' (1985) comments regarding the nature of representations
suggests that true representations should not be straightforward copies of their
referents, but that they should be symbolic. If referent and representation are very
similar, then any task requiring an understanding of them could be solved using
simple matching abilities, without the need for higher-level representational skils.
This is further supported by the views of Mark Blades explored in Chapter
One, regarding the development of understanding of spatial representations. He
clearly believes that a task which can be solved using object correspondences
alone, does not demonstrate a full understanding of such a representation.
Therefore, if maps are a more difficult representational medium than pictures, for
example, it may be because to be understood, maps require truer representational
capacities. However, the somewhat contradictory views of DeLoache, coupled
with the lack of comparative research into different representational media makes
it diffcult to judge whether maps should be easier or more diffcult for young
children to understand than others.
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Models
In contrast to maps, models are three-dimensional, more iconic
representations. In many domains, children perform better when using richer and
more interesting stimuli, and some studies have even found non-human primates
to have the ability to appreciate the representational relationship between a model
and a room (e.g. Kuhlmeier, Boysen and Mukobi, i 999). Thus it might be
expected that models would enable children to demonstrate more understanding
than, for example, maps. However, referring again to DeLoache's dual
orientation hypothesis, we can see that this rich and three-dimensional nature of
models could be the very thing which prevents the child from appreciating their
symbolic function.
For example, DeLoache (1987) found that children had more diffculty
appreciating models than pictures, and has suggested that whilst children of just
two and a half years can appreciate a picture as a representation of some referent
environment, they cannot do the same with models until three years.
As mentioned in Chapter One, Piaget used tasks with models in which
children were required to identify target locations. In this way he investigated
their awareness and understanding of Euc1idean space. He found that it was not
until Substage 3a (611 - 7 years) that children had a full appreciation of the
models, and that rotation of one model no longer had an effect. In another task
children viewed a model village and were then presented with a set of identical
objects which they were to use to construct a replica of the original modeL. Not
until seven or eight years of age were children able to copy the model perfectly,
apart from precise measurements and reductions to scale. This indicates that
understanding of models may be a later-developing skill, as suggested by
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DeLoache. However, on DeLoache's account it would appear that Piaget had stil
grossly underestimated the age at which such understanding emerges.
Nevertheless, Piaget consistently used screens between the models in his
studies, and rotated one model at 1800 to the other one. In this way, Piaget made
these tasks conceptual ones, rather than ones which could be completed by relying
only on perceptual space. Therefore, perhaps DeLoache' s tasks could be
successfully completed through a reliance on perceptual space only, making the
comparison between DeLoache and Piaget more difficult. This may be so, but a
study by Blades and Cooke (1994) showed that four year old children were able to
succeed on a DeLoache-style task using two models when the models were
aligned, but also when they were rotated. Thus, even bearing in mind Piaget's use
of rotation, it still seems that he has underestimated the abilities of children in this
area.
Again, as mentioned previously, Blades (1991) has found that children are
less successful on DeLoache' s standard task if identical locations are used,
necessitating a full understanding of spatial as well as object correspondences,
which might indicate an overestimation on DeLoache's part. However, Blades'
results continue to suggest an underestimation by Piaget, with children of around
five or six years succeeding on these tasks.
One of the few studies to compare different representational media was
carried out by Bremner & Andreasen (1998). They investigated models and
maps, and compared four-and-a-half and five-year-old children's abilities to use
these two types of representations as aids to route following through a maze.
They constructed a large-scale "L-shaped" maze layout with barriers at four points
through the maze, and toy animals to be collected. They initially used a map
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showing the L-shaped maze to help children negotiate the maze without making
wrong turns. They found that children were less successful with the map after the
turn in the maze, and suggest that this is because after the turn the map was no
longer aligned with the maze. In their second study they used a linear map to
represent the non-linear maze, and a linear model as well, to compare
performance using these two different representational media. Performance using
the linear map was found to be superior to the non-linear map, but interestingly,
the children also performed better using the model than the map. In a third study,
Bremner and Andreasen (1998) found that five year old children on an initial test
trial, performed significantly better using a model than a map, which is consistent
with the results of their previous study.
On DeLoache' s (i 987) dual orientation hypothesis, one would expect that
children would find a map easier to understand as a representation of space than a
model, since a map generally serves no other purpose than to represent a space,
whilst a model may be more easily viewed as a "thing-in-itself' as well as a
representation. However, the results of this study showed that children were
actually more successful at using the model than the map, thereby contrasting with
DeLoache's hypothesis. Thus, the contradictions in this area continue to emerge.
Photographs
Many studies have investigated photographs as a symbolic medium (e.g.
Robinson, Nye and Thomas, i 994; see Beilin, 1999, for a review). However, few
have assessed their understanding and use as spatial representations in particular.
Photographs, DeLoache has argued, provide a less salient stimulus than models
due to their two-dimensionality, and the fact that they serve no purpose other than
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to represent. In terms of exploring children's understanding of spatial
representations, then, photographs provide what might be considered a "halfway"
point between maps and models. They are rich in information, like a model, yet
retain the two-dimensional, and thus obviously representational quality, of a map.
Indeed, DeLoache has found that children of just two and a half years appreciate
the symbolic nature of a photograph, and are able to use a photograph to locate a
hidden object in a room. This cannot be accomplished using a model until three
years (DeLoache, 1987; 1991; DeLoache and Burns, 1994).
As mentioned in Chapter One, Dow and Pick (1992) compared children's
performance using models and photographs as spatial representations and found,
like DeLoache, that photographs were more easily understood by young children.
However, they point out that DeLoache told children that the model was "Little
Snoopy's room", whereas the photograph was not introduced to children as
belonging to anybody. They suggest that if an object is presented as belonging to
someone, then this wil contribute to its being viewed as a thing-in-itself. They
therefore used a model which was presented to children as "Little Teddy's room"
and a photograph which was also presented as "Little Teddy's room", as well as
models and photographs which were not introduced as belonging to anyone.
Children performed better using photographs that were not possessions, and which
thus served only a representational function, than they did with models, and with
photographs that were introduced as possessions. Thus, it seems diffcult to judge
whether photographs really are significantly easier to appreciate as spatial
representations than models, or whether this difference has just exacerbated by the
element of possession in research by DeLoache done prior to, and since, Dow and
Pick's (1992) study.
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Aerial Photographs
An increasing number of researchers have investigated children's
understanding of aerial photographs as representations of space. In many ways,
aerial photographs are similar to maps in that they are small-scale, and provide an
overhead view of the referent environment. However, in contrast to maps, there
are no conventional iconic symbols on aerial photographs. For example, on a
map, a cross may be used to represent a church. In an aerial photograph, the
church is simply represented by an overhead view of it. In this way, aerial
photographs are similar to models, in that the items represented in them really do
look like the things they represent, albeit from a different perspective to that
which would usually be seen.
Blaut and Stea (1971) tested children just entering first grade (six years of
age) on their ability to recognise what an aerial photograph of a landscape actually
was, and to identify features on the photograph. Groups of first grade children
were shown aerial photographs (scale 1 :3000 or 1 :2000) of their own home town,
and were asked to name and to point to features which they recognised. Almost
all of the children were able to do so, and in a follow-up study, children of one
year younger were also highly successfuL.
Recently, Sowden, Stea, Blades, Spencer and Blaut (1996) investigated
pre-school children's ability to interpret a black and white aerial photograph of a
nearby town (scale 1: 1 300), to identify features on the photograph, and to solve a
simulated navigation task between two points on the photograph. They argue that
despite the lack of conventional symbols on aerial photographs, as there are on
maps, there is stil some abstraction from the referent because of the reduction in
scale, and the translation from colour to black-and-white. They found that four
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year old children could successfully identify features on an aerial photograph of
an unfamiliar environment, and could successfully draw a route on the photograph
between two points.
This research suggests that young children understand what an aerial
photograph actually is, at pre-school age. However, all of these studies use aerial
photographs in isolation, without a corresponding referent space as has been the
case in the map, model and photo research discussed previously. The tasks
children are asked to carry out with the aerial photographs require them to reflect
upon their understanding of the representation, and then to carry out a
navigational task on that representation itself. There is no externalisation or
application of that understanding to the referent environment. Thus, the
difference in tasks used to assess understanding and use, once again presents
difficulties in making useful comparisons between different representational
media.
Features of the representation/referent space
Scale
Apart from just the different types of representations which have been
used, there are similar differences with regards to the features of the environment
being represented. In general, representations tend to be small-scale, whilst their
referents are large-scale. Possibly the only exception to this would be molecular
models, in which the representation may be milions of orders of magnitude larger
than its referent. Some researchers maintain that in order for us to get a true
picture of children's understanding of external spatial representations, we should
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use large-scale environments as the referent spaces. Spencer and Darvizeh (1981)
argue that small-scale, laboratory-based studies in any area of environmental
cognition, may significantly underestimate children's actual spatial abilities, as
evidenced by their everyday competence on spatial tasks. Blades & Spencer
(1986; 1 987b) tested children's ability to use maps through a series of studies.
Initially they used a room or a small playground layout as the referent
environment, but then went on to advocate the exploration of map use when the
referent environment was not perceivable in its entirety at one viewing.
((... in practice, maps are used when a route has to be planned
through an environment which is not completely visible. " (Blades
and Spencer, 1986, p50)
To achieve this, they designed a large-scale maze in a school playground, and
placed 1.5 metre high screens at various positions in the maze, to limit children's
views of it. The youngest group of children, who had a mean age of 3 years 1 1
months (3; 1 1) performed no better than chance, but four other older groups of
children (mean ages ranging from 4;6 to 6;2) performed significantly better than
chance. This indicates that from four and a half years children can successfully
use a map to navigate a realistic large-scale referent environment.
Acredolo (1976) conducted two studies in which children viewed a room
and were subsequently blindfolded. They were then walked around the room to
another location, where the blindfold was removed. The children were then asked
to return to the original location at which they had been blindfolded, in order to
assess their ability to maintain their orientation in a large-scale space. However,
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the room used in the second study, though still large-scale, was smaller than the
room in the first study. Acredolo reports more egocentric responding among three
year olds in the first study than the second study, which indicates that children can
maintain their orientation better in a smaller sized space than a larger sized space,
even though both spaces are large-scale. This further suggests that the size of an
environment affects children's performance on spatial tasks.
Dttal (1994) asked pre-school children to memorise maps of objects'
configurations, and then to reconstruct real objects in the correct configurations.
He found that though children's reconstructions often preserved the spatial
elements of the configurations on the maps, they often did not take account of the
larger scale of the real objects' configurations.
This suggests that using small-scale referent spaces might aid children's
performance on such tasks, and indeed, other researchers see no diffculty in using
small scale referent spaces. For example, Piaget used two identical model villages
to represent one another - no matter that both villages were of the same scale.
Similarly Blades (1991) has used referent spaces which are identical in scale to
the representations of them. Nevertheless, it may be argued that since
representations that children are likely to come into contact with in the real world
will almost certainly be of a smaller scale than that which they represent, that it is
less valuable to assess children's understanding of representations using small
scale referent environments.
However, it is not only the use of small-scale or identical scale spaces
which may introduce diffculties. Indeed, Downs and Liben (1987) suggest that if
referent spaces are too large, as in their tasks using cities, then this might
introduce additional confusion into a task. Thus, perhaps reducing the scale of the
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referent space is a useful endeavour. Nevertheless, it has been argued that
reducing the difference in scale between a representation and its referent space
runs the risk of exiting the representational domain altogether. As discussed
earlier in this chapter, a representation should, by definition, represent its referent,
not replicate it. A replica is identical to something else, and thus there is no
element of symbolisation - just identity. Nevertheless, several researchers
continue to adopt tasks and methods which use spaces which appear to be verging
on replicas rather than representations. For example, DeLoache et aL. (1991)
investigated young children's abilities on her standard model task, using a referent
room which was only twice as large as the model which represented it. They
found that performance increased when the size difference between the two spaces
was lessened, so that two and a half year old children were performing at a level
equivalent to that of older three year old children - attaining between 70 and 75%
correct responses.
These findings are further supported by DeLoache, Peralta de Mendoza
and Anderson (1999). A group of three year old children were tested using a
referent room that was twice as large as the representation of it, but they were
afforded minimal instructions to aid their appreciation of the relationship between
model and room. The children achieved significantly higher success rates than a
group in a previous study who had also had minimal instructions, but with a
greater scale difference between model and room. DeLoache et aL. (1999) use
these results to argue that increased similarity between a representation and its
referent improves performance. In fact, what these findings may suggest is not
that increased similarity between referent and representation improves
performance, but that reducing the need for symbolisation is what improves
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performance - and this in itself is not surprising. Indeed, this is a possibility
which DeLoache (1995a) herself acknowledges. She makes the suggestion that
when the two spaces are similar in scale, children may interpret the two rooms as
"the same kind of spaces" - that is, that they do not regard one as a symbol or
representation of the other.
Acredolo (1977) investigated the ability of three, four and five year old
children to co-ordinate different perspectives of a large-scale or a small-scale
space, in order to locate a hidden object. Three, four and five year old children
were trained to find an object in a large or small-scale space, to their left or to
their right. Their view of that space was then reversed by altering their position.
When subsequently asked to find the object again, their choice of left or right
indicated whether they had successfully co-ordinated the two views of the space.
Results showed that children of three and four years were more capable of
combining perspectives of a small-scale space, then they were of a large-scale
space. Thus, despite alterations in their own viewpoints, these children were
better able to maintain their own orientation when viewing a small-scale model
than when viewing a large-size room. This may indicate that children's spatial
development in terms of the progression from merely topological to projective
concepts, is overestimated by research using only small-scale spaces, and that in
order to gain insight into how children's understanding of real-world, large-scale
spaces develops, such large-scale spaces ought to be used in preference to small-
scale spaces.
Further suppoii for the hypothesis that tasks using small-scale spaces may
not elicit the same pattern of performance in children as those carried out in large-
scale spaces is gained from a study by Siegel, Herman, AlIen and Kirasic (1979).
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In an experiment divided into four conditions, children were exposed to a spatial
layout of buildings which they were then required to reconstruct. Two spaces
were used - one small-scale and one large-scale. Children were exposed to either
the large-scale or the small-scale space, and were then required to carry out the
reconstruction in one of the two scales of space, thus creating four possible
combinations of exposure and construction and therefore four experimental
groups. Children ofpre-school age (mean age5:9), second grade (mean age 7;6)
and fifth grade (mean age 10;1) took part in the study.
Constructions improved in accuracy with age, but the findings also showed
that children performed similarly when they were exposed to the same scale as
they were required to construct. Thus, children in the Expose Large-Construct
Large condition performed at a similar level to those in the Expose Small-
Construct Small condition. However, if children were required to construct on a
different scale to that which they had originally been exposed, they appeared to be
better at construction in a small-scale space than in a large-scale space. These
results, then, suggest that children will do better if referent and representation are
of the same scale.
Dttal and Wellman (1989) carried out an experiment in which pre-school
children learned a map of a large-scale spatial layout, and then had to negotiate
their way through that layout on the basis of the information from the map. They
found that four and five year olds had difficulties with this task. However, in a
follow-up study using a small-scale referent space, children performed
significantly better than they had using the large-scale space. They interpret these
results in terms of the ability to co-ordinate perspectives, and suggest that a
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representation will be easier for children to understand and to use, if the referent
environment can be perceived all at once.
In contrast to all of this, Liben and Yekel (l 996) carried out a study to
compare performance using the same space, when viewed either from a seated
position on the ground, or from a raised position in an observation booth affording
an overhead view of the area. Two groups of children took part in the study - one
with a mean age of four years four months, and the other with a mean age of five
years four months. They found that at both age groups, the children's ability to
indicate the locations of objects in their classroom on a map was unaffected by
whether the children viewed the classroom from a seated position or from the
vantage point of a raised booth enabling a full view of the classroom. Thus,
viewing the entire referent space from one perceptual position, in the same way
that maps are viewed, did not improve the children's ability to appreciate the map
and thus to complete the task more successfully. Liben and Yekel point out that
this fits with the cartographic perspective, that maps by definition ought to afford
a different perceptual experience of the referent space. We should not be
concerned that the way in which an environment is experienced in itself, and the
way it is experienced through a map, are different. Indeed, if they were not
different then the map would cease to be a representation, and become a replica.
All of this once again adds to the diffculty in comparing studies when the
referent environments used are sometimes large-scale, sometimes small-scale and
sometimes the same scale as the representation.
Recently, some attention has been directed in the literature to spatial
environments which are computer-generated, and with the increase in virtual
reality technology, some researchers have attempted to explore spatial cognition
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through this medium. Initial research in this area has focused upon the question of
whether it is really possible for people to learn about real-world environments
through experience in viitual worlds. If so, then this will certainly provide a
valuable tool for the future, since virtual environments can be large-scale and can
be explored in the same way as real-world environments, but unlike the real
world, virtual worlds can be controlled and manipulated by the experimenter
much more closely for the purposes of investigations. Thus, virtual environments
can recreate genuine, large-scale environments, but have the added advantage that
they can be manipulated in the way that small-scale environments can.
Ruddle, Payne and lones (in press) tested adults' knowledge of a building
after exploration of a virtual simulation of that building, and found that
performance was very similar to that which had been found in a previous study
when people originally explored the environment itself (Thorndyke and Hayes-
Roth, 1982). In addition, Wilson, Foreman and Tlauka (in press) have compared
spatial knowledge of a real building following prior exploration of either the
building itself or a virtual representation of the building. These studies, then, have
compared learning in a virtual large-scale space, with learning in a real large-scale
space, and the results indicate similarities in subsequent performance between
both types of prior experience.
All of this suggests that human experience within a virtual reality
environment is similar to that in the real world environment. Thus far, though,
there is no research explicitly addressing whether young children appreciate these
environments in the same way as they do real-world ones. However, some
research has been carried out with disabled children, to assess whether their
spatial knowledge of a real-world environment can be enhanced through
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exploration of a simulated version of that environment. Physically disabled
children often do not develop as good internal representations of space as their
able-bodied counterparts, and it may be that this is due to their lack of ability to
independently navigate their environment. Stanton, Wilson and Foreman (1996)
found that disabled children who had the opportunity to explore a virtual
environment and who were then tested on their knowledge of certain locations in
the real environment, were significantly better than a group of able-bodied
controls who had not had the extended virtual reality exploration. This gives
some indication that virtual environments may provide children with a similar
experience to a genuine environment. Therefore, future research might usefully
utilise this technology to generate large-scale virtual referent spaces, which can
then be used in assessments of children's ability to understand representations of
those spaces.
Physical similarity
Apart from similarity of scale, in exploring children's understanding and
use of spatial representations, researchers have often strived to make the
representation as similar as possible to the referent. For example, Blades (1991)
used two models as representations of one another, which were not only the same
size, but which also contained identical features. That is, all of the items of
furniture in the two models were absolutely identicaL. Children watched as a toy
was hidden at a particular location in one model, and then were asked to retrieve
an analogous toy from the equivalent location in the second modeL. Overall,
children in this study perforn1ed very well, with three and four year olds scoring
about nine or ten out of a possible twelve, respectively.
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DeLoache, Kolstad and Anderson (1991) used a large-scale room and
small-scale models, but increased the physical similarity of objects within the two
spaces, and of the surrounding walls of the two spaces. Object similarity was
achieved by making the surface appearance of the objects in the model very
similar to those in the room. In another model, however, the objects' surface
appearance was quite different to those in the room. Surround similarity was
achieved by making the walls of the model from the same materials as the room,
but in another model, the walls were simply made of cardboard. With higher
levels of both types of similarity, children performed significantly better on the
standard retrieval task, than when the rooms were not similar, although the object
similarity was found to be more important than the surround similarity.
These studies suggest that when the internal features of a representation
are highly perceptually similar to those of the referent, children will be able to
understand and to use that representation more successfully. However, given
Downs' suggestions, it seems once again as though we ought to consider whether
these kinds of practices really provide us with a true indication of children's
understanding of spatial representations, since the very nature of a representation
entails symbolisation rather than duplication. The more similar a representation is
to its referent, the less representational it is. In relation to physical similarity,
then, it once again appears unclear whether the same underlying processes are
being tapped using different levels of similarity, which serves to illustrate once
more the diffculties of separating children's abilities from the cognitive load of
the experimental design.
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F amiliari ty
Another area of diffculty is encountered regarding the level of knowledge
that a child has of the referent environment. DeLoache's (1995a) model of
symbol understanding and use, as discussed in Chapter One, suggests that
familiarity has a role to play, but does not state whether it should help or hinder
such abilities. It has been suggested that environments with which children are
already familiar will allow a better assessment of their understanding of a
representation of that environment, since their performance will not be
confounded with a poorly established internal representation of the environment.
Downs and Liben (1987) suggest that diffculties encountered by children in their
tasks using aerial photographs and maps might be due to the children's own
ignorance of the places being represented. The simple matter of forgetting exactly
where a particular item is might be less likely to occur with a familiar
environment than it would with a novel environment, and thus children's
classrooms have been used in some studies, as familiar referent spaces. Liben and
Yekel (1996) conducted one such study using plan and oblique maps of a group of
three and four year old children's own classroom. The children in this study had
to indicate the location of a target object in the classroom on a map, and generally
performed poorly across a number of conditions, achieving a maximum mean
score of just 52%.
Other studies, though, have prefelTed to use novel environments. This
may also have advantages, in that the level of children's prior knowledge can be
controlled for when no child in a study has encountered an environment before.
Therefore, we can be sure that we are in fact assessing their understanding of the
representation with which they are being presented, rather than assessing the
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child's long-term "cognitive map" of an environment. For example, Siegel and
Schadler (1977) suggest that since it is within spaces which children encounter
and interact with regularly that they actually develop and use their spatial
knowledge, it is within such spaces that such knowledge should be investigated.
They suggest that internal spatial representations of familiar spaces will be better
than those of unfamiliar spaces, and their study investigated whether young
children's spatial representations of their classroom do, in fact, improve over time
and with increased experience within that space. Children were asked to construct
a model of their pre-school classroom. One group of children (mean age 5;8)
were tested in the Spring after approximately eight months experience in the
classroom. A second group (mean age 5;2) were tested in Autumn following only
one to two months experience. The results of this study indicated that children's
ability to reconstruct an accurate model of their classroom did indeed improve
with greater experience in the referent space. A comparison of the results from
the younger children in the Spring group with those of the older children from the
Autumn group indicates that this difference is not attributable to age. Thus they
conclude that familiarity enhances internal spatial representations in children,
leading to better understanding of external representations.
These results were supported by Herman and Siegel (1978) who
investigated how children's spatial knowledge oflarge-scale space develops.
Children were repeatedly exposed to a large-scale model town and were then
asked to construct that town again themselves by replacing buildings in the correct
spatial layout. Results showed that children at kindergarten age (mean age 5;7),
grade two (mean age 7;7) and grade five (mean age 10;7), all improved the
accuracy of their reconstructions after repeated experience in the model town.
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This supports Siegel and Schadler's (1977) findings that children's cognitive
maps of the environment improve as they become more familiar with that
environment.
These studies, then, suggest that the amount of experience children have in
an environment wil improve their cognitive maps of that environment. However,
Herman (1980) took this one step further and investigated the effect of different
types of experience in the development of children's cognitive maps, rather than
just the amount of experience alone. A large model town was constructed, which
the children then encountered in one of three different ways. Under one condition
they walked around the town and the different buildings were pointed out to them
by the experimenter. Alternatively, they walked through the town itself and the
experimenter pointed out the different buildings. Or under a third condition
children again walked through the town and the buildings were pointed out to
them, but the spatial relationships between each building and others were also
pointed out. The child's cognitive map of the town was then assessed by asking
the child to reconstruct the town. The results of this study showed that walking
through the town facilitated more accurate construction than walking around the
town. Having the spatial relationships of a building pointed out also facilitated
more accurate (though not significantly so) constructions.
This supports the view that motor activity within an environment improves
children's spatial knowledge of that environment. This study also found that
performance improved over successive encounters with, and constructions of the
town. The author concludes that this provides suppoii for Herman and Siegel' s
(1978) finding that familiarity with a referent space improves children's spatial
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knowledge of that space, and thus improves their understanding of external
representations of that space.
In contrast, DeLoache (1995a) reports a study in which children were
brought to play in a referent room on nine occasions over a period of three weeks,
prior to those children taking part in her standard model retrieval task. These
children subsequently performed no better than a control group who had no prior
experience of the room. This suggests that familiarity with a referent space does
not improve children's understanding and use of representations of that space.
In addition, DeLoache (1993) conducted an experiment to assess the effect
of familiarity with the representation itself, rather than with the referent space. In
this study, prior to completing her standard model-room task, children were
allowed to play with the model for five to ten minutes. She found that
performance on the standard task was subsequently poorer in the group with
increased familiarity, and explains this with reference to her dual orientation
hypothesis. She says that because children were familiar with the model, it
became more salient as an object in itself, and the representational nature of the
model therefore became more diffcult for children to appreciate.
Therefore, it is clear that familiarity, with referent or with representation is
another factor which requires to be taken into consideration in this research area,
as differing levels of familiarity may involve different underlying processes and
thus lead to different levels of performance in young children.
Reality/complexity
Apart from familiarity, there is another aspect of the referent space which
has differed between studies, and that is whether the environment is a genuine
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one, or one contrived for the purposes of experimentation only. Examples of
contrived spaces can be seen in several authors' work. DeLoache et aL. (1993), for
example, describe a collapsible room used in some of her experiments. This room
was constructed from hollow tent-like poles, which were then covered using
translucent cloth to form the walls of this room. This type of contrived room has
its obvious benefits from the experimenter's point of view in that it may be taken
from school to school, and set up each time, thus providing the same environment
for many children. Another advantage of this very contrived space is that the
contents of the space and the contents of the representation can very easily be
matched precisely. Spencer and Darvizeh (1981) acknowledge the convenience of
using contrived, laboratory-based spaces for research, and concede that many
experimenters cannot afford the time investment required to conduct studies in
real world environments. However, they suggest that researchers bear in mind
that behaviour in contrived spaces may not be generalisable to real world
behaviour. Rather than abandoning real world studies in favour of laboratory
ones, they propose that observations of real world behaviour be used to generate
hypotheses which can then be tested using contrived experiments in the everyday
environment.
Authors who have used naturalistic spaces for various reasons, are faced
with the inevitable problem that the real world and spaces in it are invariably, and
by their very definition, far more complex, fuller, and richer than any
representation. In studies using natural classroom environments, whilst
researchers may well be able to recreate the main features of the classroom in a
model, for example, they will find it very diffcult to represent everything present
in the classroom. Most studies of this type feature only furniture items in the
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representation (e.g. Liben & Yekel, 1996). Boxes of crayons and pencils, assorted
toys and games strewn on the floor, the children's coats and bags on the backs of
their chairs, the papers, pencils and other items which wil lay on the children's
desks, are all very problematic to recreate. Not only this, but these types of
objects vary in their presence or absence in the classroom from hour to hour and
from day to day. Thus creating and maintaining a fully accurate model,
photograph or map would be no mean feat. In addition to all of this, even if a
genuine room could be represented accurately for an experiment at one school,
that room could not be transferred to the next school, and thus at each stage a new
and equally complex representation of the environment would need to be created.
Having said all of this, it could equally be argued that using a natural
environment is stil a preferable method of assessing children's understanding of
spatial representations. This might be because in real life, the representations
children actually encounter wil be of genuine, and not contrived, environments.
Thus although a representation is not a faithful reconstruction of every element in
the environment, nevertheless it serves to represent the main features of the
environment, and this is all that a genuine representation does. A map of a city
indicates the main streets, buildings and areas of parkland. It does not indicate
every car present on the road, or the location of every litter bin on the streets. And
neither should it, for as a representation this is not something required or expected
of it.
Thus it could be argued that to use contrived environments in research of
this kind, and representations which indicate every single entity in that
environment, is simply not ecologically valid. Nevertheless, for experimental
purposes, this is often the only really viable option.
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From the preceding discussion, it can be seen that there are advantages and
disadvantages to all of these different possible features of both the representation
used in a particular study, and the environment chosen to be represented. Whilst
it would not be possible to vary all of these in every study, nevertheless it seems
important that researchers are aware that these differences exist and do not simply
assume that all of these variations wil elicit similar types of performance.
Tasks
Hide-and-seek
Another interesting question is what particular task should be used to best
assess children's understanding of a spatial representation. Again, past research
has employed a wealth of different experimental methods. One method
popularised by DeLoache, is the hide-and-seek type of retrieval task, as outlined
in Chapter One. In these tasks a target object is hidden at a particular location in a
genuine environment. Children are then shown on the representation where the
object is hidden, and are asked to retrieve the hidden object from the analogous
location in the real world. This task can also be done vice-versa, with the object
being hidden first in the representation, and the location being indicated in the real
environment. This task is particularly relevant to research using models, as it can
be done in both directions as indicated. Using maps or pictures, it is difficult, if
not impossible, to conceal a hidden object in the representation. Thus retrieval
can only be done from the real world environment.
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Positioning
An alternative task to this one is a simpler positioning task, as employed
by Piaget. In this case, the experimenter places a target object at a particular
location in either representation or referent space, and subsequently asks the child
to simply position an analogous object at the analogous location in the other
space. Piaget's results suggested that children were unable to do this until seven
or eight years of age.
Liben and Downs (1993) asked children to place a sticker on a map to
indicate that they were able to appreciate the location of another person in the
environment. Children from kindergarten age (mean age 5;9) to sixth grade
(mean age i i ;5) took part in the study. An experimenter moved to certain
locations in the children's classroom, and the children were asked to place a
coloured sticker on a map of the classroom, to indicate where the experimenter
was located. The map was either aligned with the room, or rotated by i 80°.
Across all conditions, children performed quite poorly until about six years of age
(72 months), when they were scoring a mean of around five out of six correct
placements. Liben and Y ekel' s (i 996) study required children to find a target
object in their classroom by visual search, but then to indicate that object's
location by positioning a sticker in the appropriate place on a map of the
classroom.
These results appear comparable with those obtained using other tasks, and
the underlying assumption seems to be that positioning is equivalent in its
demands to the retrieval-style task. However, DeLoache (1989) carried out a
series of placing trials with children in which the experimenter placed a toy at a
particular location in one space (model or room), and asked the child to place the
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analogous toy into the corresponding position in the other space. These trials
were carried out as part of an extensive orientation phase, prior to the
commencement of the test phase. DeLoache initially comments that these trials
were to serve as practice trials, to assist in making the correspondence between
model and room explicit. Thus, it would appear that she is assuming that this task
will be an easier one for children to complete than the hide-and-seek test triaL.
However, she later uses performance on these practice trials as an
independent measure, and compares the test trial performance of children who
were successful on practice trials with the test performance of those who failed the
practice trials. The results indicate that initial practice performance is a good
indicator of later test performance, in that those succeeding on the practice trials
did well on the test trials, and those failing the practice trials were also
unsuccessful on test trials. She goes on to point out that in a previous study
(DeLoache, Kolstad and Anderson, i 987), the extent of orientation prior to testing
was varied in order to investigate the effect upon test performance. When
orientation was reduced to just one single positioning trial there was no
detrimental effect upon test performance. This suggests that rather than serving as
a simpler practice task, the positioning task ought to be regarded as equivalent to
the retrieval task, since if children have the necessary skils and abilities to
succeed on one, then they should also succeed on the other. Without such skills,
they wil be unsuccessful on both types of task.
Nevertheless, Blades and Cooke (i 994) used placing tasks similar to
DeLoache's, in a study using two identical models as representations of one
another. Again, these were used as part of an orientation phase prior to testing, in
order to facilitate appreciation of the relationship between the models. A
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miniature dog was placed on a particular item of furniture in one model, and the
children were asked to place a second toy dog at the analogous location in the
second modeL. Results for these practice trials were not reported, which suggests
that performance on this task was not of interest in itself. This indicates that
positioning was viewed as a more straightforward task, and one which does not
rely upon the same underlying abilities as the hide-and-seek task.
It is clear, then, that there is some ambiguity about whether positioning is a
task which can be used usefully to assess understanding of spatial representations
in children, or whether it is somehow a different type of task altogether, which is
useful only as an orientation tool. It is not entirely clear from Blades and Cooke's
(1994) account, precisely why positioning should be any easier. Certainly the
results ofDeLoache (1989) suggest the two may be equivalent, and other authors
have adopted this task as a means of assessment without discussion.
Wayfinding
Yet another task has been wayfinding, where children are asked to
negotiate their way around an environment, often a maze, using a representation
to guide them. Blades & Spencer (1986) carried out a series of different tasks
using maps and models. They investigated performance on hide-and-seek tasks,
as well as self-location and wayfìnding tasks. In one experiment, a series of
buckets were laid out in different positions in a school playground. Children were
given a map which showed the buckets' locations and a route drawn between
them. Children were asked to carry the map, and to walk through the playground
following the route marked on the map. They concluded that at just three years,
children can identify locations through the former two types of task, but that it is
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not until four and a half years that they can successfully use a map to negotiate a
route.
However, in this study the referent playground environment was
completely visible to the children at all times, and as has been mentioned
previously, it may be the case that having a map of a referent environment which
can be viewed from one perspective, is atypical of the way in which maps are
traditionally used. Thus, a further experiment was carried out to investigate
whether children would still be successful when the referent space could not be
viewed all at once. A large-scale maze was constructed, and children given a map
of the maze, which they had to follow in order to successfully negotiate a route
through the maze. As with the playground experiment, children of about four and
a half years of age were able to negotiate this maze using a map.
Dttal and Wellman (1989) investigated the ability of four and five year old
children to negotiate their way through a large-scale space after memorising the
information from a map of that space. The space to be navigated was a large
playhouse consisting of six adjoining rooms. They report that using the map,
children's performance was "far from perfect", but a follow-up study using six
and seven year olds indicated that these older children's performance was almost
at ceiling leveL. These results seem to suggest that Blades and Spencer's (1986)
study may have overestimated the abilities of children in this domain. However, a
critical difference between this study and Blades' one is that in Dttal and
Wellman's study, the map was viewed outside of the referent space, and had to be
memorised before completion of the task. In Blades' study, as in many others, the
children had continuous access to the representation itself whilst carrying out the
task in the referent space. This would fit with Piagets distinction between
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conceptual and perceptual thought in development, since the requirement to hold
information from a map mentally requires conceptual spatial abilities, whereas if
the necessary information is available perceptually, this is not necessary. Dttal
and Wellman's (1989) third study compared the performance of children who
learned the map outside of the referent space with a group learning it within the
referent space itself, but found no difference between these groups. This makes
sense, since despite learning the map within the referent room, children were still
required to conceptualise the relevant infonnation in order to solve the task. The
map was not available for consultation during the testing period.
Construction
One other type of task, again popular when using models, has been to ask
the child to construct or re-construct a model environment, on the basis of the real
one. This task was adopted by Piaget, as mentioned previously. This type of 
task
has been done in classroom studies, when children have been asked to place small
replica items of furniture into a model in the same position as they are to be found
in their own classroom. For example, Siegel and Schadler (1977) asked pre-
school children to construct a small-scale model of their kindergarten playroom,
and assessed differences in construction accuracy for differing levels of
familiarity with the referent space. They found that these children, aged around
five years, were somewhat successful at this task. However, they were better at
locating items in the model in relation to other items, than they were at locating
objects in their correct absolute positions. Thus, children tended to cluster items
together in the model, which were located proximally within the referent space.
Siegel, Herman, Allen and Kirasic (1979) utilised the same task paradigm with
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pre-school, second grade (7Yi year old) and fifth grade (1 OYi year old) children. In
this study, the youngest children scored a mean of only 28% correct placements,
which improved to 67% correct in the oldest children.
Hart (1981) asked pre-school children to create a model of their local area,
including their own house and their schooL. He provided children with elements
of the model to represent features of the local environment such as houses, and
also provided clay and crayons with which the children could supplement their
modeL. He found that children's models exhibited the highest levels of spatial
organisation in the area immediately around their own home, and even the
youngest children were able to model elements in relation to other fixed
landmarks or routes. Outside of the home cluster, however, children's models
appeared to represent a series of unconnected journeys, each of which began with
the home itself. This was seen in children right up until the age of about seven
years.
However, the construction-type task has also been done in the large-scale,
when children, with the aid of the experimenter, have actually repositioned some
genuine items of furniture in the classroom after the experimenter has previously
removed them from their usual locations. Liben, Moore and Golbeck (1982)
asked pre-school children and adults to reconstruct a model of a familiar
classroom environment. They also asked them to replace the full-scale items in
the correct location within the classroom itself. All furniture from the classroom
that was not fixed, was moved into the hallway outside the class. Black cardboard
forms in the shape and the scale of the missing furniture items were given to the
child, and the relationship between the form and the furniture item itself was
pointed out. The child was then asked to place the form for each item of furniture
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in the correct location within the classroom itself. Children performed
significantly better when reconstructing the actual classroom layout itself than
when reconstructing the model, which led the authors to suggest that children's
underlying internal representations of space may be underestimated by research
which assesses this knowledge using model construction tasks. However, as has
already been discussed, tasks using external representations like models require
more than just spatial skills, they also require representational appreciation. It
could be argued that reconstructing the classroom itself, rather than a model of
that classroom, may not require the same level of representational appreciation.
Thus, it is unsurprising that children did better if less representational
understanding was required. This underlines the importance of researchers having
an explicit appreciation of the underlying abilities which their tasks tap. In this
instance, Liben et aL. (1982) made direct comparisons between two tasks which in
actual fact may rely upon somewhat different competencies.
Uttal (1994) asked pre-school children and adults to memorise a map of a
particular configuration of objects, then reconstruct the real objects from memory,
in the correct configuration. Their results showed that children's reconstructions
preserved spatial characteristics of the configurations depicted on the maps, but
that the change from information in a map to real objects led to errors of scale
translation, which were not evident in the adult group. However, children's
reconstructions were stil less accurate than adults', even after adjustment for
scale translation.
One final study, carried out by Golbeck, Rand and Soundy (1986) again
asked children to reconstruct a small-scale model of their familiar classroom
environment. Kindergarten children (mean age 4;6) took part in the study. The
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results showed that children's performance was improved by adult guidance in the
form of continued reminders to observe the location of objects in the referent
space, prior to placing the analogous objects in the modeL. They also assessed
children's underlying cognitive restructuring abilities, using the Embedded
Figures Test (Coates, 1972). This was intended as an assessment of underlying
spatial competencies, and the results showed that children who scored highly on
this test also scored more highly on the model reconstruction task. In a follow-up
study, however, children were tested in either a "clustered" or a "non-clustered"
condition. In the clustered condition, the experimenter explicitly directed
children's attention to different functionally organised areas of the classroom
within which each item was located in the referent space, prior to the children
placing the analogous item in the modeL. In the non-clustered condition, attention
was not guided in this way. The results of this study showed that children
performed significantly better in the clustered condition, and the authors suggest
that children can capitalise on existing spatial knowledge if they utilise categorical
and organisational information about items in the referent space. Interestingly in
this second study, performance was unaffected by the children's level of
underlying cognitive restructuring abilities. Golbeck et al. (1986) suggest that this
is due to the referent space in the second study containing more bounded locations
than the space in study one. Thus, in study one, children could not utilise
boundary and landmark cues to assist with the task, which meant that underlying
abilities were primarily responsible for performance. In the second study, the
classroom contained more distinctly defined areas, which assisted in completing
the task, and meant that underlying spatial competencies had less of an effect.
These findings once again serve to ilustrate the point that the demands of the
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particular task employed, as well as aspects of the representation or the referent
space can significantly affect performance. This underlines the difficulty in
comparing different studies which purport to be measuring the same
competencies, even when the studies are reported by the same authors within the
same paper, since small differences in procedure can lead to large variations in
performance.
Self- location
Liben & Downs (1993) point out that being able to identify one's own
position in a referent space, rather than just the position of something or someone
else, is a crucial first step in being able to successfully use a representation for
wayfinding and navigation. Large numbers of the studies in this field require
children to observe a representation outside of the space itself, which means that
the child does not actually have a location in the referent space. But once the
child enters the referent space, they must still be able to relate their own position
to those of the other features of the environment, if they are to successfully apply
the information gained from the representation. Therefore, in most studies, the
ability to locate oneself would appear to be assumed, though never explicitly
tested.
Nevertheless, some studies have used self-location as a task for assessing
the ability to understand and to use a representation of space. Blades and Spencer
(1986) carried out a task in which children stood in a room and then viewed a
model of that room. They were asked to place a doll in the model to indicate their
own position in the room. Sixteen out of a total of twenty children, aged between
three and four years were able to successfully complete this task. Blades (1991)
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drew a chalk grid in a school playground, and showed children a map of the grid.
Each child stood in a square on the grid, and then used a doll to indicate their
position on the map. Four-year-old children scored a mean of just 4.6 out of 10
correct when the map and grid were aligned, and this score rose to 8.3 at seven
years of age.
Blades believes that the ability to identify one's own position on a map is a
somewhat separate ability to that of extracting information from a map and
applying it to a task in the environment. In explanation, he says that it may be
possible to relate the position of a location in space to its position on a map,
without any appreciation of one's own position on the map. This may be so, but
this latter task, of inferring from referent space to representation, is actually a
different task to the former one he mentioned, of inferring from map to referent
space, as is fuiiher explored in the following section.
Manipulate tlte space or tlte representation?
In some of the studies which have been described previously, children are
simply required to reflect upon a representation, or upon the differences between
different representational media used. This has been referred to in the literature as
a "meta-representational method" (e.g. Liben, 1997). For example, Sowden et al.
(1996) showed children an aerial photograph then asked the children to identify
what the photograph was, and to identify specific features of the photograph.
Children were then asked to negotiate a route between two points on the
photograph itself. In tasks like this, there is no direct involvement with the
referent space. Whilst the referent space exists in reality, the child is not required
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to make any links between representation and referent. They are not required to
interact with the real world environment in any way.
However, the majority of studies discussed regarding the ability of
children to understand spatial representations, involve some referent space as well
as the representation of that space. Regardless of whether the referent space is
large- or small-scale, contrived or natural, familiar or unfamiliar, and regardless of
whether the representation is a model, a map or a photograph, and regardless of
whether the particular task is retrieval, positioning or construction of some sort,
children are required to make some inference from one to the other. However,
another aspect of experimental design which has varied between studies concerns
whether the particular task which the child is asked to complete requires a
manipulation of the referent space itself, or a manipulation of the representation.
Blades and Spencer (1987a) tested the abilities of four to eight year old
children to use a map in order to locate a particular path through a large-scale
layout. In this case, the children were using information from the representation
to complete a task in the referent space. In contrast, Liben and Yekel (1996)
asked four and five year old children to place stickers on a map of their classroom,
to signify the location of certain objects in the real classroom itself. In this way,
children were using information from the referent space in order to complete a
task on the representation.
DeLoache's (1987) study involved a retrieval task using a model and a
room, and children were required either to retrieve from the referent room on the
basis of where an object had been hidden in the model, or to retrieve from the
model on the basis of where an object had been hidden in the room. In this study,
children were being required to operate in both "directions" - from referent space
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to representation, and from representation to referent space. DeLoache found that
there was no difference between the performance of children when retrieving from
the model as opposed to retrieving from the room. DeLoache (1995a) explains
that in most of her earlier work, retrieval was counter-balanced between subjects
from the model or from the room. She explains that results did not differ between
these two conditions, and as a result subsequent studies omitted this
counterbalancing procedure. However, there is a distinct shortage of research
which varies these two methods systematically, and it is not necessarily the case
that the underlying processes involved are equivalent.
Blades and Spencer (1994) assert that "using" a representation requires
selecting information from the representation and applying that information to
solve a problem in the referent space. It is interesting to note, however, that this
contrasts with later assertions by the same authors (Sowden et aI., 1996). In this
study, meta-representational methods were employed by asking children to
negotiate a route between two points on an aerial photograph. The authors
conclude from children's success on this task that "Children entering school have
an abilty, untaught, to read aerial photographs, to understand and use simple
iconic maps of large environments. " (P110). But since the children in this study
were never required to apply the information gained from the photos to the
referent space itself, this does not fit with their own prior definition of "use".
DeLoache (1995a) posits a model of symbol understanding and use, as outlined in
Chapter One, and in this model appropriate use comprises retrieval of the
previously hidden object, ilTespective of whether that retrieval is from the room
on the basis of information from the model, or from the model on the basis of
information from the room.
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If it is the case that map use requires an application of knowledge from a
representation to the referent enviroiliient, then a task like that adopted by Liben
and Yekel (1996) would not, according to Blades and Spencer (1994), constitute
map use, but instead should be viewed as the externalisation of environmental
knowledge. A task requiring a child to draw a sketch map of an area, or to
construct a model of a given space, would not provide an assessment of their
ability to understand and use that representation, but an assessment of their
requisite knowledge of the referent environment. This point of view presents
some diffculty in the light of studies which have asked children to manipulate a
representation in some way with the referent space in full view.
For example, in Liben, Moore and Golbeck's (1982) study, pre-school
children were asked to reconstruct a model of their classroom outside of the
classroom in one condition, but within the classroom itself under another
condition. Whilst children did better with the classroom in view, the difference
between these two conditions was not dramatic, and even with the classroom in
view, performance overall was far from good. In two fuiiher studies, Golbeck,
Rand and Soundy (1986) again asked children to construct a small-scale model of
their classroom, with the classroom in full view. Their results showed that even
the most successful groups of children only got a mean proportion correct of 0.5 1
and 0.59 - thus scoring only just over half correct. This suggests, then, that the
ability to manipulate a representation on the basis of information from a referent
space must be tapping more than just the child's requisite knowledge of the
referent space, because even with that space constantly in view, children still have
difficulties in manipulating a representation.
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Liben (1997) suggests that manipulating a representation on the basis of a
referent space, and the converse of that - manipulating a referent space on the
basis of a representation - both provide useful ways of assessing children's ability
to understand and use representations. However, she suggests that the two
methods may be tapping slightly different aspects of those abilities. In fact, Liben
suggests that these two methods may represent the difference between
"Comprehension" and "Production" skills in this domain. She suggests that
methods in which children first view a representation and then manipulate the
referent space might represent "comprehension" methods, since children first
view the representation and are then required to demonstrate their comprehension
of it through completion of some task or other. Methods which require children to
view the real referent space and then manipulate the representation, however, she
labels "production" methods. This is because she feels that these methods require
children to generate, manipulate or create a representation. Thus it is not enough
for the child merely to comprehend the representation - they must translate some
aspect of their experience in the referent space to the representation as welL.
In other areas of development, comprehension skills emerge prior to
production skills. This is true in language learning, for example. For this reason,
Liben believes that we have good reason to expect that transferring knowledge
from the representation to the referent might be easier than going from the referent
to the representation. However, she acknowledges that the lack of research which
systematically compares these two methods makes it difficult to judge whether the
processes underlying them are similar or different. Nevertheless, one study by
Siegel, Herman, AlIen and Kirasic (1979) may provide some support for the view
that they are different.
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In this study kindergarten (mean age 5:9), second grade (mean 7;6) and
fifth grade (mean i 0;8) children viewed either a large-scale or a small-scale space.
They then had to reconstruct the model from memory, on either a large or a small
scale. Children who viewed a small-scale space and were then required to
construct on a large-scale performed most poorly overalL. Those children who
first viewed a large-scale space and then constructed on a small-scale performed
better than this first group, and no worse than those who viewed and constructed
on the same scale. Since viewing a representation and then manipulating a
referent would typically involve translating knowledge from a small to a large
scale, the "view small - construct large" condition can usefully be thought of as a
Comprehension task in Liben's terms. And therefore the "view large - construct
small" condition would correspond to Liben's Production method. Thus, these
results can be seen to provide some tentative evidence that performance may not
be comparable using these methods.
However, the findings contrast with Liben's (1997) notion of the
Comprehension task being easier than Production, since Siegel et al. ' s results
indicate, if anything, that Production appears easier than Comprehension.
Nevertheless, there is another important point which should be borne in mind
from a cartographic perspective. That is, that maps and models etc., by their very
nature, represent the real world. Thus, we alter our representations in keeping
with the way the world really is. This is what is happening when the child is
asked to carry out these tasks in the modeL. They have observed some
manipulation of the real world, and are therefore required to alter the
representation so that it continues to be an accurate representation of it.
Conversely, however, we do not typically alter the real world to converge with
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some alteration to a representation. In other words, if a map is changed in some
way, we would not change the world simply to ensure that the map remains
correct. It might, therefore, be counter-intuitive, and thus more diffcult, for a
child to manipulate a referent space simply because of some manipulation of a
representation of that space, which may explain Siegel et aL.' s (1979) results.
Thus, as with the many different tasks available, these two methods appear
to have been treated as if they were interchangeable - that is, that they both assess
the same underlying abilities. Some suggestions have been made that this might
not be the case, yet there is a lack of research addressing this question explicitly,
and that which there is seems to provide conflicting indications as to just how they
might differ.
Summary
From the preceding review, then, it should be clear that several different
tasks and methods have been used in researching children's understanding and use
of spatial representations, and from this exploration of them it should be clear to
the reader that selecting an appropriate one is not at all easy. There appear to be
potential advantages and disadvantages to all of them, yet stil no systematic
comparison has been made in order to establish whether there is one particular
method or task which best enables children to demonstrate their ability to
understand and to use an external spatial representation of a referent environment.
Therefore, the overall aim of this thesis is to provide a starting point for an
investigation of just some of the tasks and methods which have been used in the
past, as well as investigating the effect of just some of the other factors which may
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contribute to children's performance on tasks which assess their understanding
and use of external representations of space.
The particular representational medium which this project wil employ is a
small-scale modeL. This medium has been chosen for several reasons. Firstly, the
initial study aims to replicate the pioneering work reported by DeLoache (1987),
and that paper explored understanding of spatial representations through the use of
a small-scale modeL. Secondly, the work reported in this thesis developed from
undergraduate research in which a small-scale model was also used as the
representational medium. In addition, the aim of the present investigation is to
maximise children's potential for success in understanding a spatial
representation, so that the effects of other variables can be assessed without
performance being confounded with the use of a diffcult representation.
DeLoache's (1987; 1995b) work has suggested that children can understand and
use small-scale models from just three years of age, whilst Bluestein and
Acredolo's (1979) work indicates that understanding of maps may not emerge
until around five years of age. It is also hoped that a three-dimensional model wil
prove to be a more salient, stimulating and interesting representation for young
children than other, two-dimensional representational types like maps or pictures.
Finally, as will be seen in later chapters of this thesis, a model lends itself more
readily to the manipulation of variables which are explored in the experiments
reported here. For example, hiding games are only really possible when using a
three-dimensional representation. Also, the inclusion or removal in a
representation, of aspects of the referent space such as soft furnishings, is more
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readily achievable through the use of a modeL. For these reasons, then, small-
scale models wil be used as the spatial representations to be investigated.
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CHAPTER THREE
General Method
All of the experiments reported in this thesis were adapted from the
experimental paradigm of DeLoache's (1987) experiment using a small-scale
model of a referent room.
Participants
The participants in Experiment One and Experiments 3A and 3B were
taken from the University of Stirling Psychology Department Playgroup. Parents
of these children had already agreed to their children taking part in research
underway at the university, so a simple information sheet was all that was
required to inform parents/guardians of the form and purpose of the studies. A
copy of this information sheet is included as Appendix One.
Participants in all other experiments came from schools in and around the
Stirling area. A research proposal was submitted to Stirling Council's Education
Services (see Appendix Two), and ethical approval was granted for the project
(see Appendix Three).
Headteachers were then approached initially by letter, with a brief
overview ofthe project and what would be required of children taking part. An
example of such a letter is included as Appendix Four. Those schools responding
favourably to this initial approach were then contacted by telephone, and a
meeting arranged with the head teacher and class teachers to discuss the project in
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more detaiL. Consent forms were then issued to the school, for distribution to
parents/guardians. These forms sought either negative or positive consent,
depending upon the wishes of the particular schooL. Positive consent forms
required parents to respond stating whether or not they were happy for their child
to take part in the study. An example of such a form is included as Appendix
Five. Negative consent forms required parents to respond only if they did not
want their child to take part in the study. An example of a negative consent form
is included as Appendix Six.
Materials
For all experiments a room was used as a referent space. In Experiment
One and Experiments 3A and 3B, the room used was the Playroom in Stirling
University's Psychology Department (see Appendices Seven and Eight). In all
other experiments it was an Elddis Shamal Caravan (see Appendix Nine). Small-
scale models of these rooms were used as representations in all experiments (see
Appendices Ten and Fifteen).
Many studies have used representations which are small in scale, but not
precisely to scale with their referents. For example, Robinson, Nye and Thomas
(1994) used pictures as representations which were small-scale but not to scale.
In addition, DeLoache (e.g. 1991) has used models which are small scale in
relation to their referents, but are nevertheless not exactly to scale. Exact scaling
of models is easier when the referent space has also been constructed for the
purposes of experimentation. However, the present project utilised genuine
referent spaces, rather than contrived experimental referent spaces and therefore
the models had to include many more complex and intricate features. It was
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necessary to construct these features adequately, so that they could include hiding
places like drawers and cupboards which could be manipulated by young children
without difficulty. It was found that if the models were constructed to scale, it
would be difficult to include all of these features, and to construct the contents of
the model such that doors could be opened and closed, and hiding places be large
enough to conceal objects from sight. Therefore, within the present project, the
models were constructed on a small scale, but were not exactly to scale.
Those studies which have used representations constructed to an exact
scaling, nevertheless vary greatly in the scaling that the use. For example, Dttal
and Wellman (1989) used a map of scale 1:12, whilst Blades and Spencer (1987a)
used maps ofa scale 1:50. Blades and Spencer (1986), however, used maps ofa
scale 1: 1 00. Furthermore, although some researchers report that their models are
constructed to scale, it is usually only the shell of the room itself which is to scale.
The items within the model are usually simply reported as being "miniature" or
"small" versions ofthe corresponding item in the referent space (e.g. DeLoache,
1995). Therefore, even these representations are not truly to scale.
In the present project, the contents of the caravan were far more intricate
and complex than those of the playroom, and experiments using the playroom had
already been completed prior to the caravan studies. Therefore, when
construction of the caravan model commenced, it was necessary to construct this
on a different scaling to that of the playroom model, in order to adequately
represent the constituent features of the referent room. Other studies have also
compared representations of different scalings within the same experimental
report. For example, DeLoache (1989) used photographs ofthe same room,
measuring 28 x 36 cms in one study, but measuring 20 x 25cms in another. She
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also compared these two studies with one in which a model measuring 71 x 65 x
33cms, of the same room, was used. Nevertheless, she attributed observed
differences in performance to variables other than scaling.
Despite DeLoache's use of models which are not precisely to scale, she
nevertheless reports that the scale of a representation affects children's ability to
understand and to use that representation (DeLoache et aI., 1991; DeLoache et aI.,
1999). However, this conclusion is drawn from studies which use a model of
scale approximately 1 :2. No other researchers have reported differences in
performance due to differences in the scale of representations, and as discussed in
Chapter Two, it may be that these findings of DeLoache were due to the extreme
similarity in scale between the large model and its referent room. As discussed
previously, it may be that when a representation is so similar in size to its referent,
the representational element of the task is removed, and it becomes a more
straightforward matching task.
Whilst ideally it may be desirable to use exact scaling when constructing
representations, this is not always possible, and previous research indicates that
representations of different scales can nevertheless be usefully compared. This
fits with theories about the cognitive abilities required to understand spatial
representations, as discussed in Chapter One. The theories of both DeLoache and
of Blades suggest that in order to understand a representation, children require to
appreciate the overall representational relationship between it and its referent.
That is, to recognise that the model looks like and stands for, the room. They then
need to be able to distinguish spatial relationships between items within a referent
space. Despite differences in scalings, these kinds of relationships tend to remain
stable within representations, making them valid representations of that space for
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these exploratory purposes, regardless of different scalings. So if a chair is
located between the door and the bed in a referent room, then provided that chair
is located between the door and the bed in a model of the room, children should be
able to successfully identify its location, irrespective of the particular scaling of
that modeL. Therefore, whilst exact scaling was not used for the models within
this project, the models nevertheless provide an accurate representation of the
items within the room, and of the relationships between items within the space.
Playroom
The dimensions of the room were 800 x 560 x 262cms. Appendices Seven
and Eight show the playroom, which contained tables, chairs, shelves, cupboards,
a wendy-house, a see-saw, a climbing frame, a slide, a painting easel, a water play
area and a sink. In addition, the playroom contained toys such as dolls, books,
boxes of jigsaws, containers of crayons, lego, toy cars and model trains. The
room was carpeted throughout.
Playroom model
This is shown in Appendices Ten to Twelve. The dimensions of the model
were 60 x 30 x 25cms. The model was constructed from plywood, and items in
the model were constructed from cardboard. The model contained miniature
versions of all the main features of the playroom: doors; windows; tables; chairs;
climbing frame; slide; cupboards; shelves; see-saw; sand pit; wendy-house; easeL.
Additional material present in the real playroom but not represented in the model
included: dolls; boxes of jigsaws; containers of crayons; lego; toy cars; model
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trains etc. etc. The model was not carpeted and nor were all of the items in the
model identical in material nor colour to the analogous objects in the playroom
itself.
Caravan
An Elddis Shamal caravan was used in Experiments Two, Four, Five and
Six, as the referent room. It was taken to the participants' schools, where it was
parked in the playground, just outside the main door. The dimensions of the
inside of the caravan were 440 x 195 x 180cms. The caravan contained couches,
cupboards, drawers, wardrobe, toilet room, cooker and fridge. In addition, the
caravan was carpeted and contained curtains and lights. Appendices Thirteen and
Fourteen show photographs of the inside of the caravan.
Caravan model
The dimensions of the model were 75 x 45 x 25cms respectively. The
outer shell of the model was made from plywood, with holes cut out for windows,
and a hinged door. Wooden circles were attached to the sides to represent wheels.
The furniture inside the model was constructed out of cardboard. Within the
model, the couches, cupboards, drawers, wardrobe, toilet room and kitchen were
represented. Soft furnishings (mattresses/cushions) were made using cushion
foam, with material covers. Curtains were also made out of materiaL. Dolls'
house carpet was used as floor covering for the modeL. This model is shown in
Appendices Fifteen to Seventeen.
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Other materials
Two toy dogs were used as target objects. The smaller of the two dogs
was approximately 2Yí centimetres in length, whilst the larger was approximately
25 centimetres in length. These were WaIt Disney "101 Dalmatian" dogs, and are
depicted in Appendix Eighteen. A stopwatch was used to record the time taken on
each test triaL.
Procedure
For all experiments, the model was positioned inside the referent room
itself, and was oriented with the room. For experiments using the playroom, the
model was positioned in the "quiet corner" of the room, and other children were
present in the main room. Children in all studies were tested individually. They
were seated on the floor in front of the model, opposite the Experimenter.
Children either completed a traditional hide-and-seek task, or a positioning
task. Every child completed a total of four trials on their allocated task: two in
which they viewed the model then manipulated the real room, and two in which
they viewed the real room and manipulated the modeL. The order in which they
completed these two types of trial was randomly varied between subjects.
Each session began with a phase of orientation, where the relationship
between the model and the room was explicitly pointed out. Each item in the
room was identified with the analogous object in the modeL. The two dogs were
then introduced after which time the test phase began.
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Orientation phase
Each child first took part in an extensive orientation phase, prior to the test
phase. The experimenter explicitly pointed out the correspondence between the
model and the real room, identifying the main features of the model (all items of
furniture and the door) and the corresponding features of the real playroom.
"Come and look at this. Can you see what this is? This is a little room
that looks just like the big room. "
"Look. Here is a little chute (Point) that looks just like the big chute
(Point). And here is a little wendy-house (Point) that looks just like the big
wendy-house (Point)" etc. etc.
Once the child had observed the corresponding items in both the model
and the room, he was then introduced to the target objects. The child was
introduced to the two toy dogs in the following way:
"Now I'm going to show you something else. Look (Show small dog). Do
you know what this is? That's right, it's a little dog. This is a little dog, but I also
have a big dog that is just like the little dog (Show larger dog). "
"Now the little dog likes to play in the little room, and the big dog likes to
play in the big room. And both dogs like to do the same things, so whatever the
little dog does in the little room, the big dog does in the big room. "
Following familiarisation with the target objects, the test phase began. During
this phase children completed either a Positioning task, or a Retrieval task.
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Positioning
On Positioning trials the child observed while the Experimenter placed an
object at a particular location in one of the rooms (real or model), and was then
required to position an analogous object at the same location in the other room.
Retrieval
On Retrieval tasks the child observed while the Experimenter hid an object
at a particular location in one of the rooms, and was then required to retrieve the
analogous object from where it had previously been hidden whilst the child was
not looking, in the other room.
Children were randomly assigned to complete either Retrieval or
Positioning tasks. Each child completed some trials using the Room- To-Model
method, and some using the Model-To-Room method. Order effects were
controlled for by varying which type of trial was completed first. On Room- To-
Model trials, the children watched as the Experimenter placed/hid the object in the
real room, and were required to position/retrieve the analogous object from the
modeL. Conversely, on Model-To-Room trials the children watched as the
Experimenter placed/hid in the model first, and were then required to
position/retrieve the analogous object from the real room.
Model-to-Room procedure
The child observed as the experimenter either hid or positioned the small
toy dog at a particular location in the model room. The child was then required to
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either retrieve (if completing a Retrieval task), or to position (if completing a
Positioning task) the larger toy dog at the equivalent location in the real playroom.
Positioning: "Now I'm going to put the little dog somewhere in the little
room. Watch (Place small dog). "
"But do you remember that both dogs like to do the same things? So now
I have to put the big dog in the right place in the big room. Would you do that for
me? (Allow child to position larger dog)"
Retrieval: "Now. The big dog is hiding somewhere in the big room. But
do you remember that both dogs like to do the same things? So now I have to hide
the little dog in the right place in the little room. Watch (Hide little dog). "
"Do you see where the little dog is hiding in the little room? So could you
go and get the big dog for me from where he's hiding in the big room? (Allow
child to retrieve big dog)"
Room-to-Model procedure
Following orientation, the child was introduced to the two toy dogs in the
same way as above.
The child then observed as the experimenter either hid or positioned the
larger toy dog at a particular location in the real room. The child was then
required to either retrieve (if completing a Retrieval task) or to position (if
completing a Positioning task) the small toy dog at the equivalent location in the
model room.
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Positioning: "Now I'm going to put the big dog somewhere in the big
room. Watch (Place larger dog). "
"But do you remember that both dogs like to do the same things? So now
I have to put the little dog in the right place in the little room. Would you do that
for me? (Allow child to positon small dog)"
Retrieval: "Now. The little dog is hiding somewhere in the little room.
But do you remember that both dogs like to do the same things? So now I have to
hide the big dog in the right place in the big room. Watch (Hide big dog). "
"Do you see where the big dog is hiding in the big room? So could you go
and get the little dog for me from where he's hiding in the little room? (Allow
child to retrieve little dog). "
During the test phase, labels for the items in the two rooms (e.g. "couch", "easel")
were used. DeLoache (1989) carried out a study in which the effects of
incorporating labels into the task instructions were examined, and found no effect
on performance of labellng during testing. However, Solomon (1999) found that
a group of 2 Y2 year olds performed better using emiched instructions, which
incorporated specific labels into the test phase, than a control group using standard
instructions without labels. Whilst she was unable to replicate this result in a
subsequent study, Solomon suggests that the provision of labels during the test
phase may enable children to succeed merely by matching an object in one room,
with its counterpart with the same label in the other room. Callaghan (1999) also
found young children's ability to understand the symbolic relationship between a
picture of an object and its referent, to be significantly improved when verbal
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labels were provided. However, Adams and Blades (1999) carried out a study in
which the effect of questioning style on children's understanding of aerial
photographs was explored. Two forms of questioning style were used - one in
which the experimenter pointed to each item and asked "Can you tell me what this
is?" and a second in which the child was asked "Could you find me a ?".
The results show no difference between performance using these two different
forms of questioning style, which suggests no real benefit to children of
introducing labels into the orientation phase.
Memory check procedure
Following each trial, a memory check was canied out, where the child was
asked to go and get the original toy which the experimenter had hid or positioned.
The child was asked:
"Now, can you go and get the small/big dogfrom where I put him?"
If a child was unable to successfully retrieve or position a toy, they were
encouraged to return to the original space to complete the memory check trial,
prior to making their final decision as to where the target toy was hidden/to be
placed. They were told:
"Can you remember where the little/big dog was in the little/big room?
Can you show me?"
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They were then encouraged to complete the test triaL. This procedure prevented
children from succeeding on the memory check trial due to being cued after
finding/positioning the target toy. For example, a child might actually have
forgotten the location of the toy, but might nevertheless find the toy in the real
room after searching all possible locations. Thus their test trial would be scored
as unsuccessfuL. Despite this memory loss, however, they might still succeed on
the memory check trial, because finding the target toy cued their recall as to the
original toy's location.
Dependent variables
For each trial, a number of measures were recorded. Success/lack of
success on the test trial was noted, as was success/lack of success on the memory
check triaL. In addition, the time taken to complete each test trial was recorded,
and details of any errors were recorded.
Score
F or each test trial the child scored i if successful and 0 if unsuccessfuL.
Each child's final score was then converted to a percentage correct for analysis, as
has been done by previous researchers (e.g. DeLoache, 1987; Liben and Yekel,
i 996). This conversion also allowed for more straightforward comparisons
between conditions and experiments which had different numbers of trials.
A Positioning trial was scored as successful if the child correctly
positioned the toy at the target location, provided that was the first place that the
child put the toy. Therefore, if the target toy was on the table then the trial would
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be scored as correct if the child placed the analogous toy on the analogous table,
irrespective of whether it was placed towards the left side of the table or the right
side of the table etc. A Retrieval trial was scored as successful if the child
correctly retrieved the toy from the target location, provided that was the first
place that the child searched for the toy.
Time
Previous research using similar methodologies has recorded only
correct/incorrect responses. No studies have attempted to record the length of
time taken by children. This variable was included as an exploratory measure for
several reasons. Firstly, the precise definition of a "successful" trial in
DeLoache's original work is not explained. It cannot simply be that the child
retrieves the toy, since this is inevitable eventually. In the present study the
criteria for success is more rigidly defined. However, in order to investigate the
possibility of more reliable or sensitive measures of success, time was measured
in addition to the traditional discrete measures of success or failure.
Furthermore, it was hoped that the length of time taken on different trials
might reveal more about the particular strategies being adopted by children in
attempting to complete the tasks. For example, if children who are highly
successful take, on average, the same amount of time as those who are
unsuccessful then this might indicate that both groups are equally as certain of
their responses. If more time is taken on one task than another, regardless of
levels of success, then this might suggest that the complexity of one task is
greater, and thus that the thought and reasoning processes required are more
lengthy.
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In this way, time was included as a novel and previously unexplored
variable within this domain, in an attempt to improve our understanding of the
processes and strategies employed by children attempting to successfully
complete such tasks.
Error data
Errors have been explored by Blades (1991), Blades and Spencer (1987),
and more recently by Solomon (1999) to allow for more sensitive analysis of
children's responses, and to provide information about possible strategies which
children may employ in order to succeed. Blades and Spencer (1987) designed
an experiment in which a large-scale octagonal layout was designed, with an
outside path and eight paths leading inwards to one central point. At the end of
each of the eight paths was a box. Children were given a map on which
roadblocks were marked down some of the paths. Their task was to find the path
which did not have a roadblock on the map, and to walk down it to the central
point. Blades and Spencer identified eight different possible strategies which
children could employ on this task. Each strategy would result in a particular
pattern of performance, and by examining children's performance it was possible
to identify which strategies were being employed.
In the present study, on unsuccessful test trials, error data were collected,
so that the precise incorrect location which the child chose was noted. Although
error data have been reported by only a very few researchers, nevertheless by
analysing the kinds of mistakes which children make at different ages, or on
different tasks, we can surely gain access to much more detailed information
concerning the cognitive processes involved in completing these tasks. Thus, it
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was hoped that by recording the kinds of enors made, it would enable us to build
up a more comprehensive picture of the way in which children are processing
information in their attempts to understand and to use representations of space.
Enors in the present study were classified in one of four ways, based on the main
theories of development explored in Chapter One.
Memory check control trials have been used by DeLoache to establish that
simply forgetting the original location is not the source of failure on a paiiicular
triaL. Thus, if a test trial was unsuccessful and the child subsequently failed the
memory check, that enor was classed as "Memory based".
DeLoache attributes failures which are not due to memory, to the
representational domain. However, the late development of a full concept of
space, as outlined by Piaget, is another possible source of failure. Blades (1991)
has also shown that spatial awareness and not just memory may be responsible
for a lack of success. If required to choose between two or more identical
locations, children with a poorly developed appreciation of spatial relations may
fail due to an inability to use spatial relations to distinguish between them.
Therefore when a child was unsuccessful, but first searched/placed at a location
which was identical in appearance, but in a different spatial location, to the conect
one, then that error was classified as an "Identical location" error.
In addition to these two types of errors, Solomon (1999) and O'Sullivan,
Mitchell and Daehler (1999) have found that another common mistake made by
young children is perseveration. Thus, children will search or position at the
location where they last saw the target object, rather than on the basis of new
information about its cunent location. Therefore, if a trial was unsuccessful and
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the location which had been chosen by a child was the one which had been correct
on the immediately preceding trial, such errors were classified as "Perseverative".
All other errors were classed as "Other" errors, and it was thought that the
majority of these errors would comprise those due to a general lack of
appreciation of the representational relationship between model and room.
All of the studies in this thesis followed this general methodological
format. Variations from this are repoited in the relevant experimental chapter
itself.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Research Questions and Initial Investigation
Experiment One
Introduction
As has been discussed in Chapter Two, the ability of children to
understand and use a spatial representation has been assessed in different studies
in very different ways. The experiment discussed here was therefore intended as a
general investigation into the comparability of just two of the methods and two of
the tasks which have been used in assessing these abilities in children.
The difference between tasks which require an inference to be made from
a representation to a referent, and the converse (requiring an inference from
referent to representation) is one which has been explored in Chapter Two. This
is an interesting difference, and one which other authors have suggested requires
further investigation (e.g. Liben, 1997). Therefore, this experiment was designed
to allow for a direct comparison between equivalent tasks using both of these
methods.
Furthermore, the experiment was designed to assess the equivalence of
two ofthe many different tasks discussed in Chapter Two. In the past, studies
which have required children to perform Retrieval tasks (e.g. DeLoache, 1989)
have shown that they are able to do so at just two and a half years of age.
However, when asked to perform Positioning tasks children have sometimes been
unable to do so until seven years of age (Piaget & Inhelder, 1956: CH. XIV, Sec.
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6). Whilst it is diffcult to make comparisons between these different studies, they
do nevertheless suggest that children might not perform equally on Retrieval and
on Positioning tasks, and this experiment was therefore designed to allow for a
direct comparison of these two tasks.
The particular type of representation to be used in this experiment was a
small-scale modeL. Whilst this is just one of the many different forms of
representation which previous research has investigated, it was decided that this
would be the particular one used for the purposes of investigation here. The aim
was to maximise the children's potential for success in understanding the
particular representation, so that the variables of method and task used could be
clearly assessed without confounding performance by using a difficult
representational type. DeLoache (1987; 1 995b) has found that children can
appreciate small-scale models as representations of space from three years of age,
whereas Bluestein and Acredolo (1979) suggest that children do not have a full
appreciation of maps until around five years of age. It was also hoped that a
three-dimensional representation might prove to be more stimulating for younger
children than, for example, a map or a picture.
The referent space to be used was the children's own playroom, and was
thus already familiar to the participants. Again, it was hoped that children would
be able to appreciate a representation of an already familiar space more easily than
they might with a novel space, and that this might facilitate performance and
therefore allow for a clearer assessment of the variables of interest.
Siegel and Schadler (1977) found that boys were more successful at
constructing a model of their classroom than girls, whilst Solomon (1999) found
that on an adaptation of DeLoache's model-room task, girls were more successful
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than boys. However, as Solomon points out, gender differences in this type of
research are unusuaL. Few studies within this area have found gender differences
to exist and, as has been shown, those that have are inconsistent in their findings.
Therefore, gender wil be explored in relation to the results of this study merely as
an exploratory measure, to check for any unexpected differences which may
emerge between the performance of boys and girls. Later studies wil continue to
explore gender as a factor only if early experiments reveal that differences do, in
fact, exist.
Method
Participants
26 children from a university playgroup took part in the study. Of these,
13 were boys and 13 girls. Their ages ranged from 34-50 months (2;10 - 4;2),
with a mean age of 43 months (3;7). Although this sample size is small, these
were all the children emolled in the playgroup at the time. The following year's
cohort of children provided the participants for later experiments, and therefore
could not also take part in Experiment One. The children had approximately six
months experience in the playroom at the time of testing, and it was thought
undesirable to bring in additional participants from outside the playgroup, since
performance might then be confounded with poor internal spatial knowledge of
the referent space.
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Apparatus
The study was carried out in a quiet corner of the playgroup. The
playroom itself was used as the referent space, and a small scale model of the
playroom was constructed to act as the representation. The model contained
miniature versions of all the main features of the playroom itself, as indicated in
the General Method, Chapter Three. Four target locations were used within the
model/room: two tables, a climbing-frame and a painting easeL. The easel and the
climbing frame served as unique hiding locations and the tables served as
identical locations. Each child completed two unique location trials and two
identical location trials, and these were counterbalanced across Model-to-Room
and Room-to-Model Conditions.
Model - To-Room procedure
Prior to the test phase there was an orientation phase. The experimenter
explicitly pointed out the correspondence between the model and the real room,
identifying each feature of the model and the corresponding feature of the real
playroom, as indicated in Chapter Three (General Method). The child was
introduced to the two toy dogs, and then observed as the experimenter either hid
or positioned the small toy dog at a particular location in the model playroom.
The child was then required to either retrieve (if completing a Retrieval task), or
to position (if completing a Positioning task) the larger toy dog at the equivalent
location in the real playroom.
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Room-To-Model procedure
Following orientation, the child was introduced to the two toy dogs in the
same way as above. The child then observed as the experimenter either hid or
positioned the larger toy dog at a particular location in the real playroom. The
child was then required to either retrieve (if completing a Retrieval task) or to
position (if completing a Positioning task) the small toy dog at the equivalent
location in the model playroom.
Children were randomly assigned to complete either Retrieval or
Positioning tasks. Each child then completed four trials on their allotted task. Of
these four, two were Model-To-Room tasks and two were Room-To-Model tasks.
Order effects were controlled for by varying which type of trial was completed
first. For each trial the child scored 1 if successful and 0 if unsuccessfuL. Thus,
each child had a final overall score out of 4, which was converted to a percentage
correct.
Memory check procedure
Following each trial, a memory check was carried out, where the child was
asked to go to get the original toy which the experimenter had hid or positioned.
Results
Overall, performance was poor. The mean score overall was 44.2%
correct. This is in contrast, however, with performance on the Memory Check
control trials, on which the children scored 100% correct, and this difference is
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highly significant (t 25 = -8.7, P ~ 0.01). The results for the test trials are more
interesting when broken down by task and method used, as shown in Table 1.
A 2 (Condition: Model- To-Room vs. Room- To-Model) x 2 (Task:
Retrieval vs. Positioning) x 2 (Gender: Boys vs. Girls) ANOVA, with Condition
as a within-subjects variable, showed that children scored significantly higher on
Retrieval tasks than on Positioning tasks (Fi,22 = 8.016, p=O.Ol). There were no
other significant effects or interactions.
Condition
Room- To-Model Model- To- Room Total
%age SD %age SD %age SD
correct correct correct
Positioning 28.6 37.8 25.0 37.9 30.4 34.2
(n = 14)
Retrieval 70.8 33.4 50.0 42.6 60.4 22.5
(n = 12)
Total 48.1 41.2 36.5 41.4 44.2 32.6
(n = 26)
Table 1. Mean score in each Condition, by Task.
On Positioning tasks children performed very poorly overalL. Thus, it had
little effect whether the method used was Model-To-Room or Room-To-Model.
However, on Retrieval tasks, which the children appeared to be capable of,
children score higher on Room-To-Model than on Model-To-Room. This
difference can be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Mean score in each Conditon, by Task.
Time taken
Table 2 illustrates the times taken by children on each Condition, by Task.
These results suggest that children took longer in the Model- To-Room Condition,
and also that the Retrieval Task took longer than the Positioning Task. Table 3
shows the times taken by children in both Conditions, depending upon their level
of success. Children were classified into groups according to their level of
success in each of the two conditions. A 2 (Task: Positioning vs. Retrieval) x 3
(Level of Success: 0 vs. i vs. 2 correct) ANOV A was canied out on the data for
each of the two Conditions, to investigate whether success or failure on particular
tasks affected the amount of time that children were taking. In addition, a 2
(Condition: Room-To-Model vs. Model-To-Room) x 2 (Task: Retrieval vs.
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Positioning) within-subjects ANOV A was carried out, to assess whether there was
an overall difference between the time in the two Conditions.
The results reveal significant main effects of Condition (F 1,24 = 13.388, P
.. 0.01) and Task (F 1,24 = 12.999, p.. 0.01), thus supporting the differences
illustrated in Table 2, in that children took longer in the Model- To-Room
Condition, and that they also took longer to complete Retrieval trials than they did
to complete Positioning trials. The analyses show that the effect of Task is
significant in both Conditions, as well as overalL.
Condition
Room-To-Model Model-To-Room Total
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
time time time
(secs) (secs) (secs)
Positioning 5.75 4.44 5.89 4.95 5.82 3.40
(n = 14)
Retrieval 11.55 11.95 27.74 18.97 19.65 13.92
(n = 12)
Total 8.43 9.04 15.97 17.16 12.20 11.86
(n = 26)
Table 2. Mean time taken in each Condition, by Task.
As well as these main effects, the results also reveal a significant interaction
between Task and Condition (F 1,24 = 12.927, p.. 0.01). As Figure 2 shows,
children took similar amounts of time when Positioning, on both Room-To-Model
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and Model-To-Room trials. However, when Retrieving, children took
significantly longer on Model-To-Room than Room-To-Model trials.
Number of
correct
responses
Condition
Room- To- Model
Mean time SD
Model-To-Room
Mean time SD
(secs) (secs)
o 16.25 (n = 12) 15.82
1
2
9.66 (n = 9) 14.05
14.69 (n = 7) 9.285.28 (n = 8) 4.49
16.79 (n = 7) 26.069.99 (n = 9) 5.11
Table 3. Mean time taken in each Condition, by level of success.
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The analyses also revealed a main effect of Level of Success in the Room-
To-Model Condition (F 2, 20 = 23.313, p": 0.01), though this was not significant in
the Model-To-Room Condition. As Table 3 shows, the time taken by children
scoring 1 correct is relatively less than the time taken by those scoring 0, but the
time taken then increases again in the group scoring 2 correct. Figure 3 ilustrates
the different times that were taken by children at different levels of success on the
Room- To-Model Condition. In this graph, the data for the group scoring one
correct has been split to show the times taken by this group of children on their
one successful trial, and that on their unsuccessful triaL. Whilst the group scoring
1 correct took less time overall than those scoring 0 correct, Figure 3 ilustrates
that on their unsuccessful trial, the children scoring 1 correct took slightly more
time than they did on their successful triaL. However, a paired sample Hest
revealed that this difference was not significant (t 7 = 0.739, p = 0.484). Figure 4
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ilustrates the times that were taken by children at different levels of success on
the Model- To-Room Condition, once again with the data for the 1 correct group
being split to show the time taken on their unsuccessful versus their successful
triaL. Table 3 illustrates that in this Condition children who scored 1 correct took
less time overall than those scoring 0 and 2 correct, but Figure 4 shows that the 1
correct group took more time on their unsuccessful trial than their successful triaL.
However, this difference is not significant in this Condition either (t 6 = 2.040, P =
0.087).
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Figure 4. Mean time taken, by score in J\1odel-To-Room Conditon
There was also a significant interaction between Task and Level of Success, in the
Room-To-Model Condition (F 2,20 = 27.024, P 00 0.01). The interaction was not
significant in the other Condition. These interactions are ilustrated in Figures 5
and 6. It appears that in both of these Conditions, children take approximately the
same amount of time when Positioning, irrespective of their score. When
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Retrieving, however, there are differences between the two Conditions, and
differences between the different levels of success.
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Figure 5. Mean time taken, by score in Room-To-Model Conditon.
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When Retrieving on the Room-To-Model Condition, children take a great
deal longer when they score poorly. As their level of success increases, they
appear to take less time. On the Model-To-Room Condition, children also take
longer on Retrieval when they score poorly, and take less time as their scores
increase. However, the time taken then increases again for those children who
achieve the highest levels of success. There were no other significant effects or
interactions.
Error data
The errors made by children on test trials were classified into groups,
based on previous research, as discussed in Chapter Three. If, having failed a test
trial, a child subsequently failed the memory check control trial, then the test trial
error was classified as Memory-based. If the target location on a given trial was
not a unique one, and the location the child selected was an identical one to the
target, then the error was scored as an Identical location error. If the incorrect
location chosen by the child was the location at which they had last retrieved or
positioned the target object, then the error was classified as Perseverative. Any
remaining errors were classified as Other errors.
Table 4 shows the mean numbers of the different types of errors which
were made by children in both of the two Conditions. Overall, children made the
highest numbers of "Other" errors. Identical location errors made up the next
largest group, with only small numbers of Memory-based and Perseverative
errors. This overall pattern of errors is ilustrated by Figure 7.
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,........-
Room-To-
Model
Condition
Model-To-
Room
Condition
Total
Number of errors made
Memory-based Identical location
Mean SD Mean SD
Perseverative
Mean SD Mean
0.85
0.96
1.81
Other
SD
0.83
0.87
1.41
0.00 0.00 0.15 0.37 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.15 0.37 0.08 0.27
0.00 0.00 0.31 0.55 0.08 0.27
Table 4. Mean number of errors made in each Condition.
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Figure 7. Mean number of errors made.
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A 2 (Condition: Room-To-Model vs. Model-To-Room) x 2 (Task:
Retrieval vs. Positioning) ANOV A, with Condition as a within-subjects variable,
was carried out on the data for each of the four error types. There was no effect of
Condition on any of the four error types, showing that children made similar
numbers of each error type on both Room-To-Model and Model-To-Room trials.
We already know from the Scores analysis, that children made more errors
on Positioning than on Retrieval trials, but the only error type which differed
significantly between Tasks was Other errors (F 1,24 = 7.310, P 00 0.05). The
number of "Other" errors made on Positioning trials is much greater than on
Retrieval trials.
This effect of Task on Other errors is further affected, however, by
Condition, resulting in a significant interaction (F 1,24 = 6.590, P 00 0.05). This
interaction is also significant for Identical location errors. Figures 8 and 9
illustrate the differences between the types of errors made on each Task, for the
Room-To-Model Condition (Figure 8) and Model-To-Room (Figure 9).
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Discussion
Scores
In general, children's performance on these tasks was poor, thus
contrasting with previous research which has suggested that young children
understand a scale model at just three years of age (DeLoache, 1987). However,
since the present experiment utilised both unique and identical target locations,
the results fit with Blades' (1991) findings that children perform more poorly
when the task requires them to utilise spatial information in the identification of
locations. Using identical locations, Blades found that children were unable to
understand and use external representations until around five years of age, which
is more consistent with the findings of the present study.
Most of the children were able to recognise that the model looked like the
playroom, even if they did not succeed on the tasks. This is consistent with
previous research which has suggested that the ability to recognise the
correspondence between a symbol and that which it represents, and the ability to
appreciate that a representation can actually serve some purpose in providing
information about the real world, are two distinct skills. (Lib en, 1999) The
success on the memory trials also suggests that forgetting the original target
location can be ruled out as a possible source of error, and this too is consistent
with previous research (DeLoache, 1987; 1989).
However, Retrieval tasks were significantly easier than Positioning tasks.
These results are surprising, given that other studies have used placing tasks as
practice tasks, prior to beginning the experiment proper, and have found children
quite capable of this (e.g. Blades & Cooke, 1994). However, these results may be
due to some inherent difference between the two types of task in the particular
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paradigm utilised by the present study. Playing a "hide-and-seek" type game may
just be inherently more appealing and motivating than simply placing an object.
Alternatively, it is possible that the ambiguities involved in scoring a successful
Retrieval simply leave more room for overestimation error than does the scoring
of a successful Positioning. Both of these possibilities require further exploration.
Nevertheless, this finding has some support from a study by Bridges and Rowles
(1985). They investigated three to seven year old children's understanding of 
the
way in which an obstruction restricts a person's view, using a "hide-and-seek"
type task. They suggest that with the younger children in their study, hiding
games merely tap children's understanding of how to play hide-and-seek. They
conclude that researchers should beware of adopting a familiar game as the setting
for testing some ability, since this can misrepresent their abilities. In this study, it
is possible that the children simply did not understand the paradigm of the
Positioning task, but because the Retrieval task was framed in a familiar "hide-
and-seek" format, children may have been more successfuL.
As has been discussed in Chapter Two, different tasks and methods appear
to elicit different results in children, which would suggest that the "load" of
different experimental paradigms differ. One of the primary goals of this research
project was to investigate which particular methods and tasks place the heaviest
"load" on children, in order that we might better appreciate their actual levels of
competence. The results of the present study begin to suggest that under some
circumstances, at least, Positioning tasks like those which have been adopted by
some authors (e.g. Blades & Cooke, 1994; Liben & Downs, 1993; Siegel et aI.,
1979) are more diffcult for a child than Retrieval tasks, which have been used by
others (e.g. Bluestein and Acredolo, 1979; DeLoache, 1987, 1989).
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Perhaps the most interesting result is that under some conditions, children
were more successful on the Room- To-Model method than on the Model- To-
Room method. This contrasts sharply with DeLoache's (1997) findings that
performance on both tasks is equivalent. However, it also contrasts with Liben's
(1997) suggestion that a Model-To-Room task might be equivalent to a
Comprehension task, and should therefore be easier than a Room-To-Model task,
which would be equivalent to a Production task.
In a study by Acredolo (1977), children's performance on an object
finding task was compared when conducted in a space with no landmarks, a space
with landmarks, and a small-scale model of the space. Acredolo reports that,
"The data...suggest that behaviour within a large-scale
space is not isomorphic with manipulation of a small-scale modeL.
Contributing to the ease with which even the youngest children
dealt with the model was the fact that the... . smallness of the model
may have reduced the memory load by allowing the child to see the
entire space at one glance. " (P7)
Commenting on this study, Acredolo (1981) explains that the experimenter
trained children to find a trinket hidden either to their right or to their left. The
children were then moved to the opposite side of the space and allowed to search.
Performance of this task in a specially constructed landmark-free large-scale
space resulted in significantly less "egocentric" responding among five year olds
than three and four year olds. However, this age difference disappeared
completely when the task was presented in a regular classroom using a small-scale
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model of the landmark-free room; there was practically no egocentrism exhibited
at alL.
This demonstrates, then, that in some tasks performance is not equivalent
when inferring from a model to a large space and vice-versa, which is what has
always been found by DeLoache. In addition, Acredolo's study, like the one
reported here, found performance to be superior when the task was to be carried
out in the modeL. Clearly the two experiments are very different, but nevertheless
this supports the finding that children may, under certain circumstances, find it
more diffcult to work in a referent space then in a model of that space.
Commenting on these results, Acredolo (1981) describes possible reasons
for this pattern of performance. One reason she suggests is the mode of response
required for the two different tasks.
"When... .performance in the two spaces requires very diferent
motor abilties, we should not be very surprised to find diferent
developmental patterns" (P72)
Another possible explanation for the results may be the way in which the two
different spaces are viewed.
".... many small-scale models can be apprehended from a single
vantage point, something which is not possible when one is located
within a space.... When only a single vantage point is necessary, the
memory load is reduced and the additional problem of co-
ordinating diferent perspectives is eliminated. " (p 73)
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Thus, the findings of the present study, that performance when carrying
out the task in a model is superior to performance when carrying out the task in a
referent space, might likewise be explained in terms of reduced memory load,
since the children could view the model from a single vantage point. However,
research by Liben and Yekel (1996) required children to place stickers on a map
of their classroom, to indicate the location of target objects. Children were either
seated on a chair in the room, or they were positioned in a raised booth which
afforded them a clear view of the entire room from a single vantage point. The
results showed that the single vantage point did not benefit children in terms of
their performance, which suggests that viewing methods may not be responsible
for children's superior performance in the model in Experiment One. A smaller
sized referent space which could be viewed more easily from a single vantage
point might enable this hypothesis to be tested.
Time taken
Table 2 reports that children took significantly longer on Model- To-Room
trials, which is unsurprising given the fact that children under this Condition had
to get up and carry out a task in the referent space itself. From Table 1 it is clear
that the scores obtained under this Condition were also lower.
Hardwick, McIntyre and Pick (1976) suggest that performance in small-
scale spaces may not be generalisable to large-scale environments due to memory
load. They refer to a study by Smothergil (1973) which showed that whilst
children performed equivalently to adults on an immediate visual localisation task,
these same children were significantly less accurate when required to hold the
target location in memory from between 5 and 25 seconds. In addition, Uttal,
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Schreiber and DeLoache (1995) found that children performed significantly worse
on the standard model/room task if they were delayed by two or five minutes prior
to retrieving the target object. This kind of attentional issue may have affected the
results of the present experiment. Children in the present study when identifYing
the target location in the model were able to do so almost immediately after
viewing the target location in the real room. However, when identifying the
location in the room itself, children first had to get up and then move about within
the room in order to get to the target location. This time delay then, may have
affected children's performance just as it did in Smothergills study. Therefore,
perhaps the reason for this poorer level of performance is the amount of time that
the children were required to hold information in memory. Once again, the use of
a smaller sized referent space might be advantageous, in order to reduce the
amount of time for which children must hold information in memory when
completing Model- To-Room trials. Nevertheless, since the referent space and the
model were in view at all times, the relevant information about the target location
was constantly available to the child. Therefore, memory load would have been
minimal.
However, Table 2 also repoiis that children took longer to complete
Retrieval trials than they did to complete Positioning trials. And as Table 1
reports, children were actually significantly more successful on Retrieval trials.
Therefore, it appears that in this case the length of time for which information was
held in memory did not detrimentally affect performance. If anything, children
who score highly take longer. In addition, the ceiling effect observed on Memory
Check control trials appears to convincingly rule out the possibility that children
had difficulties in holding the relevant information about the target location in
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memory. DeLoache has consistently argued that if a child fails a test trial, but
completes the Memory Check trial, then the difficulties must lie in the
representational domain, not within the domain of memory.
One further possibility is that children perform more poorly on Model- To-
Room trials than they do on Room-To-Model trials, not because of the increased
memory load and time, but because when carrying out a task in a real room, they
are distracted by the additional, irrelevant material present in the room, which is
not present in the modeL. This idea stems from studies of selective attention,
which have found that young children's performance is poorer on tasks which
require irrelevant information to be ignored (see Enns, 1990, for a review). In the
present study the referent space used was a genuine, not a contrived room. The
scale model contained representations of only the most salient features of the real
room, thus resulting in a great deal of additional, irrelevant stimuli being present
in the real room.
In DeLoache's (1987) study, every feature of the referent room was
represented in the model, and vice-versa, which may possibly explain why
children found that task easier to perform. When working in the real room in the
present study, though, the children had to take in a good deal more information
that had not been present in the modeL. Indeed, Liben, Moore and Golbeck (1982)
also used a classroom as the referent space in their study, and in discussing the
results they suggest that comparison with other studies may be diffcult since the
necessary complexity of a genuine environment necessarily exceeds that of a
contrived laboratory space. The use of a large-scale referent space which does not
contain large amounts of irrelevant information would enable this possibility to be
further explored.
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Table 3 shows that children scoring 1 correct take less time than those who
score 0 correct, but that times then increase again for the children who score 2
correct. This initial pattern of less time being taken with increased success is
supported by Figures 3 and 4, which ilustrate that in both Conditions, children
who scored only one correct took slightly more time on their unsuccessful trial
than they did on their successful triaL. However, the time taken then increases
again in the group of children scoring 2 correct.
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate that the time taken by children on each Task also
differs according to their level of success. The time taken by children completing
Positioning trials, irrespective of Condition, appears to be relatively unaffected by
performance. Therefore, children who score highly respond fairly quickly, but
even children who are wholly unsuccessful take no extra time to consider their
response.
This is in contrast to Retrieval trials, on which the time taken does differ
depending upon success. In the Room-To-Model Condition, which children
generally completed more quickly, those scoring most poorly take the longest
amounts of time. This therefore suggests that when unsure, children take longer
to consider their response, which they do not do when Positioning. These results
should be treated with caution, though, since only one child in the Retrieval group
scored 0 correct. The time taken then decreases in those children scoring more
highly. This initial pattern is the same in the Model- To-Room Condition,
suggesting that despite the small number of subjects in some groups within the
other Condition, the pattern may be a reliable reflection of performance in
general. However, in the Model- To-Room Condition, the time taken by children
scoring most highly then increases. Therefore, children who understand the task
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and are correct about the target location, nevertheless take longer to select that
location when in the room. This supports the notion that perhaps in this
Condition, even the most successful children are distracted by the presence of the
additional, irrelevant material in the room itself.
Errors
DeLoache has consistently argued that if a child fails a Test trial, but
succeeds on the Memory Check control trial, the Test failure can reliably be
attributed to a failure in the representational domain. As has been discussed in
Chapter Three, however, further research has suggested that errors may arise for
other non-representational reasons. Work by Blades (1991) indicates that failure
can also arise when the target location is not unique, and the child is unable to use
the necessary spatial information to determine which is the correct one.
Furthermore, Soloman (1999) has identified Perseverative elTors which arise
when children simply opt for the last location at which they saw the target object.
Thus, it is suggested that having classified errors as either Memory-based,
Identical location errors or Perseverative errors, the remaining "Other" errors wil
comprise those which have arisen due to representational diffculties.
The present study's findings indicate that whilst "Other" errors still
comprise the largest group, children do indeed make errors which are not
Memory-based, yet not representational, as DeLoache has suggested. In fact,
Identical location errors comprise the next largest group of errors overall, which
supports Blades (1991) findings, that the absence of any identical hiding places in
DeLoache's early studies may have contributed to the high levels of success that
she observed.
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The pattern of errors observed in the present study differs on Positioning
and Retrieval tasks. Since performance on Positioning trials was poorer overall
than on Retrieval trials, the number of errors made on Positioning trials is
logically higher. However, it appears that most of the additional errors present on
Positioning trials, fall within the classification of "Other" errors. The numbers of
Memory-based, Identical location and Perseverative errors is similar for both
Tasks, but children make far more "Other" errors. If the difficulty children have
in completing these tasks lies within the representational domain, then there is no
real reason to suppose that a child would be able to complete a Retrieval task
more successfully than they would a Positioning task. If a child can appreciate the
representational relationship between the model and the room, then we would
expect them to do equally well irrespective of the Task. These results therefore
suggest that errors classified as "Other" may include elTors which are stil not due
to representational difficulties.
As discussed previously, it is possible that children perform better on
Retrieval trials due to the familiar nature of the Task. Errors classified as "Other"
may therefore include mistakes which occur as a result of the child not
understanding the task. This would explain why Positioning trials incur a larger
number of "Other" errors, rather than increased numbers of errors in all four
categories.
Additionally, there are different patterns of errors made on Room-To-
Model and Model- To-Room Conditions, when these are broken down by Task, as
shown in Figures 8 and 9. On Positioning trials, the errors made by children are
similar in both Conditions. However, on Retrieval trials the patterns are different.
On Retrieval trials, the score data has already shown that children perform more
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poorly in the Model- To-Room Condition. Therefore, we would expect to see
more errors in this Condition. However, once again, the additional errors made in
this Condition appear to be concentrated in the "Other" errors category.
Children are no more prone to forgetting in this Condition, which
challenges the earlier argument that it is the additional memory demands of this
Condition which make it more diffcult. Neither do they have any more
diffculties in utilising spatial information to select the appropriate non-unique
location. They make only slightly more Perseverative errors, but the majority of
the additional errors in this Condition are classified as "Other". Under
DeLoache's interpretation, this might be interpreted as an indication that
appreciation of the representational relationship is more diffcult in this Condition.
However, in relation to the arguments presented previously, it may simply be that
children have difficulty in processing the additional, irrelevant information
present in the more complex and detailed real room, and that this causes the
additional errors to occur. This would fit with the Time data, which indicates that
children also take longer on this Condition than any other (see Figure 2).
F amiliari ty
Another interesting factor is that all of the children in the present study
were highly familiar with the referent room. Several studies have found
children's performance to be affected by familiarity with the referent space. Hart
(1981) reports
"My research suggests that the development of children's
spatial activity in their everyday geographic environment, and
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variations in the freedom of this spatial activity, are the most
important forces influencing the quality, as well as the extent, of
children's abilty to represent the spatial relations of places in the
large-scale environment. "(P207)
Thus we might expect that children would have the greatest understanding of a
referent space with which they are already familiar. This being the case, the
present study ought to have elicited better performance from the children than
would have been the case if an unfamiliar referent space had been used.
Siegel and Schadler (1977) investigated children's ability to construct a
model of their kindergarten classroom at the beginning of the school year, and
then again at the end of the school year. The results show that increased
familiarity enhances young children's ability to construct spatial representations
of their classrooms. Discussing the advantages of using familiar spaces in spatial
cognition research, they say
"With afew exceptions... experimental research on the development
of children's knowledge of macros pace has been limited to the
study ofknowledge in novel, artifcial, and/or simple
environments.. . Little attention has been paid to the investigation of
children's knowledge of actual and familar large-scale spaces, yet
it is within these domains that children develop, acquire and use
their spatial knowledge, " (P388)
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Siegel, Herman, AlIen and Kirasic (1979) carried out a study with children
using a large and a small-scale model town, which children were exposed to and
then required to reconstruct. They found that children's construction accuracy
improved over repeated exposures to the referent space, thereby supporting the
notion that familiarity with a referent space can improve children's ability to
understand representations of that space.
Herman and Siegel (1978) allowed children to repeatedly encounter a
large-scale environment, which they were subsequently required to reconstruct,
and found that performance did indeed improve after repeated experiences in the
environment. It therefore seems reasonable to expect that children's performance
on a spatial task using an environment which they had previously repeatedly
encountered, would be better than performance on a task with an unfamiliar
environment.
Feldman and Acredolo (1977) found that children were better able to
relocate an object in an environment if they had originally explored that
environment alone, than if they had originally explored it whilst holding an
experimenter's hand. Thus it would appear that not only do children better
appreciate a referent environment if they are familiar with it, but that the nature of
their previous experience with that environment is also a factor. Feldman and
Acredolo conclude that children are more sensitive to the spatial cues in an
environment ifthey are free to explore that environment themselves. In the
present study, since the referent space was the children's own playroom, all of the
children had been free to explore the environment by themselves. Therefore, we
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would expect that they would be even more aware of the spatial arrangement of
the room then they would be if an unfamiliar, unexplored space had been used.
In addition to this, Herman (1980) conducted an experiment where
children experienced a model town, and were then required to reconstruct the
town. Some of the children experienced the town by walking through it, whilst
others only walked around it. Results showed that children were consistently
more accurate in their reconstructions after having walked through the town, than
if they just walked around the town. This suggests that the type of experience a
child has of a particular space affects the quality of their cognitive maps of that
space. This being the case, once again one might expect to find differences in
performance on tasks where children are able to move freely within a particular
space (as was the case in the playroom in the present study) as opposed to their
performance on tasks where they can only observe from outwith a space (as was
the case with the model in the present study).
Quality of the representation
The model which served as the representation in this experiment was a
very basic, structural one, which depicted the main items of furniture only.
Elements like soft furnishings, carpets and curtains, were not represented. The
elements which were represented in the model were constructed from cardboard
and did not necessarily correspond to the analogous objects in the real room in
relation to colour, texture etc. The walls of the model did not match in colour the
walls of the referent room. Previous research by DeLoache (i 99 i) has indicated
that the structural similarity between elements of a model and the room it
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represents, can affect children's ability to understand and to use that model as a
representation of space.
Other authors, however, argue that the nature of a representation is such
that it ought to represent and not replicate its referent (e.g. Downs, 1985).
Therefore, if a child recognises the symbolic relationship between a model and its
referent room, then this recognition should not be significantly affected by
physical similarity between the two. If it is, then this might suggest that the
children are succeeding based on understanding of correspondence or analogy,
rather than a greater appreciation of a representational relationship (see discussion
in Chapter Two). Further research might therefore investigate whether
performance on these types of tasks is affected by the quality of the
representation, in terms of its structural similarity to the referent space.
Conclusions/Further research
In relation to the original aims of this experiment, then, the results support
the hypothesis that different methods and tasks used to assess children's
understanding of spatial representations may not be equivalent in their demands,
nor in the underlying cognitive processes which they tap.
Children's performance was not equivalent using Referent-To-
Representation methods and Representation- To-Referent methods. Nor was
performance shown to be equivalent on Positioning tasks and Retrieval tasks.
Both of these findings fit with the original hypotheses for the study. Furthermore,
this lack of equivalence exists not only in absolute levels of success, but also in
the types of errors children make, and the amount of time they take.
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On the basis of these results, though, several research questions can be
formulated for further experiments to address. Firstly, this study used a referent
space that was highly familiar to the subjects. One topic for further study wil
therefore be to investigate how children perform in a similar experiment using a
completely novel referent space. Another study will investigate how children's
understanding and use of a representation is affected as familiarity with the
referent space increases over time.
In addition, the present study used a very basic, structural model as the
representation. The issue of whether performance is affected by the physical
similarity between a model and its referent space will be investigated in a further
study.
Another issue to emerge is that when using a naturalistic space (e.g. a
classroom) as the referent, as was the case in this experiment, there is necessarily
a large amount of irrelevant material present that wil not be present in a
representation of that space. As previous research has also indicated, the
necessary complexity of a genuine referent space makes comparisons with
laboratory-based research using contrived referents very difficult. Further studies
wil therefore be designed to investigate just how children's understanding and
use of a representation is affected by the presence of such irrelevant material in
the referent space, and furthermore, to investigate how performance changes if,
conversely, it is the representation which contains the irrelevant materiaL.
Finally, the difference between Referent - To- Representation and
Representation-To-Referent methods requires further exploration. Several
suggestions have been made in the preceding discussion about what factors might
be responsible for this difference. All subsequent experiments wil be designed to
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pursue this issue, and to explore how children's abilities to infer in these two
different "directions" might be affected by issues such as familiarity with the
referent space, presence of irrelevant material and so on, as has been discussed
here.
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CHAPTER FIVE
The Effect of Using a Completely Novel Referent Space
Experiment Two
Introduction
The results of Experiment One indicated that children found completing a
Retrieval task easier than a Positioning task, and also that under some
circumstances they found inferring from a referent space to a representation,
easier than inferring from the representation to the referent space. Apart from
these differences in absolute levels of performance, some differences were also
observed in the amount of time taken on different tasks and conditions, as well as
in the types of errors made.
However, Experiment One made use of a referent space which was already
highly familiar to the children. Other researchers have suggested that children's
performance might differ when using familiar and unfamiliar spaces (e.g.
Acredolo, 1982). This second study was therefore designed to investigate how
children would perform in an analogous study to Experiment One, but using a
completely novel room as the referent space.
A secondary aim of this study was to refine some methodological aspects,
in order to examine whether these might have been responsible for one of the
findings from Experiment One. Experiment One found that children were
significantly more successful on the Retrieval Task than on the Positioning Task.
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Several possible reasons for this were explored. Firstly, it is possible that finding
tasks are just intrinsically easier for children than placing tasks. This might be
due to their prior familiarity with "hide-and-seek" type games, or to motivational
factors, if Retrieval tasks are more fun and therefore more enjoyable to complete.
Alternatively, it may be that methodological considerations contributed to
the ease of the Retrieval tasks in Experiment One. The hiding places used in
Experiment One were "under the table"/ "under the easel"/ "under the chute". It
is possible that children were able to engage in a visual search that was not
detected by the experimenter, and thus found the hidden object conectly by
chance and not through their understanding of the representational function of the
modeL. This is one diffculty which arises when using a naturalistic setting as a
referent space. The experimenter must use the best hiding places already
available in the environment, but these may be by no means ideaL.
It seems unlikely, although not impossible, that the cognitive abilities
required to Position and to Retrieve a toy, are so different that they might have
contributed to the significant difference in performance observed in Experiment
One. However, this was not a possibility to be ruled out at this stage, and the
following experiment was designed to pursue the methodological issues first.
Preparation
Several practical issues were taken into consideration when designing this
experiment. It was decided that for the remainder of the project, it would be
necessary to have a referent room which could remain constant throughout further
experiments. A specially allocated room at the university was considered as one
option, but the difficulties associated with then having to bring participating
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children from their schools to the university to take part, insurance issues, amount
of school time missed, coupled with the potential concerns of parents, made this a
less viable option. It was therefore decided that a caravan would be purchased
and would serve as the referent room in future experiments. This had several
benefits in that the same room could be used by many children at many different
schools/nurseries. It also meant that schools would not have to provide the
experimenter with space in which to carry out the experiments. To this end, a
caravan was purchased, and arrangements were made for storing the caravan
within the University gardens. Photographs of the caravan are included as
Appendices Thirteen and Fourteen. A small-scale model of the caravan was then
constructed.
This experiment, and subsequent ones, were carried out outwith the
university itself, in schools in and around Stirling. Ethical approval therefore had
to be sought from the Education Department at Stirling CounciL. A copy of the
letter confirming that ethical approval was granted is included as Appendix Three.
Following confirmation of Council approval, letters were sent out to Head
Teachers of schools in the Stirling area, outlining the project, and asking for co-
operation. An example of one of these letters is included as Appendix Four.
Those schools which responded positively to these letters were then contacted by
telephone by myself, and meetings with head teachers and class teachers were
arranged. At these meetings, suitable dates were arranged for me to visit the
schooL.
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Method
Participants
Thirty-six children from St. Ninian's Primary School in Stirling served as
participants in the experiment. Information sheets and consent forms were sent
out to all children in the Nursery and Primary One classes. An example is
included as Appendix Five. 56 forms were sent out altogether. The forms
required parents/guardians to indicate whether or not they were happy for their
child to take part in the study. 38 forms were returned indicating that consent was
granted, and 7 were returned indicating that consent was not granted. The
remaining 1 1 forms were not returned at all, and those children for whom forms
were not returned were not included in the study. This gave a total possible
sample of 38 children. Of these children, one did not want to "play the games",
and one was absent from school due to ilness. This left a total of36 children, 24
from the Nursery and 12 from Primary One. 18 children were girls and 18 boys.
The mean age of the Nursery children was 53 months (4;5), and this group was
subdivided by means of a median split, into Nursery Young (mean age 49 months,
4;1) and Nursery Old (mean age 56 months, 4;8) groups. The mean age of the
Primary One children was 65 months (5;5). The youngest child overall was aged
43 months (3;7) and the oldest 71 months (5;11).
Materials
The caravan served as the referent room. A small-scale model of the
caravan was constructed, the outer shell being made from plywood, with holes cut
out for windows, and a hinged door. Wooden circles were attached to the sides to
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represent wheels. The furniture inside the model was constructed out of
cardboard. Dolls' house carpet was purchased as floor covering for the modeL.
Soft furnishings (mattresses/cushions) were made using cushion foam, with
material covers. Curtains were also made out of materiaL. Photographs of the
model are included as Appendices Fifteen to Seventeen.
Using the Psychology Department car, the caravan was towed to the
school the evening before testing was to commence. It was parked in the school
playground as close as possible to the main entrance.
Procedure
See Chapter Three (General Method) for an overview of procedure.
This experiment was carried out in the same way as Experiment One, with
children being randomly allocated to complete either Retrieval Tasks or
Positioning Tasks. Children then completed four trials of their allocated Task,
two of which were Model- To-Room trials, and the other two of which were
Room-To-Model trials. A Memory-check control trial was completed after each
Test triaL.
Potential hiding places in the caravan were in the wardrobe; in the
bathroom; in a drawer; in a cupboard. The wardrobe and the bathroom served as
Unique locations, since there was only one wardrobe and only one bathroom. The
drawers and cupboards served as Identical locations, since there were several
drawers in a chest which the child would have to choose between, and several
identical cupboards under the beds which the child would have to choose from.
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For each test trial, success, time taken and details of any errors made were
recorded, as detailed in Chapter Three.
Results
Scores
Table i shows the scores for both Conditions by Task. It can be seen that
there was no difference between Retrieval and Positioning Tasks. As the table
shows, though, children scored higher on the Model- To-Room Condition than
they did on the Room- To-Model Condition.
Condition
Room- To-Model Model-To-Room Total
%age SD %age SD %age SD
correct correct correct
... ....... ...........ù~...,,,.. ". ..... . .. ...... ----... ."..-"..~n.."'". ".. ".,.."",,....... .'
Positioning 41.7 39.3 66.7 34.3 53.1 32.6
(n = 18)
Retrieval 52.8 40.1 61.1 36.6 55.6 33.8
(n = 18)
Total 47.2 39.5 63.9 35.1 54.3 32.8
(n = 36)
Table 1. Mean score in each Condition, by Task.
The overall mean score on test trials was just 54%, which is in sharp
contrast to performance on control trials, where the mean score was 95%. A
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paired samples Hest revealed this to be a highly significant difference (t 35 = -
6.59, p': 0.01).
Table 2 shows the mean scores in the two Conditions, for each of the
three Age Groups. It appears that scores increased as children got older, in both
Conditions, but scores were consistently higher in all three Age Groups, on the
Model- To-Room Condition.
Condition
Room- To-Model Model- To- Room Total
Age Group %age %age SD %ageSD
correct correct correct
SD
.. .........................~~.............. ............. .~"...." ".."
Nursery Young 20.8 33.4 45.8 39.7
.____....''._"..-0.......... .
31.7 29.9
(n = 11)
Nursery Old 36.9 62.5 31.1 54.250.0
(n = 13)
Primary One 70.8 33.4 83.3 24.6 77.1
(n = 12)
29.8
22.5
Table 2. Mean score in each Condition, by Age Group.
Preliminary analyses revealed no effect of Gender, so this variable was
omitted from subsequent analyses. The data were analysed using a 2 (Condition:
Room-To-Model vs. Model-To-Room) x 2 (Task: Positioning vs. Retrieval) x 3
(Age Group: Nursery 3 years vs. Nursery 4 years vs. Primary One) mixed
ANOV A, with Condition as a within-subjects variable.
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The difference between the two Conditions observed in Table 1 was
significant (F 1,30 = 6.923, P = 0.013). There was also a main effect for Age Group
(F2, 30 = 8.444, P ~ 0.01), supporting what is shown in Table 2. The interaction
between Condition and Age Group was not significant, but as Figure 1 ilustrates,
children's performance on the two Conditions does appear to change as they get
older.
As can be seen from Figure 1, children in all three age groups scored
higher on the Model-To-Room Condition than they did on Room-To-Model.
However, the difference between the two Conditions was most pronounced in the
youngest age group. The difference is less in the middle age group and for the
eldest children.
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Figure 1. Mean score in each Conditon by Age Group.
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Time taken
Table 3 shows the times taken by children in each Condition, by Task. In
general, there does not appear to be any difference between the times taken in the
two Conditions, but Retrieval trials seem to have taken longer overall than
Positioning. Table 4 shows the times taken by children in both Conditions,
depending upon their level of success. Children were classified into groups
according to their level of success, as in Experiment One. These results seem to
indicate a general decrease in time taken, as the children's levels of success
increased. Table 5 shows the times taken by children in each Condition at each
Age Group.
Condition
Room- To-Model Model- To-Room Total
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
time time time
(secs) (secs) (secs)
Positioning 6.04 3.29 8.59 4.04 7.32 2.74
(n = 18)
Retrieval 15.79 7.85 12.69 8.95 14.24 7.95
(n = 18)
Total 10.91 7.72 10.65 7.15 10.78 6.83
(n = 36)
Table 3. Mean time taken in each Condition, by Task.
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The time data were analysed in the same way as for Experiment One, with
the inclusion of an additional Age Group variable. Thus, a 2 (Task: Retrieval vs.
Positioning) x 3 (Level of Success: 0 vs. 1 vs. 2 correct) x 3 (Age Group: Nursery
Young vs. Nursery Old vs. Primary One) mixed ANOVA was carried out on the
data for each of the two Conditions. As in Experiment One, this was to
investigate whether the level of success on particular Tasks affected the amount of
time that children took.
Condition
Room- To-Model Model- To-Room
Number of Mean time SD Mean time SD
correct (secs) (secs)
responses
1
,_",'",','v,,"'''" ........"".".."."'''v.....
13.49 (n = 12) 8.69 17.25 (n=5) 13.31
10.74 (n = 14) 7.83 12.12 (n = 16) 5.48
8.08 (n = 10) 5.76 6.88 (n = 15) 3.43
o
2
Table 4. Mean time taken in each Conditon, by score.
As in Experiment One, this analysis revealed a main effect of Task in the
Room-To-Model Condition (F 1,23 = 18.057, p': 0.01) and the Model-To-Room
Condition (F 1,21 = 8.365, p': 0.01). This supports what is shown in Table 2, as
well as the results of Experiment One, in that children took significantly more
time when completing a Retrieval Task, than they did when completing a
Positioning Task. However, the difference between the two Tasks is more marked
on Room- To-Model trials, as ilustrated by Figure 2.
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Condition
Room- To-Model Model - To-Room Total
Age Group Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
time time time
(secs) (secs) (secs)
..................."__.,,...... n............._. ...~._.....~...... ..
Nursery Young 12.30 7.43
. . ... . ...........................n...".. ,.......'.'.w.m...."...... , .. .._..._._....."'..... ... ...... . ... ...n....... .
10.30 6.16 11.30 5.82
(n = 11)
Nursery Old 12.95 9.51 14.07 8.79 13.51 8.64
(n = 13)
Primary One 7.48 4.96 7.57 4.91 7.53 4.48
(n = 12)
Table 5. Mean time taken in each Condition, by Age Group.
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Figure 3 shows that the time taken by children in each of the two
Conditions differs according to the Age Group of the child. This effect of Age
Group was only significant in the Model-To-Room Condition (F 2,21 = 6.772, p-C
0.01). Post-hoc Tukey tests show that the difference between the Nursery Young
group and the Nursery Old group is approaching significance (p = 0.058), and the
difference between Nursery Old and Primary One is highly significant (p -c 0.01).
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Figure 3. Mean time taken in each Age Group, by Condition.
As in Experiment One, the analyses here revealed a significant main effect
of Success in both the Room-To-Model Condition (F 2,23 = 4.150, P -c 0.05) and
the Model-To-Room Condition (F 2,21 = 10.654, P -c 0.01). Table 4 shows the
different times that were taken by children at different levels of success. It is clear
that children with the lowest levels of success take longest, and time decreases
with each increased level of success. This same pattern of time taken is evident in
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both Conditions. Post-hoc Tukey analyses reveal that on Model- To-Room trials,
there are significant differences between all possible combinations of Level of
Success. In the Room-To-Model Condition, however, the only difference lies
between 0 and 2 correct.
Figures 4 and 5 show the time taken by children in each of the two
Conditions, but the data for the groups scoring one correct has been split to show
the time taken by these groups on their one incorrect trial and that on their one
correct triaL. These figures ilustrate that the groups scoring one correct took
longer when they were unsuccessful then when they were successfuL. Paired
sample t-tests showed that the difference between these groups' times on incorrect
versus correct trials was significant in both the Room-To-Model Condition (t 13 =
2.953, p = 0.011) and the Model-To-Room Condition (t 15 = 3.415, P = 0.004).
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Figure 4. Mean time taken, by score in Room-To-Model Condition.
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Figure 5. Mean time taken, by score in Model-To-Room Condition.
As has already been mentioned, Age Group was observed to significantly
affect time taken in the Model- To-Room Condition. In addition, Age Group
interacts significantly with Level of Success in that Condition (F 3,21 = 3.596, p ~
0.05). As shown in Figure 6, the youngest children take more time overall as their
level of success increases. However, for the two older age groups, the time taken
is less as their level of success increases. In the oldest group of children, this
decrease in time taken is more dramatic between the group which scored 0 and the
group which scored 1. Later analyses wil explore the different types of errors
made at different age groups (see Figure 11). It should be noted that ideally one
would want to conditionalise the data shown in Figure 6 upon that in Figure 11, to
allow for a more sensitive analysis of the particular types of errors made by
children of different age groups at different levels of success. Unfortunately
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within the present project there would be too few data points to permit a powerful
analysis of this nature.
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Figure 6. Mean time taken in Model-To-Room Conditon, by score.
Error data
The errors that the children made were classified into four categories, as in
Experiment One (see Chapter Three, General Method, for an overview). Thus,
each error was classed as "Memory-based", "Identical location", "Perseverative"
or "Other". The mean numbers of the four types of errors made are given in Table
6. Children made fewer errors overall on the Model- To-Room Condition. This is
no surprise, given that we have already seen from the Scores analysis that children
scored significantly higher on this Condition Figure 7 ilustrates the mean
number of each error type that children made. Clearly Identical location and
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Other errors comprise the largest groups of errors, with much fewer Perseverative
and Memory-based errors.
Number of errors made
Memory-based Identical location Perseverative Other
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Room-To-
Model 0.00 0.00 0.39 0.49 0.08 0.37 0.58 0.84
Condition
Model-To-
Room 0.05 0.23 0.22 0.42 0.11 0.32 0.36 0.64
Condition
Total 0.05 0.23 0.61 0.64 0.19 0.62 0.92 1.25
Table 6. Mean number of errors made in each Condition.
A 2 (Condition: Room-To-Model vs. Model-To-Room) x 2 Task
(Retrieval vs. Positioning) x 3 (Age Group: Nursery Young vs. Nursery Old vs.
Primary One) ANOVA, with Condition as a within-subjects variable was carried
out on the data for each of the four error types. There were no significant effects
of Task, nor of Condition, for any of the four error types. However, the pattern of
errors made on the two Conditions appears to differ slightly, as ilustrated by
Figures 8 and 9.
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Children in both Conditions make similar numbers of Memory-based and
Perseverative errors. However, in the Room-To-Model Condition, children seem
to make more Identical location and Other enors.
The analysis also revealed a significant main effect of Age Group on Other
enors (F 2,30 = 6.708, p": 0.01) and a marginally significant effect of Age Group
on Identical location enors (F 2,30 = 3.162, P = 0.057). Thus, it appears that the
pattern of errors may be slightly different at different age groups. This is
ilustrated by Figure 10. The pattern of errors for the Nursery Old and Primary
One groups is similar, however, it is clear from this graph that the youngest
children are making a different pattern of enors altogether. Whilst the number of
Memory-based enors remains low, these children make far fewer Identical
location enors than either of the older two groups. Perseverative enors occur
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more frequently than for the older children, and errors classified as Other are by
far the largest group.
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Figure 10. Mean number of errors for each Age Group.
Discussion
Scores
Experiment Two was designed to assess children's performance under
similar conditions to Experiment One, but using a completely novel referent
space. Like Experiment One, performance on Experiment Two was much poorer
than had been found by DeLoache (1989), with children here scoring an overall
mean of 54% correct on test trials. However, high levels of success were
observed on Memory check control trials, which fits with the findings of both
DeLoache and of Experiment One.
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Experiment One revealed that children found Retrieval Tasks easier than
Positioning Tasks, and several possible explanations were proposed for that
difference. Experiment Two ensured the use of completely hidden target
locations, to guard against the possibility that children were engaging in an
undetected visual search on Retrieval Tasks in Experiment One.
With these methodological differences in place, the results from
Experiment Two reveal no significant difference between children's scores on
Retrieval and Positioning trials. It is therefore likely that in Experiment One,
methodological issues made it easier for children to succeed on Retrieval trials
than on Positioning trials. Certainly, it no longer seems likely that positioning an
object on the basis of information from a representation is an intrinsically more
complex task than finding an object on the basis of the same information, which
was a possibility discussed previously. Nevertheless, it is still likely that children
find a hide-and seek task more familiar than an object placement task, although
this familiarity with the Task does not necessarily improve performance.
In a sharp contrast to Experiment One, Experiment Two found that
children performed significantly better on the Model- To-Room Condition, than
they did on the Room- To-Model Condition. This fits with the suggestions of
Liben (1997) that perhaps tasks which require children to make an inference from
a representation to a referent space might represent Comprehension tasks in this
domain, whereas tasks which require the converse inference to be made might
usefully be thought of as Production tasks. Under Liben's hypothesis, we would
therefore expect Comprehension skils to emerge earlier in development than
Production skils, and the results of Experiment Two appear to support that
hypothesis. However, as Liben, Moore and Golbeck (1982) point out, studies
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which utilise familiar referent spaces should not necessarily be assumed to be
equivalent to studies utilising novel referent spaces.
The observed contrast between the results of Experiments One and Two
certainly appears to suggest that familiarity with the referent space has a
considerable effect on the performance observed in children. However, it might
not necessarily be the level of familiarity with the referent space which
contributed to the differences in performance between Experiments One and Two,
since certain other factors could not be controlled for between the two
experiments. The different scalings of the models used in Experiments One and
Two was discussed in Chapter Three. Whilst unlikely, it is possible that the use of
a different scaling of model was responsible for the reversal in the pattern of
performance between the two experiments.
Furthermore, the referent room used in Experiment Two was smaller in
size than the room in Experiment One, and this was therefore another factor which
could not be controlled for, and which might therefore have affected the results.
However, if the large sized referent room in Experiment One caused children to
score worse on the Model-To-Room Condition in that experiment, we might have
expected the smaller sized room in Experiment Two to have elicited comparable
levels of performance between the two Conditions in the second experiment. In
fact, what was observed was a completed reversal of the pattern of performance
from Experiments One to Two. This factor thus seems unlikely to account for the
difference between Experiments One and Two, but should not be entirely ruled
out in explaining the results.
Furthermore, there were some differences between the groups of subjects
used in these two experiments. Those in Experiment One were taken from a
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university playgroup made up almost entirely of children of university staff and
students. Children in Experiment Two, in contrast, came from a suburban local
education authority primary schooL. It is possible that the different backgrounds
of these groups had an effect upon their performance. Furthermore, since the
children in Experiment One were tested within their own playroom, and the
referent space was one with which they were familiar, and in which they were
comfortable. In contrast, children in Experiment Two were tested away from their
own classroom in a completely novel room. Thus, the social context of the
experimental setting differed between the two groups, and might also have had an
effect upon performance.
The effect of additional, irrelevant information in the referent space was
discussed in relation to the results of Experiment One. In that experiment,
children performed more poorly in the Model- To-Room Condition, and it was
suggested that this might be due to the distraction caused by additional material
present in the room, which was not represented in the modeL. In Experiment Two,
although the referent room was still a genuine and not a contrived laboratory
space, nevertheless it contained very little additional material which was not
represented in the modeL. Thus, it could be argued that it was this difference
which led to the change in performance on Experiment Two.
However, if the presence of this irrelevant material in the referent space
had an effect on Model- To-Room performance in Experiment One, then we would
have expected performance under the two Conditions to become almost equal in
Experiment Two. Yet this was not the case. In fact, performance was
significantly better in what was previously the significantly poorer Condition.
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Thus, it seems unlikely that the lack of irrelevant material in the referent
space was responsible for the change in performance in Experiment Two,
although the specific effect of irrelevant material on performance will be
investigated in later experiments.
In addition to Liben's explanation for the difference between Model - To-
Room and Room- To-Model Conditions, Chapter Two also discussed the idea that
inferring from a representation to a referent space is the way that maps and other
representations of space are typically used. Using a referent space to complete
some manipulation of a representation is generally a less common task, and might
therefore be more difficult merely due to its being counter-intuitive. However, it
appears that whichever reason is responsible, this difficulty of inferring from a
referent space to a representation is reduced when children use a highly familiar
referent space.
It is also important to note that the difference between performance on
Room-To-Model and Model-To-Room Conditions which was observed in
Experiment Two, differs depending upon the child's age. Figure 1 illustrates that
this difference is most pronounced in the youngest children, and post-hoc analyses
confirm that in the oldest group the difference is no longer significant. This
suggests, then, that whilst inferring from a representation to a referent space might
be an easier task for younger children, the understanding required to infer in the
opposite "direction" equally as successfully has developed by around 6 years of
age.
The youngest group of children in Experiment Two had a mean age of 49
months (4; 1). The children in Experiment One, however, had a mean age of 43
months (3;7). It is possible that this 6 month difference in age was responsible for
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the difference between performance on the two Conditions in both experiments,
rather than any effect of familiarity. Given the trends evident in Figure 1, though,
this seems unlikely. If anything, on the basis of Experiment Two, we would
expect a younger group of children to perform more poorly overall, and to show
an even greater disparity between the Model-To-Room and Room-To-Model
Conditions. In fact, the children in Experiment One actually scored higher overall
than the youngest group in Experiment Two - a mean of 44.2% versus 31.7%
correct respectively. Thus, the difference in performance on Model- To-Room and
Room-To-Model Conditions, between Experiments One and Two does not appear
to be a developmental one, nor the result of the lack of additional material in the
referent space. It seems to be the case that the lack of any prior familiarity with a
particular referent space affects performance on these two Conditions.
Time taken
Table 3 shows that children took comparable amounts of time overall, on
both Conditions. This is in contrast to Experiment One, in which children took
significantly longer on the Model- To-Room Condition. It was suggested that in
Experiment One, the reason for this was that on the Model-To-Room Condition
children had to get up and carry out a task in a large-scale space, whereas in the
Room- To-Model Condition, they merely had to carry out a task in a small-scale
model in front of them.
In Experiment Two the referent space was smaller in size than the
playroom which was used in Experiment One. Nevertheless the caravan used in
Experiment Two was still a large-scale space, and it is therefore somewhat
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surprising that the amount of time taken on the Model-To-Room Condition was
not even slightly more than in the Room- To-Model Condition.
This suggests that it was perhaps not merely the scale of the room which
was responsible for the additional time taken in the Model-To-Room Condition in
Experiment One. Perhaps it was the children's familiarity with the referent space
which hindered the children on this Condition and caused them to take more time.
Alternatively, it may have been the additional material present in the room which
distracted them and increased the length of time they took, as mentioned
previously.
In Experiment Two, the amount of additional material was approximately
the same in both model and room, but in Experiment One there was more in the
room. If this was a factor affecting the length of time taken on the Model-To-
Room Condition in Experiment One, then in Experiment Two we would expect
children to take similar amounts of time on both Conditions. In fact, this is
exactly what was observed, so it may well be the case that this variable affected
performance.
Hardwick et aL. (1976) and Smothergil (1973) have suggested that
memory load might contribute to the difficulty which children sometimes have on
tasks in large-scale environments, compared to small-scale environments. In
relation to the results of Experiment One, it was suggested that children's poor
scores on the Model-To-Room Condition might be due to the additional time
required to complete tasks in this Condition.
If this is the case, then on Experiment Two, we would expect children to
score equally as well on both Conditions, since they took similar amounts of time
on both. In fact, this was not what was observed. Despite the fact that children
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took similar amounts of time, they actually performed significantly better on the
Model-To-Room Condition. It therefore seems unlikely that the amount of time
for which information had to be held in memory was responsible for the poorer
performance of children in the Model- To-Room Condition in Experiment One.
As in Experiment One, the results of Experiment Two revealed a
significant difference between the amount of time taken on Retrieval trials and the
amount of time taken on Positioning trials. As shown in Table 3, the Retrieval
Tasks once again took children significantly longer to complete overalL.
However, as the Scores analysis has already shown, children are no longer scoring
higher on Retrieval Tasks, as they were in Experiment One. Thus, it appears that
a task requiring children to find a hidden object wil consistently take longer than
a placing task.
In addition, the results seem to show that whilst children did take
consistently longer on Retrieval than on Positioning trials, in the Model- To-Room
Condition, the difference is relatively smalL. However, in the Room- To-Model
Condition, on which children were less successful overall, the difference is more
marked. In this Condition, children were even quicker on the faster of the two
Tasks (Positioning), and even slower on the slower of the two Tasks (Retrieval).
As has been mentioned previously, there was no overall difference
between the time taken in the two Conditions. However, as Figure 3 shows, the
times taken on the two Conditions differed in the three Age Groups. Children in
the youngest Age Group were slowest in the Room-To-Model Condition. The
middle group of children seem to take similar amounts of time in both Conditions,
though they are slightly slower in the Room-To-Model Condition. The oldest
children took similar amounts of time on both Conditions.
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As in Experiment One, the results of Experiment Two revealed a
significant main effect of Success in both Conditions. Table 4 shows that in both
Conditions, the amount of time taken was greatest in the group scoring 0 correct
responses. The group scoring 1 correct response took less time, and the group
scoring all correct took least time. In addition, Figures 4 and 5 show that the
group who scored 1 correct response were faster when they were correct than
when they were incorrect.
This clearly suggests that children respond more quickly overall if they are
confident about the correct target location. However, on the face of it, this seems
to contrast with the results of Experiment One, which indicated that although the
amount of time taken decreases with increased success from the 0 to the 1 correct
group, the most successful group then increase in time taken again. However, the
significant Age Group x Level of Success interaction in the Model- To-Room
Condition within the present experiment suggests that the amount of time taken
according to level of success might alter developmentally. Figure 6 shows the
time taken by each of the three Age Groups, and it is clear from this that the
pattern of time taken by the youngest group at each level of success is actually
very similar to the pattern found in Experiment One.
The youngest children in Experiment Two are the closest in age to the
children in Experiment One, as has been mentioned previously. And this group in
Experiment Two are the only group whose times increase with increased success,
which is similar to what was found in Experiment One. It may be, then, that when
younger children are unsure of a correct response, they respond quickly with little
consideration. Whereas when older children are unsure, perhaps they consider
their response prior to responding.
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Error data
The pattern of the four different types of errors is similar for both
Experiments One and Two, with "Other" and "Identical location" errors making
up the two largest groups. Once again this supports Blades' (1991) suggestion
that children find it quite difficult to differentiate between identical hiding places,
and that the use of entirely unique locations in DeLoache's original experiment
might well account for the high level of success she observed.
This also lends further support to the idea that it is not only diffculties
within the representational domain, or diffculties with the dual nature of
representations, which lead to children's failure on tasks using representations,
which is what DeLoache has suggested.
As Figures 8 and 9 illustrate, the number of Memory-based and
Perseverative errors is relatively unaffected by Condition. It is only Identical
Location errors and Other errors which increase on the Room-To-Model
Condition. If children's poorer performance on the Room- To-Model Condition
was due solely to the counter-intuitiveness of this method, or to the fact that this
might represent a more difficult "Production" type task, then we would expect the
difficulties to lie in the representational domain, and to therefore be classified as
Other errors. In fact, whilst the number of Other errors does increase, so too does
the number of Identical Location errors, which suggests that representational
problems cannot be the only additional factor affecting performance in this
Condition.
It appears that distinguishing between two or more identical locations is
also harder to do in a model than it is in a real room. This might well be because
of the scale of a modeL. Perhaps because of the small distances between locations
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in the model, it is easier to become confused as to which is the correct one. In the
referent room, however, distances between items are much larger, and therefore
different locations are more distinct from one another.
It is interesting to note, however, that no such increase in Identical
Location errors was observed in this Condition in Experiment One (see Chapter
Four, Table 4). This may be due to the high level of familiarity which the
children in that experiment had with the referent space. It seems likely that
children would be more capable of correctly distinguishing identical locations if
they were familiar with the referent space.
Figure 10 shows that the pattern of errors made was affected by Age
Group. This is very interesting, as it illustrates a difference between the kinds of
mistakes which children of different ages make. It clearly shows that the oldest
group of children make very few Other errors indeed. Thus suggesting that these
children have no difficulties in appreciating the representational relationship
between the model and the referent room. For these children the only remaining
problem appears to be in utilising the information about spatial relationships, in
order to correctly distinguish between identical locations.
The middle group of children have similar difficulties in distinguishing
spatial relationships, but they are also still making Other errors. This suggests that
they still have diffculties in appreciating the representational relationship between
the model and the room, or that they stil do not fully understand the task.
However, the pattern of errors is very obviously different for the youngest group
of children.
These children make small numbers of Memory-based errors, and
therefore do not appear to fail due to forgetting the target location. But they also
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make very few Identical location errors. This is very significant in shedding light
on the kinds of strategies which children adopt in order to solve these tasks. The
older children are clearly attempting to use basic representational information
about object correspondence to identify the target locations, but are failing to
correctly utilise the available spatial information which would enable them to
differentiate between two or more identical objects. But these youngest children
have clearly not yet grasped even the basic representational information which is
available to them. They make higher numbers ofPerseverative errors then either
of the other two groups, which is a typical response bias in many domains, and
make very large numbers of Other errors.
All of this strongly supports several theories as to how the understanding
of spatial representations develops, as discussed in Chapter One. For example,
Gentner's (1983) theory of analogical reasoning, as incorporated into DeLoache's
(1995) model, supports the notion that children's understanding develops from a
lack of any appreciation of any relationship between representation and referent
space, to a basic understanding of object correspondences, and finally an
appreciation of relationships between objects. The errors made by children here
seem to support this theory of development. They also seem to support Piaget s
theory that a full concept of space emerges late in development, and therefore that
the ability to fully understand and use spatial representations is a later developing
skil than has been suggested by DeLoache.
Conclusions
It appears, then, that using a completely novel referent space has had a
considerable effect upon children's ability to understand and to use a
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representation of that space. When the environment is unfamiliar, inferring from
the representation to the referent space is significantly easier for children than
inferring from the referent space to the representation. Given the results, it seems
unlikely that the lack of irrelevant material in the referent space is responsible for
this pattern of performance, and nor does it seem likely that the age difference
between the children in Experiments One and Two is responsible.
These results fit well with several different hypotheses about children's
understanding and use of external representations of space - firstly Liben's (1997)
suggestion that the inference from representation to referent space might represent
an easier Comprehension task for young children, and secondly, the suggestion
(see Chapter Two) that this inference is easier because it is the way in which
representations are typically used. The results indicate, though, that by around six
years of age, children are capable of making both types of inference equally as
welL.
In addition, slightly different patterns of errors emerged in the two
Conditions. In the Room- To-Model Condition, which was where children made
more errors, those additional errors appeared in the Identical location and the
Other categories. If the above hypotheses are correct about the reason for the
diffculty of this Condition, then we might expect the additional errors to fall only
in the "Other" category. What was observed, however, was an increase in
Identical location errors as welL. This suggests that something about this
Condition makes it more difficult for children to distinguish between locations in
a small-scale model, than in a large-scale room. Given that DeLoache's studies
used only unique hiding places, perhaps this contributed somewhat to the
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comparability of performance in both Conditions which she has previously
observed.
The methodological refinements implemented in this experiment appear to
have removed the advantage for children completing Retrieval trials. Children
scored comparably on both Retrieval and Positioning Tasks. However,
completing a Retrieval trial consistently takes more time than completing a
Positioning triaL. The additional time required, however, does not adversely affect
children's scores.
Some interesting developmental issues emerge from the results. The
amount of time taken was seen to differ depending on how successful children
were overall, with the more successful children taking less time than the less
successful ones overalL. However, this pattern was different in the youngest group
of children. The group of least successful younger children actually took less time
than the more successful groups. This strongly suggests that in younger children,
when a child is unsure of the correct response, they do not spend any additional
time considering what their response might be - they simply make an incorrect
response more quickly. However, in older children, a child who is unsure of the
correct response wil spend more time in consideration of their response, even
though the response they eventually make is stil incorrect.
Some interesting developmental trends also emerge from the analysis of
the children's error data. The oldest children in this study made very few Other
errors. Their overall performance was by no means at ceiling, but their errors
indicate strategic responding. Almost all of the errors made by children in this
group were classed as Identical Location errors, which strongly suggests that the
children had grasped the representational relationship between the model and the
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room, and that they had a good understanding of object correspondences.
However, their failures resulted from the lack of an appreciation of spatial
relationships between objects in the room. For example, a child could clearly
recognise that the small dog was in a drawer in the model, and realised that this
information could enable him to locate the large dog in the room. In addition, the
child could then recognise the correspondence between the drawers in the model
and the drawers in the room. However, they would be unable to differentiate
between the two possible drawers by using the spatial information which would
allow for an identification of the correct one through its relation to other items.
The middle group of children also made large numbers of these Identical
location errors, but were also stil making Other errors, which suggests that they
had not yet fully developed an understanding of basic object correspondences.
The youngest children, however, made very few Identical location errors. Their
errors were mainly Perseverative or Other. Perseveration is a typical response
bias in young children. This suggests that the younger children were responding
quite randomly, without even a basic grasp of the representational relationship
between model and room.
This study builds upon the findings of Experiment One, by ilustrating the
differences in children's understanding and use of a representation of space, when
the referent space is completely noveL. It also highlights the different strategies
adopted by children of different ages, when carrying out different tasks, under
different conditions. It is clear from these results, that although these different
methods are all aimed at assessing the same underlying abilities, nevertheless they
can cause performance to differ substantially.
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CHAPTER six
The Effect Of Varying Familarity With The Referent Space
Experiment Three
Introduction
As was discussed in Chapter Two, the ability of children to understand and
use a spatial representation has been observed to differ according to the level of
familiarity the children have with the referent space itself. Results reported by
Siegel and Schadler (1977) and Herman and Siegel (1978) suggest that the ability
to appreciate the nature of a representation increases with increased familiarity
with the referent space. However, DeLoache (1993; 2000) reports studies in
which children were allowed to play with a model of a referent space for 5- 10
minutes prior to commencing the representational task. Their performance
actually decreased with increased familiarity. On the basis of these studies,
DeLoache therefore suggests that in line with the dual representation hypothesis,
increased familiarity with an object may prevent it from also being viewed in a
different way - as a symboL. Theories of Psychological Distance support this
notion (see Cocking and Renninger, 1993, for a review). DeLoache suggests that
when children are familiar with something as a "thing-in-itself', it makes it more
difficult for them to then achieve the psychological or cognitive distance which is
required if they are to also view it as a representation of something else. If this is
the case, then perhaps children will find it more diffcult to view a room that they
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are already familiar with as a referent space relating to a representation of that
room.
DeLoache (1995a) mentions a further study in which children visited the
referent room a total of nine times over the course of three weeks, and on each
occasion they took part in different activities within the room. Despite this, these
children performed no better than those who had no prior experience in the
referent room. It is therefore unclear whether we ought to expect children's
performance to increase, decrease or to remain unchanged as a result of increased
familiarity with the referent space.
Experiment One assessed young children's ability to understand and use a
spatial representation of an already familiar referent space, and Experiment Two
explored performance using a completely novel referent space. The primary aim
of Experiment Three, then, was to investigate more directly the effect that an
increasing level of familiarity with the referent space has. In addition,
Experiments One and Two compared children's performance on tasks requiring
inferences to be made from Representation-Ta-Referent, with that on tasks
requiring inferences to be made in the opposite direction. It was found that when
using a familiar referent space, performance was slightly better when inferring
from the referent space to the representation. Yet when using a completely novel
referent space, children were more successful at inferring in the opposite
direction. It was hoped that Experiment Three might build upon those of the
previous experiments, in examining how children's performance using these
different methods changes over time, as familiarity with the referent space
mcreases.
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Finally, it was observed in Experiment One that Retrieval tasks were
found to have been easier than Positioning tasks. It was suggested that
methodological issues, or elements of the experimental design may have left more
room for overestimation error on Retrieval trials, and the results of Experiment
Two seem to support this. The secondary aim of Experiment Three, then, was to
remove some elements of the experimental design which might have contributed
to making Retrieval trials easier than Positioning trials, in order to further support
the suggestion that it was these methodological issues which contributed to
superior performance on the Retrieval Task in Experiment One.
Method
Design
In order to assess the effect of increased levels of familiarity with the
referent space, this experiment was carried out in two parts - once at the
beginning of the school year, and then at the end of the school year. At the
beginning of the school year, children had approximately one month's experience
in the referent space. At the end of the year, children had approximately eight
months' experience in the referent space. Children's performance with a slightly
familiar referent space could then be compared with that using a highly familiar
referent space. Henceforth, these two phases of Experiment Three wil be referred
to as Experiments 3A and 3B.
Participants
Fourteen children from the Psychology Department took part in the study.
Nine of the children were boys and five girls. For Experiment 3A their ages
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ranged from 34 to 45 months (2;10 - 3;9), with a mean age of39 months (3;3).
For Experiment 3B, ages ranged from 42 to 53 months (3;6 - 4;5), with a mean
age of 47 months (3;11).
Apparatus
These were exactly the same as for Experiment One, with slight alterations
to some of the small items of furniture in the modeL. These alterations were made
to ensure that there was no chance of the child inadvertently spying the small toy
dog in its hiding place on Retrieval trials.
Procedure
See Chapter Three (General Method) for an overview of Procedure.
Experiments 3A and 3B were conducted in exactly the same way as for
Experiment One, with each child being allocated to complete either a Retrieval or
a Positioning Task. Within their allocated Task, each child completed four trials -
two Model-To-Room and two Room-To-Model. Thus, by the end of Experiment
3B, each child had completed a total of eight trials. The order in which children
completed Room-To-Model and Model-To-Room trials was randomised between
subjects, and Memory Check trials were carried out as controls after every test
triaL.
Results: Experiment 3A
Scores
Table 1 shows the scores which children achieved in each Condition and
Task, on Experiment 3A. From these scores, it appears that children scored
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higher on the Room-To-Model Condition than the Model-To-Room Condition,
and slightly higher on the Retrieval Task than on the Positioning Task.
From Table 1, it can also be seen that the overall mean total score on test
trials was 46.4%. However, as in Experiment One, children were performing
almost at ceiling on the Memory Check control trials. The mean score for these
trials was 98.2% correct. This difference between Test trials and Memory Check
trials was highly significant (t 13 = -6.1, P ~ 0.01).
Condition
Room-To-Model Model- To-Room Total
%age SD %age SD %age SD
correct correct correct
Positioning (n = 7) 42.9 44.9 42.9 44.9 42.9 32.3
Retrieval (n = 7) 71.4 39.3 28.6 39.3 50.0 32.3
Total (n = 14) 57.1 43.2 35.7 41.3 46.4 33.8
Table 1. Experiment 3A: Mean score in each Condition, by Task.
Figure 1 indicates a slightly different pattern of performance between the
two Tasks, in relation to Model-To-Room versus Room-To-Model performance.
Positioning appears to be equally as diffcult in both directions, but Retrieval
seems easier on the Room-To-Model condition. A 2 (Condition: Room-To-Model
vs. Model-To-Room) x 2 (Task: Retrieval vs. Positioning) x 2 (Gender: Boys vs.
Girls) mixed ANOVA, with Condition as a within-subjects variable, revealed no
significant main effects or interactions. However, an examination of the results
for the Retrieval group only, showed that on this Task, Room-To-Model scores
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were significantly better than Model- To-Room scores (t 6 = -2.52, P .. 0.05) - thus
supporting what is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Experiment 3A: Mean score in each Condition, by Task.
Time taken
Table 2 shows the amount of time taken for each Condition, by Task. The
results suggest that in general children took longer in the Model-To-Room
Condition, and that Retrieval took longer than Positioning. Table 3 shows the
times taken by children in both Conditions, depending upon their level of correct
responses. This seems to indicate less time being taken in the more successful
groups of children.
A 2 (Task: Retrieval vs. Positioning) x 3 (Level of Success: 0 vs. i vs. 2
correct) ANOVA was carried out on the data for each of the two Conditions. As
in Experiment One, this was to investigate whether the level of success on
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particular tasks affected the amount of time that children took. In addition, a 2
(Condition: Room- To-Model vs. Model- To-Room) x 2 (Task: Retrieval vs.
Positioning) ANOV A, with Condition as a within-subjects variable, was carried
out to assess whether there was an overall difference between the time taken in the
two Conditions.
Condition
Room-To-Model Model- To-Room Total
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
time time time
(secs) (secs) (secs)
Positioning 6.16 4.97 9.27 5.25 7.71
. ..".......... ... ~....... .
5.26
(n = 7)
Retrieval 7.21 5.45 16.05 6.99 11.63 7.62
(n = 7)
Total 6.68 5.14 12.66 6.98 9.67 6.78
(n = 14)
Table 2. Experiment 3A: Mean time taken in each Conditon, by Task.
The analyses revealed a significant main effect of Condition (F I, 12 =
10.332, P ~ 0.01), as well as a significant main effect of Task (F 1,12 = 7.474, P =
0.018). These results support what is shown in Table 2, in that the Model-To-
Room Condition took longer than the Room-To-Model Condition, and that
Retrieval trials took consistently longer than Positioning trials. However, the
separate analyses for the two Conditions show that though Retrieval took longer
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overall, the difference is only really marked on Model-To-Room trials, leading to
a marginally significant effect of Task in that Condition (F 1,8 = 4.097, P = 0.078),
as ilustrated in Figure 2.
Table 3 shows that the time taken on both Conditions decreased
marginally as the level of success increased, but the analyses showed that the
effect of Level of Success was not significant in either Condition.
Condition
Room- To-Model Model - To-Room
Number of Mean time SD Mean time SD
correct (secs) (secs)
responses
o
1
2
7.28 (n = 4)
7.00 (n = 4)
6.07 (n = 6)
2.42
4.59
4.49
15.39 (n = 7)
11.13 (n=4)
8.33 (n = 3)
6.09
5.64
1.52
Table 3. Experiment 3A: Mean time taken in each Condition, by level of success.
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Figure 2. Experiment 3A: Time taken on each Task, by Condition.
Error data
Errors were classified into four categories, as in previous experiments.
Table 4 shows the mean numbers of the different types of errors which were made
by children in both of the two Conditions. Figure 3 ilustrates the different
numbers of errors of each of the four types which children made.
A 2 (Condition: Room-Ta-Model vs. Model-Ta-Room) x 2 (Task:
Retrieval vs. Positioning) ANOV A, with Condition as a within-subjects variable,
was carried out on the data for each of the four error types. The analyses revealed
no significant effects of Task nor of Condition, on any of the types of errors.
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Number of errors made
Memory-based Identical location Perseverative Other
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
,................... ................,,"'"......vv ,... ..........."'''"._"....." .........................._.".......
Room-To-
Model 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.64 0.84
Condition
Model-
To-Room 0.07 0.27 0.14 0.36 0.07 0.27 1.00 0.88
Condition
Total 0.07 0.27 0.36 0.63 0.07 0.27 1.64 1.28
Table 4. Experiment 3A: Mean number of errors made in each Condition.
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Figure 3. Experiment 3A: Mean number of errors made.
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However, the pattern of errors made on the two Conditions appears to
differ slightly, as illustrated by Figures 4 and 5. Children make more errors
overall on the Model-To-Room Condition. These additional errors fall into the
categories of "Memory-based", "Perseverative" and "Other", but the number of
"Identical location" errors is actually slightly less in this Condition.
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Figure 4. Experiment 3A: Mean number of errors in Room-To-Model Condition.
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Figure 5. Experiment 3A: Mean number of errors in Model-To-Room Condition.
Discussion: Experiment 3A
Scores
In this experiment, carried out at the beginning of the school year,
children's scores were comparable to those seen in Experiment One, with children
scoring higher on Retrieval than Positioning, and higher on Room- To-Model than
Model-To-Room Conditions. This is exactly the same pattern as was observed in
Experiment One, although neither of these differences was statistically significant
in Experiment 3A. It should be noted that the small number of paiiicipants in
Experiment Three reduces the power of the analysis, thus making statistically
significant results more diffcult to obtain. Nevertheless, some methodological
alterations were made to try to prevent children from inadvertently viewing
hidden objects in the model on Retrieval trials, as in Experiment Two, and this
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may have contributed to the comparability now observed between scores on both
Tasks. It is still possible, though, that children were engaging in undetected visual
searches. Experiment Two was designed to eliminate this possibility entirely, and
assessed whether children continued to score higher on Retrieval trials overall,
when all target locations were completely concealed. The results of Experiment
Two suggested that under these conditions, there was no difference between
performance on Retrieval and Positioning Tasks. Experiment 3A's results suppOli
these findings.
Time taken
The time taken by children overall was also similar here to the times taken
in Experiment One. Children took longer on Model-To-Room trials than they did
on Room-To-Model trials. These results and those of Experiment One show that
carrying out a task in a large-scale space, unsurprisingly takes longer than
carrying out the same task in a small-scale space. It was suggested in relation to
the results of Experiment One, that perhaps this additional time required on the
Model-To-Room Condition, contributed to the lower scores in that Condition.
However, the results of Experiment Two have effectively ruled this out. In
Experiment Two, children took similar amounts of time in both Conditions, yet
consistently scored higher in one Condition than the other. This strongly suggests
that the additional cognitive load of holding information in memory for longer,
does not detrimentally affect children's success.
Error data
The errors on Experiment 3A show a very similar pattern to those in
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Experiment One, with "Other" errors making up the largest group, and Identical
location errors forming the next largest group. Only small numbers of Memory-
based and Perseverative errors were made overalL. The pattern of errors made in
each Condition differs slightly, though, as ilustrated by Figures 4 and 5.
Children scored higher on the Room-To-Model Condition, and we
therefore expect to see additional errors occurring in the Model-To-Room
Condition. Under DeLoache's interpretation, we would expect that errors falling
into the "Other" category, are those which are due to difficulties within the
representational domain. In the more difficult Condition, the number of "Other"
errors is higher. Therefore, perhaps the Model-to Room Condition makes an
appreciation of the representational relationship more diffcult for children when
they are already slightly familiar with the referent space. However, this cannot be
the only explanation for the difficulty of this Condition, since additional errors
also occur in the Memory-based and the Perseverative category. Therefore,
something else must be contributing to the increased diffculty of this Condition.
One alternative explanation which was also explored in relation to the results of
Experiment One, is that the irrelevant information in the room distracted children,
thus causing them to make more errors in the Condition on which they were
carrying out a task in the referent space. Later experiments address this
possibility.
In addition, Figures 4 and 5 show that despite the Room-To-Model
Condition being the more successful one, nevertheless children actually made
more Identical location errors here. This fits with the results of Experiment Two,
which also found that children made more Identical location errors on the Room-
To-Model Condition, suggesting that perhaps distinguishing between two or more
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identical locations is harder to do in a model than in a room. This might simply
be due to the smaller scale of a model, which leads to reduced distances between
items and an increased likelihood of confusing locations. In a room, since the
distances between items is larger it might be easier to distinguish between them,
which may mean that children can encode the identical locations within the room
itself, but then have difficulty transferring that knowledge to the small-scale
space.
Results: Experiment 3B
Scores
Table 5 shows the scores for test trials on Experiment 3B, when broken
down by Condition and Task. As in Experiment 3A, children scored higher on the
Room-To-Model Condition. Scores were slightly higher on Positioning than
Retrieval trials. The overall mean score was 35.7%, which was actually lower
than in Experiment 3A. However, children performed almost at ceiling on the
Memory Check control trials, with the mean score being 92.9% correct. Once
again, this difference between Test trials and Memory Check control trials was
highly significant (t 13 = -6.752, P ~ 0.01).
These data were subjected to the same analysis as the scores from
Experiment 3A. As in that experiment, there were no significant effects or
interactions here. Yet once again, there was a slightly different pattern of results
for the two Tasks when broken down by Condition, as illustrated by Figure 6.
From this graph it can be seen that by the end of the school year, children were
performing consistently better in the Room-To-Model condition, regardless of
which particular Task they were carrying out.
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Condition
Room-To-Model Model-To-Room Total
%age SD %age SD %age SD
coiTect correct correct
Positioning 50.0 40.8 28.6 26.7 39.3 28.3
(n= 7)
Retrieval 35.7 24.4 28.6 39.3 32.1 23.8
(n = 7)
Total 42.9 33.1 28.6 32.3 35.7 25.4
(n = 14)
Table 5. Experiment 3B: Mean score in each Condition, by Task.
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Figure 6. Experiment 3B: Mean score in each Conditon, by Task.
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Time taken
Table 6 shows the amount of time taken in each Condition, by Task.
Children still seem to take longer in the Model- To-Room Condition, although this
difference is not as marked as in Experiment 3A. Retrieval still seems to take
longer than Positioning.
Condition
Room- To-Model Model-To-Room Total
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
time time time
(secs) (secs) (secs)
. ....."..... ...'"'"'",..... ... ..............~......"'_... . .............................._.......".."....... .............__....."...
Positioning 6.41 4.35 9.29 7.95 7.85 6.46
(n = 7)
Retrieval 16.37 10.51 25.25 18.99 20.81 15.73
(n = 7)
Total 11.39 9.38 17.26 16.43 14.33 13.59
(n = 14)
Table 6. Experiment 3B: Mean time taken in each Condition, by Task.
The times taken by children depending upon their level of success are
shown in Table 7. Children were classified into groups according to their level of
success, as in previous experiments. A 2 (Task: Retrieval vs. Positioning) x 3
(Level of Success: 0 vs. 1 vs. 2 correct) ANOV A was carried out on the data for
each of the two Conditions as previously, to investigate whether success or failure
affected the amount of time taken. In addition, a 2 (Condition: Room-To-Model
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vs. Model- To-Room) x 2 (Task: Retrieval vs. Positioning) ANOV A was carried
out, with Condition as a within-subjects variable, to assess whether there was a
difference in the time taken in the two Conditions.
These analyses revealed that the effect of Condition was not significant (F
1,12 = 3.302, P = 0.094), although there was a significant main effect of Task (F 1,
12 = 12.240, P .. 0.01). This supports what is shown in Table 6, in that children
took longer in the Model-To-Room Condition than they did on the Room-To-
Model Condition, though not as markedly so as previously. It also shows that the
Retrieval Task took longer than the Positioning Task These findings are
consistent with those of the first part of Experiment Three, and also with those of
Experiment One.
The analyses revealed a marginally significant effect of Level of Success
in the Room-To-Model Condition (F 2,9= 3.956, p": 0.059) and a highly
significant effect of Level of Success in the Model - To-Room Condition (F 2,9 =
8.236, p .. 0.01). Table 7 shows that in relation to time taken overall, higher
Room- To-Model scores have the effect of decreasing time slightly. Thus, if
anything, the time taken is less in the group of most successful children. In
relation to scores on the Model- To-Room Condition, whilst initially the pattern of
time taken is similar to the other Condition - the least successful group takes
longer than the middle group, whose times decrease - the time taken then
increases dramatically in the group of most successful children.
These results should be treated with caution, however, as with an N of
only 1 in the most successful Model-To-Room group, the time taken overall
reflects only the performance of one individual subject, and may not be indicative
of the likely performance of all possible successful children.
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Condition
Room- To-Model Model - To- Room
Number of Mean time SD Mean time SD
correct (secs) (secs)
responses
1
,.."",,,,.,~..,.... . ................ ....."...._.....,,'~'w.
14.55 (n=4) 12.74 19.15 (n = 7) 13.54
9.88 (n = 8) 5.37 9.95 (n = 6) 5.13
11.11 (n = 2) 2.05 47.96 (n = 1) N/A1
o
2
Table 7. Experiment 3B: Mean time taken in each Condition, by score,
Figures 7 and 8 ilustrate the times taken by children depending upon their
score in each of the two Conditions. In these figures, the data for the groups who
scored one correct response have been split to show the time taken by these
children on their one incorrect trial and their one correct triaL. Paired sample t-
tests show that the difference between the times taken on these groups' incorrect
trials versus their correct trials is not significant in the Room- To-Model Condition
(t 7 = -0.063, p = 0.952) nor in the Model- To-Room Condition (t 5 = 0.226, p =
0.830). However, the overall pattern of Figures 7 and 8 seem to suggest that
children are likely to take less time when they are successful and more time when
they are unsuccessfuL. Therefore, the time taken by the one subject scoring two
correct on the Model-To-Room Condition may well simply be an atypical outlier.
However, it should also be noted that this pattern of perfoimance is similar
to what was found in Experiment One, where the times taken dropped initially
i N = i, thus M-R score for 2 correct is constant.
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from the 0 correct to the 1 COlTect groups, but which then increased in the most
successful group.
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Figure 7. Experiment 3B: Mean time taken, by Room-To-Model score.
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Figure 8. Experiment 3B: Mean time taken, by Model-To-Room score.
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Error data
Errors were classified into four categories, as previously. Table 8 shows
the mean number of errors of each type that were made by children in both of the
two Conditions. Figure 9 shows the numbers of each type of error made overalL.
The same pattern of errors is evident here as in Experiment 3A, in that "Other"
and "Identical location" errors make up the largest groups. However, there appear
to be almost comparable levels of these two errors types here, whereas in
Experiment 3A, Other errors were more frequent than Identical location errors.
Number of errors made
Memory-based Identical Perseverative Other
location
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Room-
To-Model 0.07 0.27 0.43 0.51 0.29 0.47 0.36 0.49
Condition
Model-
To-Room 0.21 0.43 0.50 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.71 0.91
Condition
Total 0.29 0.47 0.93 0.73 0.29 0.47 1.07 1.21
Table 8. Experiment 3B: Mean number of errors made in each Conditon.
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Figure 9. Experiment 3B: Mean number of errors made.
A 2 (Condition: Room-To-Model vs. Model-To-Room) x 2 (Task:
Retrieval vs. Positioning) ANOV A was carried out on the data for each of the four
error types, with Condition as a within-subjects variable. Only one significant
effect emerged from these analyses - a main effect of Condition on Perseverative
errors (F 1,12 = 0.571, P .: 0.05). As Table 8 shows, no Perseverative errors were
made on the Model-To-Room Condition at alL. However, the mean number of
Perseverative errors made on the other Condition was still very small (0.29).
Combined results
Combining the data from Experiments 3A and 3B, it is possible to draw
some direct comparisons between performance with a slightly familiar and a
highly familiar referent space.
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Scores
Table 9 shows the scores in each Condition for Experiments 3A and 3B.
Table 10 shows the scores in both experiments for the two Tasks. In general,
there was a decrease in scores on Experiment 3B, using a highly familiar referent
space. Overall total scores decreased, as did both total Positioning and total
Retrieval scores. The total score for the Model-to-Room Condition decreased,
and similarly the total Room-To-Model score decreased. Thus, scores were
apparently worse when using a highly familiar referent space.
Condition
Room- To-Model Model- To-Room Total
%age SD %age SD %age SD
correct correct correct
. -- .." .--.""""".~."'.
Year Start
.....w...............n."',,.,.... .
57.1 43.2 35.7 41.3 46.4 33.8
Year End 42.9 33.2 28.6 32.3 35.7 25.4
Table 9. Mean score in each Condition, at beginning and end of school year.
Task
Retrieval (n = 7) Positioning (n = 7)
%age correct SD %age correct SD
Year Start 50.0 (n = 7) 32.3 42.9 37.4
Year End 32.1 (n = 7) 23.8 39.3 28.4
Table 10. Mean score on each Task, at beginning and end of school year.
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A 2 (Familiarity: Low vs. High) x 2 (Condition: Room-To-Model vs.
Model- To-Room) x 2 Task (Retrieval vs. Positioning) mixed ANOV A was carried
out on the data, with Familiarity and Condition as within-subjects variables, in
order to establish whether there were any interactions between children's scores
when they had a low level of familiarity with the referent space (beginning of
school year), as opposed to when they had a high level of familiarity with the
referent space (end of school year). The analysis showed that the level of
familiarity had no effect on children's scores in each Condition, nor on each Task.
Thus, there was no significant difference between performance on Positioning and
Retrieval Tasks using a highly familiar or a less familiar space, and nor was there
any difference between Room-To-Model scores and Model-To-Room scores
overall using these two different levels of familiarity.
Time taken
Table 11 shows the amount of time taken at the beginning and at the end
of the school year, for each Condition. Table 12 shows the amount of time taken
on these two occasions, for each Task. It appears that children took longer overall
at the end of the year.
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Condition
Room-To-Model Model- To- Room Total
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
time time time
(secs) (secs) (secs)
Year Start
..... ..... ......................... ..-'"..... .... -,..........~........
6.68 3.78
. .............. ... .... . ....... ...~....... .-
12.66 5.83 9.67 3.28
Year End 11.39 7.59 17.27 13.92 14.33 9.46
Table 11. Mean time taken at beginning and end of year, by Condition.
Task
Retrieval (n = 7) Positioning (n = 7)
Mean time SD Mean time SD
(secs) (secs)
Year Start 11.63 3.09 7.72 2.19
Year End 20.81 9.07 7.85 3.73
Table 12. Mean time taken at beginning and end of year, by Task.
A 2 (Familiarity: High vs. Low) x 2 (Condition: Room-To-Model vs.
Model- To-Room) x 2 Task (Retrieval vs. Positioning) ANOV A was caiTied out
on the data, with Familiarity and Condition as within-subjects variables. From the
previous analyses of time taken for each Experiment separately, it was already
clear that the times taken were significantly different on each Condition and on
each Task, with Retrieval taking consistently longer than Positioning, and Model-
To-Room taking longer than Room-To-Model. Therefore, the concern of this
analysis was whether there was any overall effect of Familiarity on the time taken,
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and also whether there were any interactions between Familiarity and Condition,
or Familiarity and Task.
The results support what is shown in Table 11, in that there was a main
effect of Familiarity. Children took significantly longer at the end of the year than
at the beginning of the year (F 1,12 = 6.017, p -: 0.05). The results also support
what is shown in Table 12, in that there was a significant interaction between
Familiarity and Task (F 1,12 = 5.676, p -: 0.05). The time taken on Positioning
trials remained similar at the start and the end ofthe year, but the time taken on
Retrieval trials was significantly more at the end of the year. This is illustrated by
Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Mean time taken on each Task, by level of Familarity.
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Error data
Table i 3 shows the numbers of each different type of error that children
made when their level of familiarity with the referent space was low (beginning of
the school year) as opposed to when their level of familiarity was high (end of the
school year). The data for each of the four error types were analysed using a 2
(Familiarity: Low vs. High) x 2 (Condition: Room- To-Model vs. Model- To-
Room) x 2 (Task: Retrieval vs. Positioning) ANOV A, with Familiarity and
Condition as within-subjects variables.
Number of errors made
Memory-based Identical Perseverative Other
location
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean
.........................,,'~.w...... H"_,"W"
Year 0.07 0.27 0.36 0.63 0.07 0.27 1.64
Start
SD
1.28
Year 0.29 0.47 0.93 0.73 0.00 0.00 1.07 1.21
End
Table 13. Mean number of each type of error made at the beginning and end of
the school year.
Previous Scores analyses for Experiments 3A and 3B combined have
already indicated that there was no overall difference between the numbers of
errors children made at the beginning as opposed to at the end of the school year.
What was of interest in these analyses, then, was whether increased familiarity
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with the referent space significantly affected the particular error types that were
being made.
The results of these analyses revealed that Familiarity only had an effect
on Identical location errors (F i, 12 = 6.194, p .: 0.05). Identical location errors
were significantly higher at the end of the school year, whilst all the other error
types were relatively unaffected by Familiarity.
General discussion
Experiment Three aimed to explore how children's performance when
using a spatial representation might change as their level of familiarity with the
referent space increased over time. Therefore, the study was conducted in two
parts - at the beginning, and then at the end of one school year.
Scores
The results indicate no statistically significant difference in children's
performance when the referent space was highly familiar, which is consistent with
DeLoache's (1995a) findings. In fact, children's scores were slightly lower at the
end of the year than they were at the beginning. In terms of absolute levels of
performance, children appeared to perform similarly when they were only slightly
familiar with a referent space, to when they were highly familiar with it.
Therefore, increasing children's familiarity with an already familiar space does
not appear to improve their scores on tasks of this nature.
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Time taken
The time taken by children in general was similar to Experiment One, in
that Retrieval trials took longer, and the Model-To-Room Condition took longer.
However, since children were no longer scoring more highly on Retrieval trials,
the additional time taken to complete these trials does not seem to have affected
their scores, as had been discussed in relation to Experiment One.
As in Experiment One, the additional time taken to complete Model- To-
Room trials is unsurprising, given the size of the referent room in which children
had to work in this Condition. Since Room-To-Model trials required only a
manipulation of a small-scale model, it would be expected that this would take
less time, and that these values would therefore be comparable to Experiment
One.
Apart from one outlier, the results support those of Experiment Two, in
that the time taken by children appeared to decrease with increased success, which
indicates that children take more time to consider their responses when they are
unsure, but that they respond more quickly when they are confident of the correct
target location. However, the differences between the time taken on incorrect
versus correct trials by the groups who scored one correct, were not significant.
In relation to the issue of increasing familiarity which is of interest in the
present experiment though, children actually took significantly more time at the
end of the year than at the beginning of the year. It could be argued that this is
merely a developmental issue, though, since at the end ofthe year, the children
were eight months older than they had been at the beginning of the year. Perhaps
children simply take additional time to consider their responses more carefully as
they get older. The children in Experiment 3A had a mean age of 39 months
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(3;3), and were therefore the youngest group to take part in the project overalL.
The children in Experiment One were slightly older, with a mean age of 43
months (3;7), and those in 3B had a mean age of 47 months (3;11). These three
groups of children took an average of9.67 seconds, 12.20 seconds and 14.33
seconds respectively overalL. This would therefore strongly support the notion
that children take more time as they get older.
In addition to this general increase in time taken, children took longer at
the end of the year on Retrieval trials in particular. Once again, the three groups
of children mentioned previously took 11.63 seconds, 19.65 seconds and 20.81
seconds respectively on Retrieval trials, which again suggests a developmental
trend in relation to how they approach a familiar "game", rather than one related
to the increase in familiarity in Experiment Three.
Error data
The differences in Errors made at the beginning and the end of the year are
very interesting. It appears that the strategies children adopted in solving the tasks
are different at the start and at the end of the year. This is particularly interesting
because it does not appear to be a developmental trend, but one which is due to
the increased familiarity.
We saw from the analysis of scores for Experiment Three, that despite an
increase in mean age from 39 to 47 months (3;3 to 3;11), children in Experiment
3B actually scored lower overall than children in Experiment 3A. Thus, it would
seem at first that as they get older, children's performance, if anything, decreases
rather than increases. However, the error data actually suggests that by the end of
the school year, children were responding much more strategically than they were
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at the beginning of the year, even though this was not improving their overall
score.
Children in Experiment One (mean age 43 months, 3;7) and in Experiment
3A (mean age 39 months, 3;3) were both relatively unfamiliar with the referent
space, and both show very similar patterns of responding. They make more
"Other" errors than any other type of error, which suggests a very random form of
responding, consistent with their having serious problems in the representational
domain, or just generally not understanding the task This is also seen in the
youngest group of children in Experiment Two (mean age 49 months, 4; 1. See
Chapter Five, Figure 11), to whom the referent space is completely unfamiliar.
This group in Experiment Two are slightly older than those in Experiments One
and 3A, and they make slightly more Perseverative errors than the other two
groups, which suggests the beginnings of some strategic responding. However,
the majority of these three groups of young children's errors fall into the "Other"
category.
All of these results fit with several theories about the development of
understanding of spatial representations. Several authors suggest that a basic
recognition ofthe overall similarity between a representation and the referent
space emerges in younger children, which is then followed by the ability to
recognise correspondences between individual objects, although without being
able to utilise information about spatial relationships in order to distinguish
between two or more identical objects in a space. Thus, the children in
Experiments One, 3A and the youngest group in Experiment Two, appear to have
difficulties in appreciating the overall spatial relationship between the model and
the room - resulting in the largest proportion of their errors being "Other" errors.
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However, in contrast to all of this, the group of interest - those in
Experiment 3B, who are highly familiar with the referent space - exhibit very
different patterns of errors to these other three groups. The children in
Experiment 3B had a mean age of 47 months (3;11), and were therefore actually
slightly younger than those in the youngest group in Experiment Two. However,
despite being younger, the children in Experiment 3B were responding in a far
more sophisticated way than these older children. They were making almost
equal numbers of Other and Identical location errors, suggesting that they were
able to appreciate object correspondences, though were not yet able to utilise
spatial information. This pattern of errors was also seen in the middle age group
of children in Experiment Two, whose mean age was 56 months (4;8) - 9 months
older than those in 3B.
It therefore appears that the children who were highly familiar with the
referent space were adopting strategies of responding which would be more
typical of an older group of children. Thus, the difference in the strategies
adopted by children at the beginning and the end of the school year does not seem
to be attributable to increased age, because an even older group of children have
not yet managed to attain this level of strategic responding. These results suggest,
then, that increased familiarity with the referent space might improve children's
awareness of the correspondences between objects in the referent space and the
representation, thus enabling them to respond in a less random way, although their
lack of an understanding of spatial relations does not allow them to fully take
advantage of this awareness in distinguishing between identical locations.
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Conclusions
In summary, it appears that an increasing level of familiarity with the
referent space does not improve children's ability to understand and to use a
spatial representation in terms of absolute performance. However, from the
results it seems likely that being highly familiar with the referent space enables
some kind of acceleration of the process of development in terms of this
understanding.
A high level of familiarity with the referent space allows children to more
easily identify correspondences between particular objects in a representation and
a referent space. This appreciation of object correspondences therefore emerges
earlier in the developmental process than it does when the referent space is less
familiar or completely noveL.
It seems, then, that whilst increasing children's familiarity with a referent
space might not lead to higher scores on a given task, a closer examination of
performance reveals different strategies being utilised, and hints at the possibility
of a slightly different process in terms of the development of the ability to use a
representation of a familiar, versus an unfamiliar referent space.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
The Effect of the Quality of the Representation
Experiment Four
Introduction
Experiments One and Three used a familiar referent space, and revealed
different results from Experiment Two, which used a completely novel referent
space. It has been suggested that these differences might be attributed to the
difference in familiarity with the referent space, but another possibility is that
these differences might be due to the differing quality of the models which were
used as representations. Experiments One and Three utilised a very basic,
structural model, containing only cardboard replica items of 
furniture. However,
the model used in Experiment Two contained not only items of furniture, but also
carpet, curtains, and soft furnishings on the furniture, which were of similar
colourings to the items in the referent space. Therefore, the model used in
Experiment Two was a better quality representation, since it was more detailed
and accurate than the one used in Experiments One and Three.
It could be argued that the differences observed between these experiments
were due to this difference in model quality, rather than to the different levels of
familiarity with the referent space. Experiment Four, then, was designed to
investigate this possibility, by comparing children's performance using the higher
quality model as in Experiment Two, with a lower quality representation that
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contained only the basic structural items of furniture, as in Experiments One and
Three.
DeLoache et a1. (1991), carried out a study using the typical model/room
retrieval paradigm, in which they systematically varied the level of perceptual
similarity between the model and the referent space. Their results indicated that
children were more successful when the model was highly similar to the room. In
addition, they found this effect to be more pronounced in younger children, with
older children being relatively unaffected by differing levels of similarity.
However, Piaget (1962) comments that in fact, as children get older, the
representations used in symbolic play become more exact replicas of what they
are supposed to represent, than when children are younger.
"In other words, the ludic symbol is evolving towards a straightforward
copy of reality, only the general themes remaining symbolic, while the exact
details of the scenes and of the constructions tends toward exact
accommodation" (Piaget, 1962, page 137)
It is unclear, then, whether we ought to expect children to perform better
or worse with a very detailed representation. Nor is it clear whether younger or
older children might benefit most from a more accurate representation of space.
Experiment Four set out to address this issue by exploring children's performance
using different qualities of representation.
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Method
Participants
Participants were 39 children from the Nursery and Primary One classes of
a primary school in the Stirling area. l6 of the children were boys, and 23 gir1s
Ages ranged from 43 to 72 months (3;7 to 6;0), with a mean age of 60.8 months
(5;0).
Materials
The caravan was used for this experiment, as in Experiment Two. The
same model was also used, but children viewed it in one of two possible set-ups.
They either viewed it as a structural model, containing only basic cardboard
representations of the main items of furniture, or they viewed it as a detailed
model, in which case it also contained appropriately coloured carpeting and
curtains. In addition, the detailed model also contained seat coverings and
cushions. Appendices Fifteen to Seventeen show photographs of the detailed
model, whilst Appendices Nineteen to Twenty-One show the basic modeL.
Procedure
See Chapter Three for an overview of the General Method used.
This study was carried out as previously, but for this experiment all
children completed the Retrieval Task. The children were divided into two
groups: Basic Model and Detailed ModeL. Within these two groups, all children
completed a total of four trials: two in the Room-To-Model Condition, and two in
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the Model-To-Room Condition. All children completed a Memory Check control
trial after each Test triaL.
Correct or incon-ect responses were recorded, as were the times taken on
each test triaL. Details of any errors that were made were also recorded.
Results
Scores
Table 1 shows the children's scores in each Condition, using the two
different model types. Table 2 shows children's mean scores in each Condition,
according to their Age Groupl. The overall mean score on Test trials was 55.8%
correct. However, the mean score on the Control trials was 96.8% correct. A
paired samples Hest showed this difference to be highly significant (t 38 = -7.179,
p ~ 0.01). As can be seen from Table 1, children's scores were slightly higher
when using a basic model than when using a detailed one. Scores were also
slightly higher in the Model-To-Room Condition then the Room-To-Model
Condition.
1 It should be noted that the number of children in the Primary One group was far larger than the
number in the Nursery group (25 vs. 14). This was not the case in Experiment Two, nor any
subsequent experiments. Therefore, for the purposes of Experiment Four, the Primary One group
was also subdivided into two age groups using a median split.
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Condition
Room- To-Model Model - To- Room Total
%age SD %age SD %age SD
correct correct correct
Full model 52.6 35.3 55.3 43.8 53.9 35.6
(n = 19)
Basic model 60.0 34.8 62.5 39.3 57.5 31.5
(n = 20)
Total 56.4 34.8 58.9 41.2 55.8 33.2
(n = 39)
Table 1. Mean score in each Conditon, by Model Type.
Condition
Room- To-Model Model- To-Room Total
%age SD %age SD %age SD
correct correct correct
.....,...~..."..."...'"., , "... , .. . .
Nursery Young 35.7 24.4 50.0
...................,....... "......... ..........."'.,.v.................. ,....... ,...
40.8 39.3 24.4
(n= 7)
Nursery Old 50.0 40.8 35.7 47.6 42.9 37.4
(n = 7)
Primary One 67.8 31.7 67.9 37.2 67.9 30.1
Young (n = 13)
Primary One 59.1 37.5 68.2 40.5 59.1 35.8
Old (n = 12)
Table 2. Mean score in each Condition, by Age Group.
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Preliminary analyses revealed no effects of gender, so this variable was
omitted from subsequent analyses. A 2 (Condition: Room- To-Model vs. Model-
To-Room) x 2 (Model Type: Basic vs. Detailed) x 4 (Age Group: Nursery young
vs. Nursery old vs. Primary One Young vs. Primary One Old), with Condition as a
within-subjects variable, was carried out on the data. This revealed no significant
main effects of Condition, Model Type, nor Age Group, and no significant
interactions.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that whilst the children scored
slightly higher in the Model-To-Room Condition overall, the difference between
these two Conditions is more pronounced in the youngest group of children than
in either of the two oldest groups, as shown in Table 2.
Whilst the interaction between Age Group and Model Type was not
significant, nevertheless it is interesting to note the trends which emerge from an
examination of children's scores, as show in Figure 1. The youngest group of
children scored higher overall using the basic modeL. The next oldest group then
performed better using the more detailed model, but for the older children there
was very little difference between the two.
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Figure 1. Mean score for each Age Group, by Model Type.
Time taken
Table 3 shows the mean time taken by children in each of the two
Conditions, depending upon the type of model used. It appears that there was
very little difference between the time taken in the Room-To-Model Condition,
and that in the Model- To-Room Condition, nor does there appear to be any real
difference between the time taken using the two different model types.
Table 4 shows the mean time taken by children depending upon their
Level of Success, and Table 5 shows the time taken by children in each Age
Group. It appears that in general children's time is less in the more successful
groups. It also appears that the time taken by children is less in the older groups.
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Condition
Room- To- Model Model - To-Room Total
Model Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Type time time time
(secs) (secs) (secs)
. ... ...............".'""..."~--.".,, ..............""......_.w..... ................_.....""'",,....... .. ........."............"",,........ . ""'.._m"'.........
Detailed 14.85 7.97 11.89 7.37 13.37 6.83
(n = 19)
Basic 14.60 5.55 12.57 7.52 13.59 4.95
(n = 20)
Total 14.72 6.74 12.24 7.35 13.48 5.86
(n = 39)
Table 3. Mean time taken in each Condition, by Model Type.
Condition
Room- To-Model Model- To-Room
Number of Mean time SD Mean time SD
correct (secs) (secs)
responses
0 23.09 (n = 7) 7.49 17.75 (n = 10) 8.12
1 15.19 (n = 20) 4.55 13.51 (n= 12) 5.75
2 9.04 (n = 12) 3.26 8.11 (n = 17) 5.51
Table 4. Mean time taken in each Condition, by level of success.
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Condition
Room-To-Model Model- T 0- Room Total
Age Group Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
time time time
(secs) (secs) (secs)
... ............_...~..............". . "..""..",.,~....... ... . .................._.......--..............._........... ..
.. ...." ..."''"...--...~...''... .... . ....................-.".......
.....n...."..""............. .. ........_..........
Nursery Young 18.76 8.61 15.18 8.19 16.97 6.17
(n = 7)
Nursery Old 15.46 7.87 15.80 8.97 15.63 6.14
(n= 7)
Primary One 12.60 4.33 9.54 5.69 11.07 4.18
Young (n = 13)
Primary One 14.39 6.96 11.55 7.01 12.97 6.50
Old (n = 12)
Table 5. Mean time taken in each Condition, by Age Group.
A 2 (Model Type: Detailed vs. Basic) x 3 (Level of Success: 0 correct vs.
1 correct vs. 2 correct) x 4 (Age Group: Nursery Young vs. Nursery Old vs. PI
Young vs. PI Old) ANOVA was carried out on the time data for each Condition.
The analyses revealed a main effect of Level of Success in the Room- To-Model
Condition (F 2,19 = 16.223, P ~ 0.01). A post-hoc Tukey test showed significant
differences between all combinations of Level of Success. There was also a main
effect of Level of Success in the Model-To-Room Condition (F 2, 18 = 4.823, P ~
0.05), and a post-hoc test revealed this difference to lie between the 0 correct and
2 correct groups. Figures 2 and 3 ilustrate the times taken by children at each of
these levels of success, and these show that the time taken by children was less as
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their scores increased. In these Figures the data for the group scoring one correct
has been split to show the time taken by that group on their incorrect trial and
on their correct triaL. This provides further support for the idea that children take
more time when they are incorrect, since the groups of children who scored one
correct response took more time on their incorrect trial then their correct triaL.
Paired sample t-tests showed that these differences were significant in both the
Room-To-Model Condition (t 19 = 3.563, P = 0.002) and in the Model-To-Room
Condition (t 11 = 2.813, P = 0.017). There were no other significant effects or
interactions.
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Figure 2. Mean time taken, by score on Room- To-Model Conditon.
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Figure 3. Mean time taken, by score on Model-To-Room Conditon.
Error data
The errors that children made were classified into four categories, as in
previous experiments. The number of each of the four errors types made using
the detailed model and using the basic model, are shown in Table 6. From these
results, it does not appear that there is any real difference between the two model
types. The mean numbers of each of the four errors types overall are shown in
Figure 4. This shows that the largest number of errors fell into the "Other" or
"Identical location" categories, with Other errors making up the largest group
overall. The number of each of the four error types made in each of the two
Conditions are given in Table 7, and once again, there does not seem to be a
different pattern of errors for the two Conditions.
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Number of errors made
Memory-based Identical Perseverative Other
location
Model Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Type
..."".....""................. ....._.~"....._..........,.."'.....
......._".""..w~..............._.....".............."..._."..................m""...._"...... ...............".__...."'......................"'..........
...... ..............."................w.
Detailed 0.11 0.32 0.63 0.68 0.05 0.23 1.05 1.18
(n = 19)
Basic 0.10 0.31 0.50 0.61 0.05 0.23 1.05 1.09
(n = 20)
Total 0.10 0.31 0.56 0.64 0.05 0.22 1.05 1.12
(n = 39)
Table 6. Mean number of errors made, by Model Type.
Number of errors made
Memory-based Identical Perseverative Other
location
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
=."'_~~~~.~.~~"'~~..~~,,~.~,_"",,."'''_,,~v~~,....~=''_.~.,,~.y.=.~._.."..~.~,..,,~"HA~..~'_"~.,,""'~...w~"'....,,~..w.~_.~""."'....~~~~y_v_",~~~
Room-
To-Model 0.05
Condition
Mode1-
To-Room 0.05
Condition
0.22 0.31 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.54 0.72
0.22 0.26 0.44 0.05 0.22 0.51 0.72
Table 7. Mean number of errors made in each Condition.
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Figure 4. Mean numbers of errors made.
A 2 (Condition: Room-To-Model vs. Model-To-Room) x 2 (Model Type:
Detailed vs. Basic) x 4 (Age Group: Nursery Young vs. Nursery Old vs. Pl
Young vs. Pl Old) mixed ANOVA was carried out on the data for each of the
four error types. This revealed no significant effects or interactions. So, the
numbers of each error type made did not differ using the two types of models.
Whilst the numbers of each error type did not differ significantly between
the different Age Groups, nevertheless, the overall pattern of errors appears to
alter slightly between the younger and the older children. As shown in Figure 5,
the youngest group of children make the largest numbers of Other errors, then
high numbers of Identical location and Perseverative errors. In the oldest group of
children, though, children make similar numbers of Other and Identical 
location
errors, and no Perseverative errors.
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Figure 5. Mean numbers of each error type made by the youngest and oldest age
groups.
Discussion
Scores
Experiment Four was designed to investigate the effect of the quality of
the representation on children's ability to understand and to use that
representation. The results here show that children were unaffected by the quality
of the representation. Their scores, time taken and the types of errors that they
made were similar when using both a detailed model and a basic, structural
modeL. This, then, lends further support to the findings of Experiment Two, since
the differences observed in children's performance between Experiments One and
Two do not appear to be attributable to the different qualities of model that were
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used, but seem likely to be due to the complete novelty of the referent space in
Experiment Two.
However, from Figure 1 we can see that the younger children appeared to
do slightly better than the older children when using the basic modeL. This would
fit with Piagets (1962) suggestions that older children are more sensitive to the
detail of a representation, whilst younger ones are unaffected by discrepancies
between a representation and its referent.
As was the case in Experiment Two, children in this experiment scored
higher overall in the Model-To-Room Condition than in the Room-To-Model
Condition, and once again, this difference was most pronounced in the youngest
group of children. This fits with the suggestions made previously that whilst
younger children might find it easier to infer from a representation to the referent
space, the abilities required to infer in both "directions" equally, develop with age.
Time taken
There was no difference between the time that children took when using
the detailed model, as opposed to when using the basic modeL. Nor was there any
difference between the time children took in the two Conditions. This fits with
the findings of Experiment Two as well, in that using a smaller sized referent
space means that children take equivalent amounts of time in the two Conditions.
In addition, main effects of Success on the time taken shows that children
who score more highly take less time that those whose scores are lower. Further
support for this comes from analysis of the times taken by children who made one
correct response. Within these groups, children took more time on their incorrect
trial than they did on their correct triaL. This fits once again with the findings of
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previous experiments, and suggests that children who are confident about the
correct response, respond quickly. When children are not sure of the correct
target location, they appear to take more time in considering their responses.
Error data
The analysis of the error data suggests no differences between the numbers
of each of the four error types made when using the detailed model and when
using the basic modeL. Thus, the quality of the representation does not appear to
affect the kinds of errors that children make.
An examination of the data reveals very similar patterns of errors to all of
the previous experiments. Once again, children make the largest numbers of
Other and Identical location errors overalL. In addition, a comparison of the
youngest and the oldest group of children, as shown in Figure 5, supports what
has been found previously in terms of the strategies which children adopt at
different ages in attempting these tasks. In the youngest group of children we
observe a fairly random pattern of responding, with the large majority of errors
being classed as "Other" errors, suggesting that these children have no
appreciation of the overall representational relationship between the model and
the room, or that they simply do not understand the task. Some Identical 
location
errors are observed in this age group, suggesting the beginnings of an appreciation
of object correspondences. However, there are also fairly large numbers of
Perseverative errors, as has been observed in younger children from previous
experiments.
The oldest group of children, however, make no Perseverative errors, and
almost equal numbers of Identical location and Other errors. This suggests a
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much less random and more strategic form of responding from these children,
who appear to have begun to grasp the representational relationship between the
model and the room, and are utilising object correspondences in attempting to
identify the correct target locations.
Conclusions
In conclusion it appears that the quality of the representation has no
discernible effects upon children's ability to understand and to use a
representation of a referent space. Their scores, the time taken and the types of
errors made were not significantly affected by the perceptual similarity between
the model and the room, though younger children scored slightly higher using the
more basic modeL.
Despite this, the pattern of performance in the two Conditions was not
affected by the accuracy of the model, and it would therefore appear that the
differences in children's performance which were observed between Experiments
One and Two cannot be attributed to the different quality of the representations
used in each. It seems that these differences in performance may be more likely
to have been due to the complete novelty of the referent space in Experiment
Two.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Selective Attention and Young Children's Understanding of
Spatial Representations
Experiments Five and Six
Introduction
Representations, like maps or models, because of their very nature, tend to
portray only the most salient features of that which they represent. Therefore the
real world will generally contain much more than just that which is indicated by a
representation. And as Ridderinkof, van der Molen, Band & Bashore (1997) say,
"To develop the competence to interact effciently with the sensory
environment, children must learn to select relevant stimuli from the
plethora of stimuli that impinge upon their senses. " (P315)
A number of studies have suggested, though, that children's ability to attend
selectively to particular stimuli develops and improves with age. Young children
may therefore perform more poorly on tasks which require irrelevant information
to be ignored. In this case, when required to perform some task in the real world
on the basis of a representation, young children might be expected to perfoim
more poorly due to their inability to ignore the additional irrelevant material
present in the real world which was not portrayed in the representation. Thus,
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young children's selective attentional abilities might explain their lower levels of
performance in the Model-To-Room Condition in Experiment One, as opposed to
their performance in the Room-To-Model Condition in that Experiment.
Developmental differences in attentional processes
In their review article on the development of selective attention, Lane and
Pearson (1982) suggest three possible explanations for young children's
diffculties in attending selectively to relevant information. Firstly, it is possible
that younger children use more of their limited attentional capacities to process
irrelevant information, whereas older children and adults have the ability to
allocate attention more flexibly, which therefore enables them to allocate more
attention to relevant information. Alternatively, it may be that the effciency of
younger children's capacities are less than those of older children and adults. A
third possibility and one supported by Stroop (1935) is that interference from
irrelevant stimuli occurs due to response competition rather than limited capacity,
and that younger children may be more disrupted by this than older children or
adults. Lane & Pearson (1982) conclude that much of the experimental evidence
in this field suggests that as children get older they become less susceptible to
distraction from irrelevant stimuli, although they admit that further research is
required in order to determine what mechanisms underlie these developmental
differences.
Pick, Christy and Frankel (1972) presented children with two dolls, and
asked them to make same/different judgements on some dimension
(size/shape/colour). Children were told the relevant dimension either prior to or
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following the stimulus presentation. Older children (sixth grade - precise ages not
reported) were faster than younger children (second grade) on both types of task
(relevant dimension given prior to or following stimulus presentation), but more
so on the former. This, they conclude, suggests that older children are better then
younger ones at not processing information which they know to be irrelevant to
making a particular judgement. In a follow-up experiment, Pick and Frankel
(1973) used the same dolls, but this time the relevant dimension was always either
shape or size, and colour was always irrelevant. For one group of children the
dolls' colour was varied between pairs, but for the other group colour was varied
between pairs for the first part of the experiment and was then varied within pairs.
This manipulation of colour within pairs should have no effect if children are able
to focus their attention upon the relevant information. However, the results of this
experiment showed that even the older children's responses were temporarily
slowed by the variation of colour within pairs. Younger children's responses,
though, were permanently slowed by the colour variation. This supports the
results of their previous experiment, then, and further suggests that as children get
older, their attention strategies become more flexible and are more capable of
adapting to suit the demands of particular tasks. Taken together, the results of
both of these experiments lend support to the notion that overall, younger children
have more diffculties than older children at selectively processing information.
Further support for this comes from a study by Enns & Akhtar (1989).
Children of four, five and seven years and adults oftwenty years were required to
respond to a target stimulus (a symbol of a particular shape), which was flanked
by other symbols, which were either similar or dissimilar to the target. Results
showed that all of the subjects, regardless of age, were unable to avoid processing
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stimuli that flanked a target, although older subjects were more capable than
younger ones of inhibiting the processing of distracting stimuli.
Ridderinkof et aL. (1997) explored an alternative hypothesis - that
younger children may not have diffculty in attending selectively to relevant
stimuli, but that they instead have difficulties with the perceived structure of
stimuli. That is, that younger children may be less able to perceive stimuli as
being conjunctions of separate elements than their older counterparts. Therefore
younger children may be unable to perceive relevant and in-elevant information as
separate, whereas older children are able to separate them in their perceptions. A
series of experiments in which children were asked to focus on relevant
dimensions of a stimulus but ignore irrelevant elements showed that younger
children were more affected than older children and adults by the presence of
irrelevant stimuli. However, these differences were not accounted for by deficits
in perceptual filtering, but instead the main difference was found in the speed or
effciency of processing, in the stage of translation from stimulus to response.
These results once again support the view that younger children are more affected
than older ones by the presence of in-elevant information, and further that this may
be due to changes in processing speed, rather than in younger children's perceived
structure.
Wohlwill (1962) supported the Piagetian distinction between perception
and conception, and felt that development in attentional capacities can be thought
of as resulting from the transition from perceptual to conceptual thought.
However, rather than viewing these as two separate elements, he suggested that
they are related and can be thought of as two opposite ends of a continuum, which
can be specified along three dimensions - redundancy, selectivity and contiguity.
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Since perceptual functions rely upon a high degree of redundancy in a stimulus
input, W ohlwil felt that the transition from perception to conception entails a
reduction in the amount of redundant information required. In terms of selectivity,
the move from perception to conception means an increase in the amount of
irrelevant information which can be tolerated without affecting the response.
Finally, with regard to contiguity, the change from perception to conception leads
to tolerance of greater spatial and temporal separation over which the information
in the stimulus field can be integrated. Wohlwill carried out a study to ilustrate
these ideas, in which children and adults were presented with three stimuli and
were asked to pick out the odd one from the three. The stimuli were geometric
shapes which varied along one or more of four attributes - shape, colour, shading
and size. "Criterial" attributes were those on which two of the three figures were
the same, and one different. Each set of three stimuli varied either the amount of
redundancy (where more than one attribute was Criterial) or the amount of noise
(the number of attributes which varied). Wohlwill recorded errors and time taken
for his subjects. He found that errors significantly decreased with age overalL. In
addition, although subjects made more errors on the sets of stimuli which varied
noise than they did on the set varying redundancy, the younger children were
affected more by redundancy than were the older children. Fuiihermore, the
adults' times were greater on the sets varying noise than they were on those
varying redundancy. Wohlwil took this to support the notion that these are
separable dimensions, and that changes in levels of redundancy affect primarily
perceptual processes. Increases in the amount of irrelevant information, however,
mean that subjects must tryout successive hypotheses with regard to the critical
dimension. This supports the idea that the amount of irrelevant material which
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can be tolerated increases with age and is an important part of the transition from
perceptual to conceptual processes.
Another study, by Day and Stone (1980) explored the effect of irrelevant
visual information on a task in which children were shown pictures and asked to
identify whether it was identical to a particular target picture. The pictures were
shown to the child either alone, or were presented last in a series of six briefly
presented drawings. These drawings are to be viewed as "visual noise", or non-
target information which nevertheless falls upon the retina. The authors give an
example of looking out from the window of a moving car. The visual noise in
Day and Stone's experiment exemplifies all the irrelevant visual information in
the successive scenes, which would fall upon the retina as one searched for a street
sign. In Experiment One within the present study, this could be equivalent to all
of the additional information present in the real room as the child identified the
target location. Day and Stone (1980) assessed the abilities of five year olds, eight
year olds and adults, and results showed that this type of visual noise reduced
accuracy in all age groups, although children's accuracy was decreased more than
adults'. This again supports the view that there may be a developmental trend in
the ability to attend to a target stimulus when irrelevant information is also
present.
Experiments Five and Six, then, were designed to assess whether
children's performance on tasks using referent spaces and spatial representations,
are affected by the presence of irrelevant information, as has been found in other
areas. If so, this might account for the difference between performance in the
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Model-To-Room Condition and the Room-To-Model Condition, in Experiment
One.
Method
Design
Two separate experiments were conducted at two primary schools in the
Stirling area. Children in Experiment Five completed a Retrieval Task and those
in Experiment Six completed a Positioning Task.
Participants
In Experiment Five, 48 children from a primary school took part in total, with 30
from the Nursery and 18 from Primary One class. The children were aged
between 51 and 74 months (4;3 - 6;2), with a mean age of62 months (5;2). The
mean age of the Nursery children was 57 months (4;9) and of the Primary One
children was 69 months (5;9). 30 of the children were boys, and 18 girls.
In Experiment Six, 50 children from a different primary school took part,
with 31 from the Nursery and 19 from the Primary One class. These children
were aged between 47 and 69 months (3; 1 1 - 5 ;9), with a mean age of 60 months
(5;0). The mean age of 
the Nursery children was 55 months (4;7), and of the
Primary One children was 66 months (5;6). 27 of the children were boys and 23
girls.
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An independent samples t-est showed that there was no significant
difference between the ages of the children in the two experiments (t 96 = 1.451, P
= 0.1 5). Both schools were located in suburban, residential areas of Stirling.
Materials
As in previous experiments, the caravan served as the referent room, with
the model of the caravan serving as the representation. See General Method
(Chapter Three) for an overview of materials.
Procedure
All the children in Experiment Five completed Retrieval Tasks. All the
children in Experiment Six completed Positioning Tasks. Children in both
experiments were randomly allocated to one of four experimental groups:
1. Additional, irrelevant material present in both model and room.
2. Additional, irrelevant material present in neither.
3. Additional, irrelevant material present in the model only.
4. Additional, irrelevant material present in the referent room only.
Appendices Twenty-Two to Thirty-One show photographs of the model and the
referent room in each of these configurations. Under configuration one (Both), all
soft furnishings were left in the model and the room. In addition, books were
placed on the shelves and on beds and cupboards. A plant was positioned on top
of the chest of drawers and a toy train placed on top of one bed. A teddy bear was
placed on another bed, and a doll on the third. Small -scale versions of all of these
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items were positioned in the analogous places in the modeL. Under configuration
two (Neither), cushions and covers were removed from both model and room, and
none of the aforementioned additional items were present. Under configurations
three and four (Model only and Room only), these items were placed only in the
model or only in the room, as appropriate.
Within their allocated experimental group, each child completed four trials
- two of which were Room-To-Model and the other two of which were Model-To-
Room. A memory check control trial was carried out after each Test triaL. See
General Method (Chapter Three) for an overview of Procedure.
Results
Scores
The overall score on Test trials was 56.4%. The mean score on Control
trials, however, was 93.6%. This difference was highly significant (t 97 = -11.06, P
-c 0.001). Table 1 shows the scores obtained in each Condition, by Task. There
appears to be very little difference between children's performance in the two
Conditions, nor on the two Tasks.
Table 2 shows the mean scores obtained in each Condition depending
upon the location of the additional, irrelevant material (IM hereafter). Initial
analyses revealed no significant difference between children's scores on the two
Tasks (Retrieval vs. Positioning), so the data for Experiments Five and Six were
combined for subsequent analyses. Preliminary analyses revealed no significant
effects of gender, so this variable was omitted from subsequent analyses.
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Retrieval Ex. 5
(n = 48)
Positioning Ex.
6 (n = 50)
Total (n = 98)
Condition
Room- To-Model Model-To-Room
%age
correct
61.5
59.0
60.2
SD %age SD
37.2
38.9
37.9
Total
%age
correct
56.3
56.5
56.4
SD
30.3
35.6
32.9
~""~_"""~'"'':''_''',''''''''''~,'=='=~,_~"'_'''~__'''-=,.,.",.,''.,'''"'~""""_:*:"'_k""._:W~~""="_=""''''='''''"*''''X_W''''__~~~_?''=~"",~"~~%,_,,,,,~,,,,,..,,,w,,"%,,,"%~,,~,:,,.,",v,""%"
correct
37.5 50.0
41.3 54.0
39.3 52.0
Table 1. Mean score in each Condition, by Task.
Location of
irrelevant
material
Condition
Room- To-Model Model- To-Room
%age
correct
SD %age SD %age
correct
Total
SD
Both (n = 25)
_""~~",~,~~"~~""",~~"""~,,,,,~~,,~,~,,,.,,,,,,~,,,,_,,,,,,,,,~,~~~,,,_""n"~"~"~,"h~~"~~,,,,,,,m~'"~'~~~-''''''~~''''-''''-'''-'''~''~~~'''''~-~y~"",~~'~"'~
39.9
Neither (n = 24)
Model (n = 24)
Room (n = 25)
64.0
64.6
60.4
52.0
correct
44.5 50.0 40.8
38.1
33.8
37.9
57.0
53.1
61.5
54.0
32.4
28.5
31.2
37.5 41.7
Table 2. Mean score in each Condition, by Location of Irrelevant Material,
collapsed across Task.
41.6 62.5
33.8 54.0
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A 2 (Condition: Room-To-Model vs. Model-To-Room) x 2 Task
(Retrieval vs. Positioning) x 4 (Location of Irrelevant Material: Room vs. Model
vs. Both vs. Neither) x 3 (Age Group: Nursery Young vs. Nursery Old vs. Primary
1) mixed ANOV A was carried out on the data, with Condition as a within-subjects
variable. The analysis revealed no significant difference between the scores in the
two Conditions, nor any difference overall between the scores obtained with
irrelevant material in each of the four different locations. The interaction between
Condition and Location of Irrelevant Material was not significant, but nevertheless
there does seem to be a slightly different pattern of performance in the two
Conditions, as ilustrated by Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Mean score in each Condition, by Location of Irrelevant MateriaL.
It appears from Figure 1 that children's scores in the Room-To-Model
Condition change only slightly with the presence of irrelevant material in the
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different combinations. Children score equivalently in the Both and Neither
configurations, but score slightly lower in the Model and Room only
configurations. However, scores in the Model- To-Room Condition are higher
when the irrelevant material is in the Model or the Room only, and much lower
when it is in both or neither.
The only significant result to emerge from the analysis was a main effect
of Age Group, as shown in Figure 2. Post-hoc Tukey tests revealed a significant
difference between the Nursery Young and Primary One groups (p ~ 0.01), and a
marginally significant difference between the Nursery Old and Primary One
groups (p = 0.069).
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Figure 2. Mean score for each Age Group.
Figure 3 shows the scores obtained by children at each Age Group, by the location
of irrelevant materiaL. The interaction between these variables was not significant,
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but children seemed to perform simlarly in the Model and Room only
confgurations, whist the oldest group were better in the Both and Neither
confgurations.
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Figure 3. Mean score for each Age Group, by Location of Irrelevant Material.
Time taken
Table 3 shows the amount of time taken by chidren in each ofthe two
Conditions depending upon the Task that they completed. Table 4 shows the
amount of time taken in each Condition, depending upon the location of the
additional, irrelevant materiaL.
From Table 3, it appears that the Retrieval Task took longer than the
Positionig Task, but there does not seem to have been any diference in the time
taken by chidren in the two diferent Conditions. Table 4 suggests that there may
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be some differences in the time taken, depending upon the location of the
irrelevant material, however. Children took longest in the "Both" and "Neither"
configurations, then less in the "Model" and "Room" only configurations.
Table 5 indicates the time taken by children in each Condition, depending
upon their level of success. These results suggest that in general children took less
time with increasing success, although this is more pronounced in the Model- To-
Room Condition.
Condition
Room-To-Model Model - To-Room Total
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
time time time
(secs) (secs) (secs)
Retrieval Ex. 5 14.22 8.11 12.65 7.71 13.43 6.54
(n = 48)
Positioning Ex. 8.19 3.63 8.63 6.13 8.41 3.89
6 (n = 50)
Total (n = 98) 11.14 6.91 10.59 7.20 10.87 5.89
Table 3. Mean time taken in each Conditon, by Task.
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Location of
irrelevant
material
Condition
Room- To-Model
Mean SD
Model - To-Room
Mean
time
(secs)
SD
Total
Mean
time
(secs)
SD
Both (n = 25)
~~~nW~~,'_"~'''~~~~'n''_~~~''_="'~''W~__~,~~''',~N~''~ff_~~A~~~",~_.y~'~~n-.'W~'~~"=-=~'~~__"
6.26
Neither (n = 24)
Model (n = 24)
Room (n = 25)
time
(secs)
11.74 7.31 11.58
12.37
9.81
8.04
7.63
7.96
8.66 4.44
11.66
12.58
10.33
8.95
,.",",__~=_"'H_HMo~~'_""~""""'"''W'*=_''''''='''''''''_X='''''''""_0W/~~'~~""_""'''W~"Ý",,,,,W-&,,~,,''''''''''''~''''~O-',,''''',~",
12.78 8.1 1
Table 4. Mean time taken in each Conditon, by Location of Irrelevant MateriaL.
10.85 7.03
6.55
6.39
3.67
Number of
correct
responses
9.24 4.70
Condition
SD
Model - To-Room
Mean time
(secs)
SD
o
~",~~=,,,_~,,~,~,,,,,,,,,,~,,_,,,,,,,,,~,,~,,_,,"_""'_'''_''~~_''n~~''__~~_'_'n"~"~"_~"'''_''''''''''''~_~'~''''''~'''''~'~''~W
1
2
Room- To-Model
Mean time
(secs)
13.71 (n = 22) 9.05 16.08 (n = 26)
10.04 (n = 42)
6.62 (n = 30)
8.89
5.53
4.29
"""~_",_____W"'W~""=~--,,-,,,,_,*,,~%,,,,,,,-=_%~,,,,,,,"-~":"_"~W~ff/=~_-o''''''*'':''''''~""'''':*"~--~",,,,,,_,,,,,,,,,,_,_~'''''*''_*w_'"W"''''''-"'-"'
12.85 (n = 34) 6.62
8.41 (n = 42) 4.69
Table 5. Mean time taken, by score.
A 2 (Condition: Room-To-Model vs. Model-To-Room) x 4 (Location of
Irrelevant Material: Both vs. Neither vs. Model vs. Room) x 2 (Task: Retrieval
vs. Positioning) x 3 (Age Group: Nursery Young vs. Nursery Old vs. Primary
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One) ANOVA was canied out on the time data, to investigate whether the
presence of IM in any of the four configurations, had an effect upon the time
taken. Two separate 3 (Level of Success: 0 conect vs. 1 conect vs. 2 conect) x 4
(Location ofIM) x 3 (Age Group) x 2 (Task) univariate ANOVAS were canied
out on the time data for each Condition separately, to assess whether the children's
success affected the time they took.
The results revealed main effects for Level of Success in the Room-To-
Model Condition (F 2,48 = 6.196, p.( 0.01) and in the Model-To-Room Condition
(F 2,44 = 4.788, P .( 0.05). As Table 5 suggests, the time taken was less in the
more successful groups of children. Post-hoc Tukey tests show that in the Model-
To-Room Condition the differences between the 0 correct and 1 conect groups,
and the 0 conect and 2 conect groups, were highly significant (p .( 0.01). The
difference between the 1 correct and 2 correct groups was also significant, though
less so (p.( 0.05). In the Room-To-Model Condition the difference between the 0
correct and 2 correct groups, and the difference between the 1 conect and 2
conect groups, were highly significant (both p .( 0.01).
There was a main effect of Task upon time taken overall (F 1,74 = 26.112,
P.( 0.01). As shown in Figure 4, children took longer on Retrieval trials in both
Conditions. Task was also seen to significantly interact with Level of Success in
the Room- To-Model Condition (F 2,48 = 4.402, P .( 0.05). As ilustrated by Figure
5, the amount of time taken on Positioning trials appears to remain relatively
stable regardless of how highly children have scored. However, on Retrieval
trials, the time taken drops in the more successful groups.
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There was also a main effect of Age Group upon time taken overall (F 2, 74
= 5.318, p": 0.01). Figure 6 shows the amount of time taken in each Condition,
by Age Group. In general, children in the older age groups took less time than the
younger ones. This difference was only statistically significant in the Room-To-
Model Condition (F 2,48 = 4.635, P .. 0.05), and not in the Model- To-Room
Condition.
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Figure 6. Mean time taken in each Condition, by Age Group.
This main effect of Age Group in the Room-To-Model Condition, was
seen to significantly interact with Level of Success (see Figure 7. F 4,48 = 3.752, P
= 0.01). From Figure 7 it appears that the oldest group of children take less time
overall, even when they score poorly, but their time gets slightly less as their score
improves. The youngest group takes most time overall, and even though their
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time is also less in the more successful group, they stil take much more time than
the other two groups even when highly successfuL. The middle group of chidren,
however, take comparable amounts oftime to the youngest chidren, in the less
successful groups. However, their time drops dramatically in the most successful
group, to a level simlar to the oldest group of children.
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Figure 7. Room-To-Model Condition: Mean time taken at each Age Group, by
Score.
There was an overall main effect of the Location ofIM (F 3,74 = 2.952, p":
0.05). Post-hoc Tukey tests showed that the only diference lay between the group
with irelevant material in Neither, and the group with irelevant material in the
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Room. This effect ofIM also interacted with Age Group in the Room- To-Model
Condition, as shown in Figure 8 (F 6,48 = 6.470, P -- 0.01).
From Figure 8 it appears that oldest group of children remains relatively
unaffected by the presence or absence of irelevant material, in terms of the amount
oftime they take. In addition, the amount of time taken when irelevant material is
present in the Model only or in the Room only, appears to be simlar for all three
Age Groups. When irelevant material is present in Both spaces or in
Neither space, however, the time taken by chidren is diferent at diferent Age
Groups.
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Figure 8. Room-To-Model Condition: Mean time taken at each Age Group, by
Location of Irrelevant Material.
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The middle group of children take most time when irrelevant material is
present in Both, and less when it is present in Neither. But the time taken under
both of these conditions is more than when there is IM in just the Model or just
the Room. The youngest age group of children, however, take less time when IM
is present in Both spaces and much more time when it is present in Neither.
Error data
The errors that children made were classified into four categories, as in
previous experiments. The numbers of each of the four error types made under
the four different combinations ofIrrelevant Material, are shown in Table 6. The
mean numbers of each of the four error types made in the two Conditions, are
shown in Table 7. Figure 9 ilustrates the overall pattern of errors being made.
It appears that the largest number of errors were "Other" errors, with
Identical location errors comprising the second largest group. Only small numbers
of Memory-based and Perseverative errors were made.
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Number of errors made
Memory-based Identical Perseverative Other
location
Location of Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Irrelevant
Material
Both (n = 25) 0.28 0.54 0.24 0.44 0.08 0.28 1.16 1.43
Neither (n = 24) 0.13 0.34 0.50 0.72 0.17 0.64 1.08 1.18
Model (n = 24) 0.25 0.53 0.33 0.48 0.13 0.34 0.83 0.92
Room (n= 25) 0.12 0.33 0.76 0.72 0.00 0.00 0.96 1.39
Total (n = 98) 0.19 0.45 0.46 0.63 0.09 0.38 1.01 1.24
Table 6. Mean number of each error type, by Location of Irrelevant MateriaL.
Number of errors made
Memory-based Identical Perseverative Other
location
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Room-
To-Model 0.03 0.17 0.20 0.41 0.04 0.19 0.54 0.71
Condition
Model-
To-Room 0.16 0.39 0.26 0.44 0.05 0.26 0.50 0.71
Condition
Table 7. Mean number of errors made in each Condition.
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Preliminary analyses revealed no effects of Task, so the data for
Experiments Five and Six were combined for subsequent analyses. A 2
(Condition: Room-To-Model vs. Model-To-Room) x 2 (Task: Retrieval vs.
Positioning) x 4 (Location ofIrrelevant Material: Both vs. Neither vs. Model vs.
Room) x 3 (Age Group: Nursery Young vs. Nursery Old vs. Primary One)
ANOV A, with Condition as a within-subjects variable, was carried out on the data
for each of the four error types. Previous analyses of the children's scores had
already revealed no effects of Condition or Task, nor of Location of Irrelevant
Material, on the overall number of errors which children made. Therefore, the
concern of the present analysis was whether these variables affected any of the
different error types in particular, in order to gain some insight into the kinds of
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strategies being adopted by children to approach the tasks, under varying
conditions.
Whilst previous analyses had revealed no overall difference in children's
performance in the two Conditions, the present analysis found a significant
difference between the number of Memory-based errors in the two Conditions (F 1,
74 = 11.915, P -- 0.01). As shown in Table 7, children made more Memory-based
errors in the Model- To-Room Condition than in the Room- To-Model Condition.
None of the other error types differed between Conditions.
The analysis also revealed a significant main effect of Age Group, on
"Other" errors (F 2,72 = 5.608, P -- 0.01). Post-hoc Tukey tests suggest that the
difference between the Nursery Young group and the Primary One group is
significant (p -- 0.01). Figure 10 shows the numbers of each type of error, that
were made by children in each of the three Age Groups. Identical location errors
appear to increase slightly with increasing age, whilst Perseverative and Memory-
based errors decrease slightly with increasing age. The only type of errors which
differ markedly with age, though, are "Other" errors. As Figure 10 shows, these
decrease significantly as children get older.
No differences in the types of errors being made were observed in relation
to the different configurations of irrelevant materiaL.
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Discussion
The experiments reported here were designed to assess whether the
presence of additional, irelevant material in a referent room or in a representation,
might affect chidren's performance on these kinds of tasks. Experiment One
found that chidren performed slightly worse in the Mode1- To-Room Condition.
Experiment Two, however, found the opposite effect - that chidren performed
worse in the Room- To-Model Condition. It has been suggested that this
diference may be due to the subjects' famiarity with the referent room in
Experiment One, and the converse novelty of the referent room in Experiment
Two. However, it has also been suggested that since the referent space used in
Experiment One was a genuine room, containg a large amount of additional and
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irrelevant material that was not represented in the model, this might have
distracted children from the target location in the Model-To-Room Condition in
that experiment, thus leading to poorer performance. Experiments Five and Six
set out to explore whether this might be an explanation for the differences in
performance observed previously.
Scores
As has been found before, there was a main effect of Age Group, with
children increasing their overall scores as they got older. However, from the
children's scores, it certainly did not appear to be the case that the presence of
additional, irrelevant material in the referent space lowered performance in the
Model-To-Room Condition. In fact, with additional, irrelevant material present in
the Room only, performance was slightly higher in the Model- To-Room
Condition. This is more consistent with the findings of Experiment Two than
Experiment One. Overall, though, there was no significant effect of having
irrelevant material in any of the four different configurations. This suggests that
the presence of irrelevant material alone was not responsible for children's poorer
perfonnance in the Model-To-Room Condition in Experiment One.
Nevertheless, there were some slightly different patterns of performance
between Conditions under the four configurations of irrelevant materiaL. With
additional material in the Model or the Room only, performance was slightly
better in the Model-To-Room Condition, which is consistent with the results of
Experiment Two. However, with additional material in Both or in Neither,
performance was better in the Room- To-Model Condition.
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When irrelevant material was present in either the Room or the Model
only, the two spaces were different, and children performed in similar ways under
these two configurations. But when irrelevant material was present in Both or
Neither, the two spaces were very similar. Children again performed in similar
ways under these two configurations, but differently to the way they performed
under the other two configurations.
This might suggest that children's performance is affected by the level of
similarity between the two spaces, iiTespective of whether this similarity is due to
a lot of additional material being included in both spaces, or whether it is due to
all the superfluous material being removed from both spaces. Children might also
perform similarly when the two spaces are different, irrespective of whether this
difference arises from additional material being added to the representation, or
whether it is due to additional material being added to the referent space.
D sing a completely novel referent space, performance has previously been
shown to be superior in the Model-To-Room Condition. This Condition
characterises the way that a representation of space is typically used (see Chapter
Two) - to assist with some task in the referent space. This continues to be the
more successful Condition in the configurations under which the referent and the
representation are different (IM in Model or Room only). However, it could be
argued that when a representation and its referent are highly similar, the
representational element of the task is no longer required, since the task then
becomes more of a matching task. For example, DeLoache, Kolstad and
Anderson's (1991) study used a representation and a referent which were actually
very similar in scale. This elicited much improved performance in children, but in
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this situation it is difficult to view the task as one requiring representational
abilities as such.
It is possible that in the present experiments, when the model and the room
were highly similar (due to the presence of large amounts of additional detail in
both, or due to the absence of any detail in either), the task was solved as a simple
matching one by children, rather than a representational one. Thus, the counter-
intuitiveness of the Room-To-Model Condition as a representational task may no
longer have had an effect. DeLoache, Miller and Rosengren (1997) showed that
children's performance is affected by the perceived nature ofthe task. When 21;
year old children were presented with a referent room and a model of the room in
the standard experimental paradigm, they perfoimed typically poorly. However,
when the children were told that the smaller room was actually the same room, but
had been shrunk, children's scores increased significantly. So, if children were
required to think of the task as a representational one, they performed worse than
if they could just think of it as a matching task. In the present experiments,
instructions to children regarding the nature of the task remained the same
throughout. However, perhaps the increased similarity of model and room in the
present experiment had an effect similar to DeLoache's, of altering children's
approaches to the task, and thus altering performance. Indeed, children of all age
groups performed similarly when the two spaces were different, but the oldest
children performed better than the other groups when the spaces were similar.
This would again seem to support the notion that there is some advantage to the
spaces having irrelevant material in either both or neither, which could be
attributed to the older children being able to take advantage of a simpler
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"matching" solution to the task, rather than the more diffcult representational
solution.
In any case, the results do not support the notion that the additional
material which was present in the referent room in Experiment One, would have
in itself lowered performance in the Model-To-Room Condition.
Time taken
As has been observed consistently in previous experiments, children took
longer to complete the Retrieval Task than they did to complete the Positioning
Task. Once again, though, since there was no difference between scores on the
two Tasks, it does not seem to be the case that the greater amount of time taken
has any effect upon performance.
In addition, children who were more successful, consistently took less time
than those who performed more poorly. Thus, it appears that children take longer
in considering their responses when they are unsure of the correct response. When
they are confident about the target location, children respond more quickly. This
is also the case with increasing age. Children take less time as they get older,
suggesting that the younger children, whose performance is poorer overall, take
more time in considering their responses than their older, more successful
counterparts. However, this difference in time taken was only statistically
significant in the Room-To-Model Condition. In the Model-To-Room Condition,
the time taken decreased with increased age, though not to the same extent as in
the other Condition.
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In relation to the effect of IM on the time taken, there was no difference
between the two Conditions in the way that there was with the Score data.
Therefore, if children were approaching the tasks differently under the four
different configurations of IM, this did not have an effect on the time taken in the
two Conditions. However, as with the Score data, once again there seems to be a
slightly different pattern of performance for the "Both and Neither"
configurations, as opposed to the "Model and Room only" configurations.
Firstly, the older children appear to be relatively unaffected by IM, and
their time remains fairly stable under all four configurations. In addition, all three
Age Groups take similar amounts of time when IM is present in the Model or the
Room only. When IM is present in Both or Neither, though, different patterns
emerge. It should be noted that post-hoc analyses revealed that a statistically
significant difference lay only between the "Neither" and the "Room only"
configurations. Thus, it appears that there is something which causes children to
approach these two particular configurations of IM in very different ways.
Originally, it was thought that the presence ofIM might cause a distraction
to children. If this were the case, then children might take longer when IM was
present. Therefore, in younger children at least, we would have expected the
youngest group to take most time when IM was present in Both spaces; similar
amounts of time when it was present in the Model or the Room only; and least
time when it was present in Neither. In fact, what was observed was that the
middle age group of children took most time when IM was present in Both, less
time when it was present in Neither, but by far the least time when it was present
in either one or the other only.
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In the youngest group of children, the amount of time taken when IM was
present in Both was almost comparable to that taken by the oldest group.
However, when IM was present in Neither, this middle group took much, much
longer to complete the tasks. Thus, whilst IM might prove distracting for younger
children, it appears that a complete lack of any IM also causes them to take longer.
Thus, it may not be the case that additional stimuli causes children to attend longer
in these tasks.
Several authors have investigated the effects oflandmarks on children's
ability to understand and to use spatial representations (e.g. Blades and Spencer,
i 987), and the importance of landmarks as unique identifiers for certain locations
is well-documented (see, e.g. Blades and Spencer, i 990). An alternative
explanation to the selective attention one, for the differences observed in different
configurations of IM, could be that in these experiments it served as additional
landmarks for children, providing extra cues as to the correct target locations in
the two spaces. In that case, children would be expected to take most time with
IM in Neither, which was exactly what was found. This would be because a
complete absence of any additional cues whatsoever, would cause children in the
"Neither" group to have to take additional time in picking out the correct location
from the information that was available.
The problem with this explanation, though, is that under this hypothesis,
children should have taken least time when IM was present in Both spaces, since
then the identification of target locations through the use of landmarks would be
most straightforward. What was actually observed, though, was that children took
far more time in the "Both" configuration than they did with IM in Model or
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Room only. In fact, the time taken with IM in "Both" was similar to that taken in
"Neither". Therefore, this explanation does not seem to be convincing.
In addition, we would also have expected to see the highest scores when
IM was present in both, due to the additional landmark cues. Model and Room
only configurations would then have achieved the next highest scores. This
pattern did not emerge.
One other possibility, then, is that the time children took was affected
more by the novelty of the configurations than by the amount of additional
material that was being attended to. In the Introduction to this chapter, it was
suggested that referent spaces are typically more complex and contain more
material than a representation of the space. However, representations themselves
sometimes convey information not present in the referent space (e.g. gradients on
maps). Perhaps it is most counter-intuitive, then, to be faced with an extremely
simplified referent space, which matches precisely its representation. It might also
be counter-intuitive to observe a very detailed referent space which matches
precisely its representation. A more common situation would be for referent and
representation to be different.
It is well-documented in many research domains, that novel objects or
events receive more attention than familiar or common ones (see Ruff and
Rothbart, i 996 for a review). Perhaps in this task, the unexpected configurations
of having material in neither referent space nor representation, or the novelty of it
appearing identically in both, was suffcient to cause the younger children at least,
to spend more time attending to the stimuli under these circumstances than when
the configurations were less noveL.
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Finally, in relation to the level of success, there was no overall match
between the amount of time taken and the children's scores in the four
configurations (Children scored lowest in the Neither configuration, in which they
actually took most time. Yet they took least time in the Room only configuration,
which obtained only the next highest score). Thus, whilst children overall took
less time as they achieved higher levels of success, there does not appear to be any
systematic relationship between their scores in each of the four configurations of
IM, and the time they took in each configuration.
In summary, then, as shown in Figures i and 7, there does appear to be
something similar about the "Both and Neither" configurations, which are
different to the "Model and Room only" configurations, and this applies to both
scores and time. Whether the former configurations lead to a different approach
by children due to their novelty or to their suggesting a different strategy for
solution, though, is unclear.
Error data
The overall pattern of errors was very similar to that found in previous
experiments, with most errors being classified as "Other" or "Identical 
location"
errors. The pattern of errors being made as children get older also supports the
results of previous experiments, and several theories of spatial development as
outlined in Chapter One. Memory-based errors and Perseverative errors decrease
in number as children get older - a developmental trend which is typical in many
domains.
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Identical location enors are the only type of enor which actually increase
with age. This supports the notion that as children get older, they become
increasingly aware of the conespondence between objects, which they become
able to utilise more fully, although their lack of a full appreciation of spatial
relations prevents them from being able to distinguish between two or more
identical locations within the same space. "Other" enors, which are those
attributable to a general lack of understanding in the representational domain,
however, are the only enor type to decrease significantly with increasing age.
The analyses revealed that children did not differ in the types of enors they
made, under the different configurations of irrelevant materiaL. Thus, any
differences in children's perceptions ofthe novelty ofthe different configurations,
or any attempts at alternative strategies for task solution, did not manifest
themselves in the types of enors that were made.
Conclusions
In terms of answering the question which these experiments set out to
address, it does not seem to be the case that the presence of additional IM in the
referent space was responsible for distracting children from their task in the
Model- To-Room Condition in Experiment One.
Nonetheless, some differences between different configurations ofIM have
emerged from these studies, which might usefully be investigated further. No
previous research has systematically addressed the issue of ilTelevant material in
the referent space, though several authors have acknowledged the differences of
using a more genuine and complex real-world space, as opposed to a scant and
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contrived experimental space (e.g. Liben and Yekel, i 996). It would clearly be of
use, then, to improve understanding of how children's performance or their
strategies might alter under different conditions. However, given the similar
patterns of performance observed in "Both" and "Neither" configurations, and the
similar patterns observed in "Model only" and "Room only" configurations, it
may be the case that these differences are eventually attributed to some level of
physical similarity between a representation and its referent, rather than to do with
strategies of selective attention, as was suggested previously.
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CHAPTER NINE
General Discussion
The overall aim of this research project was to investigate how children's
performance on tasks designed to assess their ability to understand and to use
representations of space, changes when different tasks and methods are adopted.
Chapter Two explored just some of the many experimental variations which
researchers have used previously for investigating such understanding in children,
giving an indication of just how diverse an area this is.
It has been implicitly assumed that these various tasks and methods are all
essentially assessing the same underlying abilities. However, there has been very
little in the way of any systematic investigation of how children's performance
might be affected by the use of one task rather than another, which might support
this assumption or enable a more thorough evaluation of precisely which abilities
are being tapped under different circumstances.
In recent years this has led several researchers to point out the need for a
fuller investigation of such differences, in order to reach any real understanding of
children's underlying spatial representational capacities. For example, Golledge
(1976) explains,
"Methodological issues consequently are of an importance almost equal to
the theoretical issues raised in earlier segments of this book. Much of the
information that we are collecting (and have collected) is of dubious value
because of poorly designed experiments that yield low-value data. Much
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more critcal attention to experimental designs that are capable of yielding
meaningful representations of cognitive knowledge appear to be essential if
progress is to be achieved in this field. " (P313)
Liben (1997) further explains,
"In the end, what is most important is that we recognise that many methods
are available, that particular research questions are better answered by
some methods rather than others, and that the answers we get are in part
dependent upon the methods we use. In organising the coming decades of
our collective work, we should continue to investigate phenomena by using
a variety of methods. Unless we do so, we run the risk of concluding that
children understand (or misunderstand) place representations in general on
the basis of their skil at meeting (or not meeting) the demands of a certain
kind of task in particular. " (P60)
So many different tasks and methods exist in the literature that a complete
and thorough comparison of all of them would be outwith the capacities of the
present project. Therefore, an initial investigation aimed at comparing just two
tasks and two methods was carried out, and the results of that study then led to
several follow-up experiments, aimed at expanding and building upon some of the
findings of the first. At this stage it is useful to summarise the main findings of
the studies which have been carried out.
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Summary of findings
Scores
The initial investigation used two specific methods of assessment. The
first required children to infer from a referent space to a representation, by
observing some manipulation in a room, and on the basis of that manipulation, to
themselves carry out some task in a small-scale model of that room. The second
method required children to make the converse inference, by observing some
manipulation in the small-scale model and on the basis ofthat manipulation to
themselves carry out some task in the referent room. Apart from the comparison
of these two methods, an additional comparison of two particular tasks was made.
Children completed either a Retrieval task or a Positioning task. Retrieval
entailed watching as a toy was hidden in a particular location in one space, then
retrieving an analogous toy from the equivalent location in the other space.
Positioning required the child to observe as one toy was placed at a particular
location in one space, and then to themselves place the analogous toy at the
equivalent location in the other space. The referent space used in this first
experiment was the participants' own playroom.
The results of this initial study showed that children scored higher in the
Room-To-Model Condition than the Model-To-Room Condition. These results
contrasted with Liben's (1997) suggestions that inferring from Model-To-Room
might be equivalent to a Comprehension-type task in this domain, and might
therefore be expected to emerge developmentally prior to the more difficult
Production-type task of inferring from Room-To-Model. These results also
contrasted with intuitive notions about how representations are typically used,
since inferring about a representation on the basis of its referent might be a less
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common activity than inferring about a referent on the basis of a representation.
However, the results appeared to fit with the suggestions from Acredolo (1977;
1981) that since a representation can be observed from one viewpoint, and is
easier to manipulate, performance when carrying out a task in a model might well
be expected to be superior to that when carrying out a task in a large-scale room.
Several suggestions were made about factors which may have contributed
to these observed differences. This first experiment utilised a referent space that
was highly familiar to the participants. Whilst familiar referent spaces have been
used in many studies (e.g. Liben & Yekel, 1996), others have used novel
experimental spaces as the referent. Experiment Two therefore set out to replicate
Experiment One, but using a completely novel experimental space. The results of
that study suggested that when the referent space is completely novel, children
may find it easier to infer from representation to referent, as suggested by Liben
(1997).
Having compared the use of a highly familiar referent space with that of a
completely novel referent space, Experiment Three set out to investigate how
children's performance over the course of one school year altered as their
experience of the referent space changed from being slightly familiar to being
very familiar. The results indicated very little change in absolute levels of
performance with increasing familiarity.
Having explored the effect that familiarity with the referent space had, it
was suggested that differences between the results of Experiments One and Two
might instead have be due to factors concerning the nature of the representation
itself. The model used in the first experiment was fairly basic and structural,
containing only the most salient items of furniture, and no soft furnishings,
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carpets, curtains etc. Experiment Two, however, used a more detailed model
containing appropriately coloured carpet and curtains, as well as sofa coverings
and cushions. It was therefore perceptually more similar to the referent room in
terms of iconicity. Experiment Four set out to investigate whether this perceptual
similarity might have affected the children's appreciation of the representational
relationship between model and room. The results suggested that this extra detail
had no effect, and that the differences in performance observed previously were
not likely to have been due to the quality of the representation.
Experiments Five and Six addressed another issue emerging from the
initial study, concerning not the quality of the representation, but the presence of
additional, irrelevant material in the referent space. This builds upon the
comparison of Experiments One and Two, which have already explored one factor
resulting from the use of the children's own classroom as the referent space. As
has already been mentioned, the use of the children's classroom meant that the
.participants were already highly familiar with the referent space. However, this
also meant that the referent space contained a great deal of additional material in
the form of books, toys, pictures, games, equipment etc. etc. which were not
represented in the model of that room. Experiment Two, however, utilised an
experimental, rather than a naturalistic space, in order that it should be completely
novel to participants. As a result of this, though, the room in Experiment Two
contained only its basic structural elements, with no additional contents.
Since children in Experiment One performed worse when required to carry
out a task in the referent space, it was suggested that this might have been due to
distraction from the additional material present, rather than a diffculty with
appreciating the representational nature of a room already familiar to them as a
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"thing-in-itself'. Therefore, Experiments Five and Six assessed children's
performance when additional, irrelevant material was present in the room, as
opposed to when it was present in neither room nor modeL. Apart from these two
conditions, two others were included in which irrelevant material was present in
the model only, or in both model and room. What was found overall was that
children continued to score higher in the Model-To-Room Condition when there
was irrelevant material present in the room only. Therefore, the additional
material did not appear in itselfto have been responsible for the children's poorer
performance in this Condition in Experiment One.
In relation to the two different Tasks that were used, the initial study
suggested that children were more successful on the Retrieval Task than they were
on the Positioning Task. Several possible explanations for this difference were
suggested, and Experiment Two was designed to assess whether simple
methodological considerations might have been a factor influencing these results.
To this end, only target locations which were completely hidden from the
children's view were used. With these alterations, children no longer scored
higher on Retrieval trials, and this was the case in all subsequent experiments in
which such alterations were possible.
Time taken
Not only were absolute measures of performance recorded, but the time
children took was also noted in order to gain some insight into how children might
have been approaching different tasks and how they might have performed under
different methods. It was thought that time might provide a more sensitive
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measure than just success or failure, by indicating more subtle differences in
children's performance that were not reflected in their actual scores.
In Experiments One and Three children took consistently longer in the
Model-To-Room Condition, which was unsurprising given the larger scale of the
referent room. In all other experiments, however, children took comparable
amounts of time in both Conditions. Therefore, that fact that it was the Model-
To-Room Condition in which children scored lower in Experiments One and
Three does not seem to have been related to the additional time taken in that
Condition in those experiments, since Experiment Two showed that even when
children took equivalent amounts of time in the two Conditions, they continued to
score higher in one Condition than the other.
In general, the time taken by children was shorter in the groups of children
who were more successful, although it should be noted that in several
experiments, dividing children into groups according to their scores led to very
small numbers in some of those groups. Thus, analyses should be interpreted with
caution. Nevertheless, the time taken by children in all the studies in which the
referent space was completely novel, was consistently less in the more successful
groups. This was also the case in Experiment 3A, in which the referent space was
only slightly familiar. In addition, where further examination was carried out of
the groups of children scoring just one correct response, it was generally found
that these children took longer on the trial on which they were incorrect than that
on which they were correct. However, in Experiments One and 3B, when the
referent space was very familiar, children's times decreased slightly with
increased success, but then the time taken by the most successful children actually
increased again. This may suggest a difference in performance which is related to
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familiarity with the referent space. However, examination of the groups who
scored one correct response further supports the notion that children do generally
taken more when they are incorrect than when they are correct, and that therefore,
the sharp increase in time taken by the most successful children in Experiments
One and 3B is reflective only of a small number of atypical outliers.
No difference in the amount of time taken was found when using a basic
as opposed to a detailed model, in Experiment Four. Furthermore, the results of
Experiments Five and Six suggest that the presence of irrelevant material in the
referent space does not distract children from the task. In fact, children took least
time in this configuration. They took longest when irrelevant material was
present in neither model nor room. The time data from these experiments showed
similar times being taken when irrelevant material was present in either the model
only or the room only. Times appeared to differ, though, when irrelevant material
was present in both spaces and in neither space.
Error data
The overall pattern of errors made by children was consistent throughout
all the studies. The largest numbers of errors made by children were those
classified as "Other" errors. These errors were thought to arise from a lack of
understanding in the representational domain, or from a general misunderstanding
of the task. The rate of these errors was generally found to decrease with age.
Identical location errors comprised the next largest group, and were due to
children's basic appreciation of object correspondences, but a lack of a full
understanding of spatial relations. The rate of these errors was found to increase
with age, in general. Perseverative errors and Memory-based elTors were the two
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smallest groups, and like Other errors, the rate of these generally decreased with
age.
As a general rule, this was the pattern found in all studies. However, it is
interesting to note that in Experiment 3B, where children were highly familiar
with the referent space, they made almost equivalent rates of Identical location
and "Other" errors. This pattern is more consistent with older children in the later
studies than with children of comparable age in the previous studies, despite the
fact that the children in Experiment 3B scored no more highly than those in
previous experiments. This suggests that whilst the strategies children adopt for
dealing with representations of space improve with age, they also appear to
improve with increased familiarity with the referent space.
The patterns of errors which children made were unaffected by altering the
quality of the representation itself, in Experiment Four. Experiments Five and Six
showed that children's strategies in general did not differ with irrelevant material
in the different configurations.
Developmental issues
In all of the studies within this project, two dependent measures were
recorded for analysis - the children's success or failure on each trial, and the time
taken on each triaL. In addition, information about the errors which children made
was recorded and explored. Developmental patterns were observed in all three of
these areas.
Children in all of the experiments showed increased levels of absolute
performance in the older age groups, thus showing that the ability to understand
and use spatial representations in general is an ability which develops over the
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period three to six years of age. Even so, the oldest groups of children to take part
in these studies were still showing a mean score of just 77% (Experiment Two) or
70% (Experiments Five and Six). Therefore, there would seem to be yet more
development to occur after the age of six years, which would be interesting to
address in further research.
The time that was taken by children also changed developmentally, with
younger children generally taking longer than their older counterparts. However,
some differences were observed between the times taken by the younger children
as compared to the older children, in relation to their levels of success.
In general, children took less time as they got older, and as has been
mentioned previously, children also took less time as their level of success
increased. Thus, it could be argued that the two variables of age and success are
confounded here, since older children were also generally the more successful
ones. However, an examination of the data from the youngest groups of children
in several experiments, suggests that younger children take more time as their
level of success increases. This indicates that younger children may benefit in
terms of taking extra time in responding, and that if they do not know the correct
response they act quickly, rather than taking longer in consideration. Older
children, in contrast, appear to be able to respond quickly when they know the
right response, and take time in consideration when they are unsure, even though
their final response may stil be incorrect.
In order to gain an insight into developmental changes in the cognitive
processes underlying performance, examination of the error data provides by far
the most sensitive information. In order to succeed on these tasks, it is necessary
for children to understand that the room and the model stand in a representational
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relationship to one another. Secondly, they must have the necessary spatial
knowledge to be able to identify target locations in space with reference to their
absolute position, or their position relative to other objects.
The consistent pattern of errors across all experiments showed that the
majority of children's errors were classed as "Other" errors, and these appear to
be due to a general lack of understanding of the task, and a lack of any
appreciation of the representational relationship between the model and the room.
The next most common error type was Identical location errors. These occur
when children have a basic appreciation of the representational relationship
between representation and referent, but do not yet have the necessary
understanding of spatial relations to be able to distinguish between two or more
locations which look the same, by taking into account their position within the
space, or in relation to other objects. The other two error types occurred less
frequently. Perseverative errors occurred when children placed or searched for
the target object in the place where they had last seen it. Memory-based errors
occurred when the child simply forgot where the original object was, and was
therefore unable to successfully locate the analogous one.
Although this was the general pattern of errors across all children, some
consistent differences were found in the patterns of errors made by children of
differing age groups. The youngest children tended to make far more "Other"
errors than any of the other four types. The next most common error types in
younger children were Identical location and Perseverative errors. These occurred
only in small numbers, though, and were usually about as frequent as each other
in this age group. The middle age groups of children, however, made about
equivalent numbers of "Other" and Identical location errors overall. Memory-
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based and Perseverative errors occurred only infrequently in these middle groups
of children. In the oldest groups of children, Perseverative errors were virtually
non-existent. "Other" errors and Identical location errors were the two most
commonly occUlTing errors for the oldest groups of children, and in Experiment
Two and Experiments Five and Six, Identical location errors actually
outnumbered "Other" errors in the oldest children.
These differences in the kinds of errors being made as children get older
allow for an insight into the cognitive processes underlying children's strategies in
approaching these tasks. Even the youngest children appear capable of
appreciating the overall relationship between the model and the room, and some
of these children achieve reasonable levels of success on the tasks. However,
many of them make typical errors of perseveration, and errors which suggest a
general lack of understanding of what they are being asked to do. As children get
older, errors due to a lack of representational understanding are fewer, and are
almost equal in number to errors which suggest a good representational
understanding, but poor spatial knowledge, since object correspondences are
taken into account in responding, but identical objects cannot be distinguished
through their spatial location. For the oldest children, this lack of spatial
knowledge is what poses the largest problem, as representational understanding
appears to a large extent to have been achieved.
The exception to this is seen in Experiment 3B, when children are highly
familiar with the referent space. These children actually make errors more typical
of an older group of children, with almost equal numbers of "Other" and Identical
location errors being made. This suggests that an appreciation of the
representational relationship between model and room may have been accelerated
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due to increased familiarity, enabling children to move on to a more sophisticated
strategy of responding than would normally be found in their age group.
However, in older children, this representational understanding would normally
be accompanied by an increase in spatial skills. In younger children this spatial
knowledge is stil lacking, so they are unable to fully take advantage of this early
onset of representational understanding, and absolute scores are not significantly
improved.
In this way, the exploration of error data has been successful in exposing
differences between groups of children, which simple measures of absolute
success or failure were not sensitive enough to detect. The error patterns which
have been observed provide support for several theories of spatial development
outlined in Chapter One, and for more specific ideas about the development of
understanding of spatial representations in particular. Firstly, it is clear that even
the oldest children who took part in this project did not have a fully developed
appreciation of spatial relations, which supports Piaget's views as to the
development of the concept of space in children. It appears that a full Euclidean
conception of space is stil under-developed at age six, and this would fit with the
Piagetian framework of spatial cognition. However, the partial success of even
the youngest children in this project strongly indicates that the ability to
understand and successfully utilise external representations of space is not
necessarily one which emerges as late in development as Piaget suggests.
It appears that appreciating the representational relationship between a
model and its referent space can be achieved as early as three years of age,
although the lack of a full conception of space at this age prevents the
representation from being used with complete success. Gentner's (1983) theory
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of analogical reasoning, as incorporated by DeLoache (1995) and Blades (1991 b)
all suggest that the development of the ability to understand and use a spatial
representation begins with basic symbolic or representational understanding of the
overall relationship between symbol and referent. It then extends to an
appreciation of the correspondence between internal features of the representation
and the analogous features to which they relate in the referent space. Even then,
development is incomplete, due to a lack of spatial knowledge which enables the
differentiation of two or more identical features. This appears to be the stage
which the oldest children in the studies reported here have reached.
Thus, the results support Piaget s theory of the development of spatial
cognition, but suggest that he may have under-estimated children's abilities in
relation to appreciation of representations of space. The results similarly suppoii
DeLoache's findings with regard to the early emergence ofrepresentational
understanding in children, but suggest she may have over-estimated children's
abilities in relation to their understanding of spatial representations in particular.
How best to assess children's understanding of spatial representations?
Chapter Two explored some of the many different tasks and methods in
this research domain, and this project investigated just a few ofthese. On the
basis of the findings reported here, though, it may be possible to make some
judgements about which of these might most usefully be adopted to assess
children's abilities.
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Tasks
The two tasks which were used within this project were a hide-and-seek
type Retrieval task, as has been popularised by DeLoache amongst others, and a
straightforward Positioning task. On each of these tasks, children viewed both a
representation and a referent space, and carried out the task in one space on the
basis of information gained from the other. This differs from tasks adopted by
other researchers to assess understanding and use of spatial representations -
some of whom have used other tasks entirely. For example, some researchers
have asked children to produce a representation of their own (e.g. Liben &
Downs, 1994). Others have required children to construct a representation from
available materials (e.g. Siegel & Schadler, 1977).
Although the hide-and-seek task has become popular in recent years, it is
not one which can be used in all circumstances. For example, if the
representational medium is a map rather than a model, it is very diffcult to
imagine how an experiment could be designed that would enable a child to
retrieve from the map, on the basis of information from the referent space. Thus,
in studies where a manipulation of a map is required, researchers have often
adopted a straightforward positioning task, whereby children place a sticker at the
appropriate location on the map (e.g. Liben & Downs, 1993). In addition,
though, DeLoache (1989) and Blades and Cooke (1994) have required children to
carry out a straightforward placing task, as a kind of practise task, prior to a test
phase involving a retrieval task. Thus, they are implicitly assuming that
Positioning is an easier task than RetrievaL. The results of this present project
strongly suggest that this is not the case.
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In Experiment One, for example, children actually found the Positioning
task more difficult than RetrievaL. It appears that this may have been due to
methodological issues regarding how easily hidden objects could be viewed in
their hiding places in a naturalistic referent space. However, following
modifications to the methodology which ensured that all target locations were
completely hidden, children then consistently scored comparably on Retrieval and
Positioning trials. This strongly suggests that far from being a more
straightforward "pre-test" type task, Positioning ought to be regarded as usefully
equivalent to Retrieval in assessing children's absolute abilities. This has
implications for further study, in that referent spaces and representations need not
be constructed such that they contain locations that can easily conceal target
objects, as these are not required when completing a Positioning task.
Despite the fact that Retrieval and Positioning tasks elicited comparable
levels of absolute performance, nevertheless there was a consistent difference in
the amount of time taken by children, to complete the tasks. The time taken on
Retrieval trials was always longer than on Positioning trials, and this was the case
regardless of whether children were scoring differently on the two tasks. This
suggests, firstly, that in a general sense, the time taken by children to complete a
task need not necessarily be indicative of their level of success. The additional
time children took on the hide-and-seek task did not benefit them in terms of 
their
scores. Secondly, this indicates that whilst children are not better or worse at one
task or the other, nevertheless there is something about them which causes
children to approach them slightly differently.
It does not intuitively seem as though there is anything in the nature of
responding on these two tasks which would necessitate one taking longer than the
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other. On the Positioning task, children must take the target object, decide upon
the correct location, move there and place the object. On a Retrieval task the
child must decide upon the correct location, move there and retrieve the object.
Therefore, the combination of necessary physical actions appears very similar,
and it seems unlikely that this would be responsible for such marked differences
in the amount of time taken.
On several occasions within this thesis, it has been suggested that the
familiar nature of a hide-and-seek type task might contribute to differences in
children's performance between the two tasks. Modifications to the methodology
appear to have ruled this possibility out as a factor influencing children's scores in
Experiment One, but the difference in time taken perseveres and may be due to
children's perceptions of what they are being asked to do. Since the Retrieval
task is conveyed to them in a familiar game format, they may feel more
comfortable carrying out the task and considering where to search for the object,
even when they are unsure of its precise location. Bridges and Rowles (1985)
have previously suggested that presenting an assessment to children in an already
familiar task paradigm may induce responding based more on children's
previously established conceptions of the game than on the underling abilities
which a researcher is trying to tap.
Alternatively, it may be that the Positioning task lends itself to a more
rapid form of responding. Since the child is given the target object and is then
holding it, aware that she is expected to put it somewhere, she may feel that a
quick response is required. However, if this was the case then we might expect
more incorrect responses by children on the Positioning task, which was not the
case. Perhaps a combination of children's feeling of familiarity with the hide-
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and-seek paradigm, coupled with a feeling of pressure to place the object quickly
on Positioning trials, was responsible for the time difference here. In any case, on
the basis of these findings it would be of interest to pursue the suggestions of
Bridges and Rowles more fully, and explore how children's performance is
affected when an ability or process of interest is assessed using a familiar game
format, as opposed to a novel game format.
Referent-to-representation versus representation-to-referent
This difference was of particular interest within this thesis, not least
because it is one about which there is a distinct lack of previous research. As was
indicated in Chapter Two, researchers generally tend to adopt one or other of
these two methods, without any real justification for their choice. Those few who
have used both methods within a study have done so as a counter-balancing
procedure. Thus, experimenters appear to be assuming that these are just two
forms of the same method, both assessing the same underlying abilities, rather
than treating them as two different methods of assessment which may involve
different cognitive processes. Those studies which have counter-balanced using
these two methods report no differences between them.
However, traditional views on map use suggest that "using" a
representation of space involves carrying out some task in the real world on the
basis of information provided by the representation. Thus, the converse of that
would appear to be counter-intuitive and might be expected to pose greater
problems for young children. More recently, Liben (1997) has taken this further
by suggesting that making an inference from a representation to a referent space
requires comprehension on the part of a child, whereas the converse inference
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requires the child to actually externalise their understanding by manipulating the
representation itself. This distinction between Comprehension and Production is
one which exists in many other areas of child development, and Liben's
suggestion is that it may exist within this area of spatial cognition as welL. If this
is the case, then it would lend further support to the notion that younger children
should find it easier to go from a representation to a referent space than to do the
opposite.
However, several researchers have suggested that there may actually be
benefits for young children in carrying out a task within a small-scale space as
opposed to carrying out a task within a large-scale space. For example, Acredolo
(1981) suggests that the motor responses required when manipulating a model are
much simpler than those required to carry out a task in a room. The child merely
has to reach out in a model, whereas they must stand and move around within a
room. In addition, a small-scale space can be viewed from one perspective,
enabling a child to integrate all of the information at once. A large-scale space
cannot usually be viewed in its entirety from one viewpoint, so a child must
therefore co-ordinate several different perspectives. These factors suggest that
perhaps young children might find it easier to work from referent space to
representation and not the other way.
These conflcting ideas make it hard to decide which method should most
usefully be employed in assessing children's understanding of spatial
representations. This project therefore set about investigating just how children's
performance differs using these methods, under a variety of different conditions.
The children in Experiment One performed better in the Room-To-Model
Condition, which seems to support the idea that children find it easier to work in a
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small-scale space. However, Experiment Two replicated Experiment One, but
using a completely novel space, and found performance to be superior in the
Model-To-Room Condition. This contradicts the results of the first study, and
suggests that making the intuitive inference from a representation to a referent
space is easier.
Whilst it could be argued that the age of the children was responsible for
this difference, a closer look at the data suggests otherwise. The children in
Experiment One had a mean age of 43 months (3;7). The children in Experiment
Two had a mean age of 57 months (4;9). Perhaps this is a developmental issue,
then, in that younger children find it easier to infer from referent space to
representation, and older children find it easier to do the opposite. In fact, though,
the youngest group of children in Experiment Two had a mean age of just 49
months (4; i) - only 6 months older than those in Experiment One. And it was in
this youngest group of children that the most striking difference between the two
Conditions was observed. It therefore seems unlikely that such a radical
turnaround in performance should occur within just six months.
The alternative argument is that it was the children's familiarity with the
referent space which was responsible for performance differences in Experiment
One, since Experiments 3A and 3B, which also used a familiar space, continued to
elicit better scores in the Room-To-Model Condition. It may be that if young
children are already familiar with a referent environment, understanding and using
a spatial representation of that environment is an easier thing to do in general.
Certainly, the overall mean scores achieved in Experiments One, 3A and 3B (all
using a familiar space), were higher than the scores achieved by the youngest
group in Experiment Two (novel space), despite the latter group being older than
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any of the former groups. Perhaps this advantage of using a familiar space
enables children to benefit more from the other advantages to be gained from
manipulating a small-scale space. When the referent space is completely novel,
though, children have no baseline advantage, and perhaps the
Comprehension/Production distinction or the intuitive nature of map use is what
benefits them more.
In any case, the other factors investigated within this project as possibly
contributing to the Room-To-Model / Model-To-Room differences did not appear
to have any significant effects. What is clear from all experiments here, though, is
that as children get older, they are able to operate in both directions equally,
which suggests that if one is interested in absolute levels of performance, either
method can usefully be employed. Only with very young children might this not
be the case. In those cases, a familiar room might facilitate higher levels of
performance, but particularly if the child is required to work from referent space
to representation, and not in the opposite direction.
In relation to the time taken using these two different methods,
Experiments One and Three unsurprisingly found that carrying out the task in the
referent space took longer than in the modeL. At first it was suggested that
perhaps the additional time required in the Model-To-Room Condition placed an
increased memory demand upon children, thus leading to lower levels of
performance in that Condition. However, the results of Experiment Two and the
subsequent studies show children taking comparable amounts of time in both
Conditions, yet we still observe differences between the two. Thus, it does not
seem likely that additional memory load was responsible for the poorer
performance in the Model-To-Room Condition in Experiment One.
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It is actually relatively surprising, though, that the studies using the
caravan did not result in more time being taken in the Model- To-Room Condition.
If the size of the room alone is responsible for the amount of time children take,
then we would still expect children to take slightly longer in the Model-To-Room
Condition, even when the referent room is the caravan. This is not what has been
observed, though. Perhaps the additional time taken in Experiment One, then,
was not only due to the size of the room. Experiments Five and Six suggest that it
was not the irrelevant material present in the referent room which affected the
time taken, as this never significantly differed between Conditions, in any of the
four configurations ofIM in these studies. But perhaps the children's familiarity
with the referent space played a part in the speed of their responses.
It is possible that feeling at ease within the referent environment may have
led children to take longer about the task they were to complete, in the same way
that playing the more familiar hide-and-seek game may also have led them to take
longer in completing the task. Liben, Moore & Golbeck (1982) have previously
commented on the fact that children's comfort within a referent space may lead to
a different type of responding than if they are in an strange or unfamiliar
environment. In addition, the results of Experiments 3A and 3B indicate that
children took much longer overall when they were highly familiar with the
referent space than they did when only slightly familiar with it. In any case, the
time spent on the tasks never differed between Conditions in any of the
experiments using a novel referent space, so from this perspective either method
may be usefully employed.
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Familiarity
As has already been suggested, it appears that some thought should be
given to children's level of familiarity with the referent space before deciding
upon which method to adopt. When the referent space is familiar, the results of
this project indicate that we might expect children to perform better in a task
requiring manipulation of a representation on the basis of a referent space, rather
than the converse. With novel referent spaces, we might expect the opposite to be
true, in that children perform better when manipulating the referent space on the
basis of the representation. Having said all of this, though, the age of the children
being studied also requires to be taken into account, since by five or six years, the
children in this project appeared capable of performing equally using both
methods. When children's strategies are of interest, though, it seems important to
be aware that the use of a highly familiar referent space might elicit a more
sophisticated approach than would otherwise be seen in children of a particular
age.
Quality of representation and the presence of irrelevant material
Apart from familiarity, other factors investigated within this thesis as
possibly affecting children's performance, were the quality of the representation
itself, and the presence or absence of irrelevant material within either
representation or referent space. The quality of the representation did not appear
to significantly affect performance, suggesting that future research need not
necessarily employ representations which look highly perceptually similar to their
referent spaces. Nor did the presence or absence of additional material in the
referent space, the representation, both spaces, or neither space, have any
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significant effect upon children's performance. However, some differences
relating to absolute levels of success and to time taken, were observed. With
additional material in model or room only, children's performance was very
similar. With additional material in both spaces or in neither space, there were
slightly different results. Thus, it has been suggested that what is important for
children is the amount of detail in one space which is also represented in the other
space. This may be due to the perceived similarity between representation and
referent, or it may be due to the possibility of simply matching one space with the
other when the two contain precisely the same items, rather than relying upon any
notion of true representation. Nevertheless, as with the familiarity factor, the
older children here were relatively unaffected by additional material in any
configuration, and this variable, like familiarity, should therefore be taken into
account with younger children in particular.
Future research
Liben (1982) indicated that there was a need within research into
children's spatial cognition, to define more carefully precisely what it is that
researchers are interested in measuring.
"There seems to be an assumption in much work on large-scale spatial
cognition that what we are ultimately interested in is the content of the
'mind's eye '. From this perspective, we should use any possible avenue of
reducing the cognitve manipulations of what is known about the space.
Alternatively, we might well define the manipulations themselves as the
competence of interest. From this perspective, the appropriate research
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strategy is to vary the manipulation demands systematically and observe the
outcomes as developmental patterns." (P62)
To a certain extent, this is what the research reported here set out to begin to do.
A wealth ofliterature has emerged over recent years relating to children's
understanding and use of spatial representations, resulting in many different
hypotheses about the development of abilities in this domain. Yet there has been
remarkably little systematic research to assess whether the many different
methods used make the same demands of children, or rely upon the same
cognitive processes. This project has at least begun to do so, but many more tasks
and methods remain to be explored, as do many other factors to do with
representations and referent spaces, which may affect children's understanding.
Future research should usefully focus upon further systematic comparisons of
particular tasks and methods of assessment.
Several allusions to other possible avenues of future research have already
been made within this discussion. The oldest children in the present project were
six years of age, and yet development in this domain was still not complete in
these children. Further research could pursue the issues raised here with even
older children. The tasks and methods investigated within this project elicited
different patterns of performance in younger children in particular, but other
variations might be observed in older children that were not identified here.
Another issue emerging from this project is that children may have
performed differently when using a familiar, rather than a novel task paradigm. In
addition, they may have performed differently when in a familiar rather than a
novel testing environment. Whilst several researchers have touched upon this
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issue previously, more research might usefully assess precisely what it is that
alters under these circumstances. The question of whether children just do better
because they are more relaxed and at ease, or whether familiarity with a task or an
environment actually changes the underlying cognitive processes should be more
fully explored.
The overall concern of this thesis has been to compare and contrast
different tasks and methods which have previously been used in the assessment of
children's understanding of spatial representations. This was motivated by the
diversity of research paradigms which have been adopted in the past, and the
different results which have been reported in different studies. Previously, it has
been difficult to make useful comparisons between studies which have obtained
different results because of the differing methodologies. A suggestion for further
research, then, would be that researchers concern themselves with the kinds of
errors that children make, as well as just absolute measures of performance. This
would enable us to gain some insight into what processes might be underlying
differences between one method and another, rather than limiting us to simply
reporting that children do better or worse using one method or another.
General conclusions
In sum, this thesis set out to explore just how children's apparent
understanding and use of spatial representations differs, if different tasks and
methods are adopted. An initial experiment indicated that a Retrieval task might
be easier for children to complete than a Positioning task, and therefore suggested
that this type of hide- and-seek paradigm might be a more useful way of assessing
such abilities. However, later studies indicated that provided all target locations
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are completely concealed, levels of success are actually similar on these tasks.
Nonetheless, children do appear to take more time over the Retrieval task, which
may indicate a difference in the way they approach tasks which are presented in a
familiar game format. However, for the purposes of measuring absolute levels of
success, it would seem that both of these two approaches are equally as valid.
This has implications for future research, in that comparisons can more
confidently be made between studies using either task. In addition, since the
Retrieval task can be more diffcult to implement methodologically, and is more
time consuming, these findings now mean that researchers may adopt the more
straightforward Positioning task instead, as an equivalent alternative.
The issue of whether to use an experimental method requiring inference
from representation to referent space, or the converse - from referent space to
representation, is one which should be given more consideration in future
research, since the results of the experiments reported here suggest that they may
not be equivalent. Certain other factors may particularly affect how children
perform under these two methods - specifically the children's age, and their level
of familiarity with the referent space.
The results of all of the present studies provide support for existing
theories of developing spatial cognition, indicating that a full appreciation of
spatial relations is a late developing skil. However, the results also support the
notion that some representational understanding can be achieved very early in
development, meaning that representations of space can begin to be used from just
three years of age. Neveiiheless, the ability to understand and use spatial
representations does not fully emerge until late childhood due to the lack of a
completely developed conception of space.
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The use of several dependent measures within this project, as well as an
examination of error data, has allowed for a more sensitive and complete
assessment of children's abilities, as well as for some consideration of the
processes underlying those abilities. This approach would be usefully employed
in future research to add to our understanding of how and why children perform
differently under different circumstances. Finally, further research is required to
allow for a more complete evaluation of the many other tasks and methods of
assessment which exist in this domain.
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Appendices Notice to parents
APPENDIX ONE
Notice to Parents
Dear Parents,
I am a second year PhD student studying children's understanding of symbolic
representations. I am currently working with the children in the playgroup,
exploring the effect that familiarity with a room has on their understanding of a
model of that room. This involves the children playing a game using a model of
the playroom. A small toy is either hidden or positioned at a particular location in
the model playroom and the children then retrieve or position an equivalent larger
toy in the corresponding place in the actual playroom, or vice-versa.
If you would like any further information about this research then please do not
hesitate to contact me (Room 3B 1 03). Thank you for your co-operation in
allowing your child to participate in this study.
Victoria L. Perry
Postgraduate Research Student
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APPENDIX TWO
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How much llme w()uld be inv()lve tòr eadl tn(J¡~ÜiijÙ during workíng houn:'l
5/0 riillr. PEõt OiJLD
How much time would b~ involved for each indiyjdu~1 outide wür.k hours?
~\JD/!~
Please ~tate ar)' i,vay in which the ffsearcn W'lJld involve pupils: EAO-/ U1j (J)
~ . ~p
t.t)Lj) PLI\'1 A SHo€r (.X it n,~ 0: ç kM c ~
J r"Dic..1\ /tfg't& .
Is RnY orga~atk)n involved in any way"f
No
R.r: ..i;'.Nu~1¡:."")
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.--
T \) whom v,'iH )'ou be reJlO¡' i ng your research, and in what form';¡
IN '7i ë -9'f.p OT A 'Tt:"SI': ",'" \Se $'VBiY tTre ìb
STIfll ~'': (.Nlr)€,esfTí
o\re wLl willrig to provide Stirling Couricil Educ.aûon Servc.es with a 5ummary of yourtíml¡ng!;'? .
(cf('Tf't...i (."1
pi~iise list any sp~Lljc sdioQh you plan to invoIv€:
f~ i ,,,"vnt. S'ç;~ i7/) L 5. Or-J L'1 " tirTMrr., ¡\-i E: S1ì tZ l. 1,..,.,(.
¡~C:A ..
l UU.. 7ltloA C.ti 1j,.i ¡ 0'6 £C"1aL~ )",/ '1lfS
ll(PG -n.lAT' I. OF 17£~1 Ai: tl1 ,
Any othi:r informtion you wish to add:
POtiltJ Ci'Mfßezt. j.)
Pï' OJt IT (;1-1 rc' )-1)
13\.1 STleUN c.
1)12
1?es£,r( H
'SI"L'7 11 r.: I N t: 'T)-/)
f't~ í3J
ut,, J1/6æ~ ¡~':$APf'eove'
1 N7èe N!' 8THICs CCfMrfTE~ .
FOR AUTHORl'Y USE ONLY
TI.ls req, i.e.t f-or res¡ich aC~~35 has the Slpport -of Stirring Couriil .Education Services
Sígned: Date:
ReI: Vl!(Õ,\1i7l. $olD
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APPENDIX THREE
Ethical Approval From Stirling Council
02 t'love.mbat "1995
~Z
~s
Co \1"
M& 'iiçt')fi~ ~erri
¡;oslg radu~te R(:~cardi Studerit
Utii~¡ty Cl' Stirling
Sijrli.¡~,à
i:K9.tLA
Eduaatlon S'lic%
Stirlill CòlAncll
Vi8\vfmth
Stirlir,g
FI("S2i:¡
Dr,. S'J2.e
Tel. Ð1ì8!3 441-56
F'C 01785442762
_. - '_. .'.:-:.-=--"" -- -',:- -_. ._-'" -. ._-- -
Head of Sr.r'icc: Margaret Ooran
Our ¡;et MO/DS
"(ç,ur R"t
Dear Ms Perry
Research Request
Thoiok you tor retutning tf,e pro forma seerJng permissìon ~ approach four Slirling Council
schcJols for Ule purpose5 of teseõitcl1. .
I have no difficu It-j in àuthotisi ng th i$ ress-arcri but wöul.c rerni nd you th.õt ìndi."¡dual
rieadtachét approval slìould be sought.
Yours sincerelyl~aN~
Margaral DOJ"3n
Heatl of Sorvices to Sçhoot$
enc,
Q~I'r~ll~
Director: GOt.con Je~s
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APPENDIX FOUR
Example of Letter to School
Il
'i
LTNI\lERSITY
OF
STIRLING
STIRU;"C FK9 4i.ti SCOTLAND
,ELEPHOt'E OLí8C; 47317 I
FACUL.TY OF HUM';..N" sei ElNCI3
DElPARTMEt','T Of" PSYC"HOLOCY
~l';:k:(,Ii(:.Ii. 1)17l:(i i:(~7i:i.t
F:J~~~i'I~ili,; (i i')t".( ot,7(i L
¡rli~((¡~iiiol~l CuJi.:: +.. Hf:i:
lõai November J99R
pirect Dial: 0 U86 466365
Dear'Mrs Graham,
I l\m a second year PliD stù(lei:~ in the Psychology Deparltmmt at Stt..Unf! UniveiJir)'.
'No:ddng w:\ler ü:ie superv sk.n of Dr Robi n Cninpbel L My re~earch investigates j'OUlig
chi !di'en's understading of symbolic repres€ntations such .:S modds cind maps. OV() the
last ycar I ffwe c-'nduetoo rcsc¡m;h within the DeparmCIt PlitygJ('up here at ~he
Un eve rs¡ ty. I a,¡Jticjpate th.at the next sui.ge (of this rm:.jÆ;ct \..il1 commence in the New Yeai',
but require more children ~; paicipant", 1 have full approval from Stirling Council, and
vmuld be ver interested in "vorkirig with thc children at St. Ninia~ Primar,
TJie t¡sks J play WitEi the children involve them observing.a real ruom a.~ a retèi'€nt space,
and a scale mode.l of tht rOurf as a repres~ntation. Using small toy dogs as taritct obj~cts,
the childr() übicrY' ~t dog ae ¡i p~rtiçular loça.tion in the model, and on ~he basis of that
it~fm.natton aie ~,,"koo tü locate another toy dog at the al1alogt)us location in the reOll 1"n1
(or vice vera). This requires a referent room which must remain const.:nt, which ri~~s
diffculties. To OycieOmC tliis, Dr. C1\IDpbcll ilnd I arC ¡;UITl~nUy in the process tlf l\ihptin,g
a. C,fwvan to act ..s the referent room, which may then be brought to the schools. Tbru it
wil not be riec.es;;ai to bring the. cl1 ildreii to the Uni. versity it1 order to pardpate in th~
study.
ldeaUy L would requtre betwe-en :20 ¡ind 30 chi ldren be-tveell tlLc ag~ uf 3 ai1d 5, from the
nursery and l".tìma~y One classes:, to act .as participants, although any number of children
would be hclpfnl, The ta.¡ks take only ¡itiQut :5 minuecs D)r C-1ch child to play, and PIDenú'l
consent would be seJu:ght for- eac child to tnke part.
Conttiiutiig research in Developmental Psyc.hologj' deJ1end.~ upon the co.upemtion of
schools ::d nurseres, and I would be very grat~ful if you would considc: allowing me to
work ,,,ith the c-hildrcn ;,t St. N inia~ in order to furthe.. this projcd. Either mySelf or Dr.
Campbell would be happy to provide you with more detaüs of the sw\.y, and tü discuss
Uiis fi.i.het with you. 1 shaH kWK lüt'illt'd to heariiig from you it) due cour.g.
Yours s.ncerely,
Vtctorla L. Pert"/
Postgr~'ld!mta Rescm"ch Siudem
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APPENDIX FIVE
Positive Consent Form
.
UNI\TERSITj:'"
OF
STIRLING
STinLlNG 1"K9 4L., SCOTLANÙ
TELEPHONE OHM 47ZJTl
Fi\.CUerV Of' HUM"N sei £NCn,"l
DEPARTMENT or: PSYCHOLOC..'
20lh Jlln,uary 1999
"r::kpho.i, 01 :;lili .16Ut'I~
F:.r:!J.'imill;. ~1178ó .16lft L
lni:cfI:Ji:IJnJl (:'¡Ji; 1'~ 17l"c.
Dçar PMcri1/0iniroìan,
I;¡ a PhD studcnt ~tudyjng 1's~"'CLlOLogy at Stil"iilg University. My supervbor is Dr :Rbin N,
Campbell, LecLurer in. Devd"pm~nt.l 'P,;ycJ'ology. I ...,ill be 'I' i.,iting St. Nini.in:o Primæy
shortly to çarr out oom'" ri¡cilrcJi, and would like to involve y(lur chlld in the stuDY_
The topk of my resi;;irc.ils the deyaLopment QfY'..ung childretl's understii.ndiug of symbols,
such.us mot!e!,; ur milr~ Your child would be "",en individually by m)'sdf ¡n.. m~,bil~
tZlboratory lIt the schooL, and would first ~ s\io't,'tl a fP..l room and a small-sça!e modeL ufthat
roOIU. A toy will be po.itiorted s.mewhere in o-ne of these r(lm';. At ili" pOint the child
woild be asked \0 clo onc off''I'o things. lhey wouLd -iither bi¡ ask~d toposilon aUNhir rc1y
¡n the oth. room. in. the same pbee eis the toy they Si'I iil !.e firsl room, Or the)' would b.
iiki;d to iw,.i('W111 toy frm the other room, from the same place as the toy they s.~v in the
ilr.st roorn, TIie elllire interac,tioii would be auJ.¡ota¡: and "''Old take bet ",een S an.d 10
minuW-.
The ",nl:r' dctai I.~ !hat wil i be TCordcd for fliwrc l.e an; wlicther the chilc: is a oo:r- -o fl ¡siT!,
an.d rhdl' d"te of birth. The chi ldren's tMmes wil not ~ppe~r iii rhe study report.
Ri:scarçh in ))i¡".clopmcntal l'~)"C:bology depend", very much upon tJie cooperation of parents
a.nd (;hildteii, so I ho¡:e t.hiit you .,,,j il be Ioiippy fr)t your ch.il,J ro t.ake p~rt. Pl"'..,'" fi II in the
dçw.ih r""uostçd below, 5ttirr i,vhethi¡r or not you would be happy for )'ur child to take
part aiid return the fonn to (he cla;; le.idHlt a;' £Oil ei,; possible. lf you hnve ¡my que~tïons
about thi: s,ti.u;ly tbon please ,'Ín JKit hcsimte to ç-ontaç,t m:; flt thc U'nh'onity on (01786)
4(;(;365.
TIlank you ver much for taking !.he t¡me to reJd this letter.
Yours siiicerely,
Victoria L. P"'JT1¡
Pos(gradUCt~ lÚsr;arch S(Udem
J DOIDO NOT"" ""'ish m~' (;hild to ta-e patt hi t.he JbOìie study, ('" Delete as app(icable)
Signed: DaLe:
Child":; NJlne: D2te of n.,rtn:
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APPENDIX SIX
Negative Consent Form
~
oz
UNIVERSfT1:'"
OF
STIRLING
--
STIRLING FK9 4LA. .sCOTLAND
TELEPHONE 1)178(; 4131 r 1
FACULTY OF HU)-1i',N SC:IENC8:S
DEPAI'CD'1E.-i OF PSYCHOLOGY
20ib h¡iuåt)' L~~t9
'lì;Ii."J'lh-UILv ~II T("õ ~"J(;41
F",~irri~; nlr,% 4 ("I' 1
I nl~(I'Hi(on',1 c.',lç ~4+ l n~
Th-lr ParclitlGwirdi:m,
I .im a PhD :;tudent ~tidyirig P5)'ç.t.oloK'' at Stirling Univvrsity, J'ly :;upi:iwr is Or Rnbin N,
CimpbeLI, Lecturet iii Developmental Psychology. I wiil be viû¡ins, ßr.:hMd Primary
shc:ntly tc. i:aTl oi.t some rew:m:h, lI¡¡tj would 1 i ke to i¡¡vQJvc your ç.h lld iii the study,
The t'Jpk of rT' ri:si;arç.h is the dc\'c1opment of young çhHdrcn's ,m(kr:t.'lndii: ef symbols,
Sllcll as model~ or maps. Your chilrJ ,\'outù be seen iiidi~'idlJel Ly by m~'reir in a mobi Le
labon,tol"'. ¡it the s-h.ooJ, and wc)lIJd fir5t be sho"vri a roCal room and ii small-sc"k model Qf tliiit
room, ,\ toy wi!! 00 pojt¡cinoo soWe\\'liere iii one oflhese I'orns. At th¡~ pl)tnt the child
woulJ be 1i,kcJ to dQ c;me of two things, Thç.:.. wOI,M cJthcr be ask,,(l tQ posii¡on .,,¡¡other t0'
in the other room, în "(he same pi.~ce as the toy th~y saw ¡n the rir~t room. Or they would be
a::¡kèc to l'el1'iL'v~ i: toy from th.c other room, fum the :;~f\"\ç plaçe as (hc roy they saw in th'~
t1rf.t room. Th'. entire jnt'ÒractioJ) would be atl ¡citaped ,.md would t¡)~:'Ò t.eori 5 aEid 10
mi(tute~.
The on ly details that will be rroo.J~J for future use are wh~tl,:r the clì Ld iJ; a i;r:y or a g¡r1,
~~CL th.cir d¡itc of blrü" The ciiìldr~n'.s nam~s ",..ill not appi; tLl tll~ study feP0l1.
Rc.,C:lldi in Dt'\'el\))Jmcntll Ps)"eh.olog dcpCJds ..'cry m~L"b.'Jpon the -co~PCr;tioii ofP'renu.
an.: chJL,jre.i, so I ilop. th.atY.Oll wil be happy for youI' child to t.:ke ¡iar. ItJ'NI DO NOT
wi:di your c.h i Id to take part then pkase complete the detai If, bi:Ql,l :inc: return the forr.n fo ~hc
-clas:. teaher as sooJ) ,1;' ¡x,ss¡b!e. If YOll have aiiy questions .abc-ut the stiidy then please do
nOl hesili1.e to t:brhic. me at th~ Univi:r.;¡i~. cm (017 S6) 466365.
Thank .You very much for takiiig the tim~ tr.) maJ this letter.
YO\lrs sincerd)",
Vicmrii: L. ~rr¡
posigroJualf: Rl;s~'ai'h S1tl,!L\t!
I DO NOT wish my cliLd 1.0 1.ake p£1rt i¡i üi.e iioove :!tm!)'.
Signed: D¡itç:
Chi!d~ Name: Date of Birth:
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APPENDIX SEVEN
The Psychology Department Playroom
The playroom from near end to far end
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APPENDIX EIGHT
The Psychology Department Playroom
l
~, ~i(.
~
'vII .
.
,) .A
The playroom from far end to near end.
j
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APPENDIX NINE
The Caravan
r; - -0-.--~"l
..'"
---~
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APPENDIX TEN
The Playroom Model
The playroom modelfrom above.
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APPENDIX ELEVEN
The Playroom Model
..
'1' ""~.d -,.-~¡ - .....,
, .. ~ 'ì "' ;
J "'\ '" ..
.t' -"
f l --
i
0"'.'1i __,-"'-ir
.~
\
"" /1 ....
~,.1.,"', "
~'
..
"~. J.,
The playroom model from near end to far end.
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APPENDIX TWELVE
The Playroom Model
The playroom model
f i
i ) I' :; 1 ~ il"i' i l'
I ':11 ~ \', m
I~
i
The playroom modelfromfar end to near end.
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Inside caravan
APPENDIX THIRTEEN
Inside Caravan
Inside caravan from near end to far end.
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APPENDIX FOURTEEN
Inside Caravan
Inside caravan from far end to near end.
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APPENDIX FIFTEEN
The Caravan Model
The caravan model from above.
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APPENDIX SIXTEEN
The Caravan Model
Ib
"ì
!~ ..
,\
~ ~q.
~
QJ
r) ~,
r. ,~
The caravan model from near end to far end.
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APPENDIX SEVENTEEN
The Caravan Model
c ,~
The caravan model from far end to near end.
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APPENDIX EIGHTEEN
The Toy Dogs
302
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APPENDIX NINETEEN
The Basic Caravan Model
The basic caravan model, from above.
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APPENDIX TWENTY
The Basic Caravan Model
t'. '! ;,;:.' "
.a
'~ 14,. ....,
;
~
Vi
II
..lIll.. .... .. .....
~~...~:r~ .. ¡¡ ---.:j;
'- -
Il
The basic caravan model, from near end to far end.
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APPENDIX TWENTY-ONE
The Basic Caravan Model
'.;,.J....
J).
" 'l
It i
~ - D
i  il£ - - ~
~ '-~:t li~~2~;;:i~~:.~~~,.i.It
The basic caravan model
, .. ~
_..~~ ~i.~ ..
The basic caravan model, from far end to near end.
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APPENDIX TWENTY-TWO
The Caravan With Irrelevant Material
The caravan with irrelevant material, from near end to far end.
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APPENDIX TWENTY-THREE
The Caravan With Irrelevant Material
The caravan with irrelevant material from far end to near end.
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APPENDIX TWENTY-FOUR
The Caravan With No Irrelevant Material
The caravan with no irrelevant material, from near end tofar end.
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APPENDIX TWENTY-FIVE
The Caravan With No Irrelevant Material
The caravan with no irrelevant material from far end to near end.
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APPENDIX TWENTY-SIX
The Caravan Model With Irrelevant Material
The caravan model with irrelevant material, from above.
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APPENDIX TWENTY-SEVEN
The Caravan Model With Irrelevant Material
..' .i__
.,-
\\
..
~
~
-~, ~
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The caravan model with irrelevant material, from near end to far end.
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APPENDIX TWENTY-EIGHT
The Caravan Model With Irrelevant Material
\' --
II
i¡ì;
...;~ -.~
The caravan model with irrelevant material, from far end to near end.
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APPENDIX TWENTY-NINE
The Caravan Model With No Irrelevant Material
The caravan model with no irrelevant material, from above.
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APPENDIX THIRTY
The Caravan Model With No Irrelevant Material
-.. P.t Vi'.. .,\.
lY;~*~: :~~.-. --..
..
The caravan model with no irrelevant material, from near end to far end
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APPENDIX THIRTY-ONE
The Caravan Model With No Irrelevant Material
~ .
'f. ifj
" i .~:
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.. ~
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The caravan model with no irrelevant material, from far end to near end.
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